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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation aims to achieve two main goals: first, the major purpose 
of this dissertation is to provide a plausible and unified account for the word 
order of the noun phrases in Jingpo, a minority language spoken in Yunnan. 
Interestingly, while we note that the fixed word order, i.e. [N(oun) + Cl(assifier) 
+ Card(inal Number)] of the Jingpo noun phrases seems to be correlated with the 
surface Subject-Object-Verb order at the sentential level in that both are 
seemingly head-final, the language displays an asymmetry in singular versus 
plural demonstratives: singular demonstratives (Dem-Sg) can occur freely in 
either prenominal or postnominal positions, whereas plural demonstratives 
(Dem-Pl) are restricted to appear postnominally. More precisely, it is noted that 
three different orders are permitted for noun phrases having demonstratives: (i) 
[Dem-Sg + N + C1 + Card], (ii) [N + Dem-Sg/Dem-Pl + CI + Card], and (iii) [N 
+ CI + Dem-Sg/Dem-Pl + Card]. In an attempt to account for the word order 
variations as manifested in the noun phrases with demonstratives, two theories of 
linear ordering are adopted in this dissertation, namely, Fukui and Saito's (1996) 
formulation of Merge and Kayne's (1994) Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA), 
and our investigation substantiates that the different word orders are best-
captured under the Kaynean approach. 
Second, despite the fact that Jingpo has long been recognized as a 
classifier language by traditional grammarians, the language displays many 
unusual properties in its nouns phrases which are clearly absent in other well-
studied classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese. For instance, Jingpo 
allows the optionality of classifiers when they combine with count nouns, and it 
possesses two plural morphemes -hte and -ni, where the latter shares, in essence, 
many similar properties with the 'true' plural marker in non-classifier languages. 
Therefore, another objective of this dissertation is to account for these intriguing 
properties of Jingpo. Specifically, our investigation touches upon some 
typological issues, including the roles of classifiers, plural morphemes in 
























1. (X): X is an optional element 
2. x/y: either x or y 
3. *(x): the utterance will become acceptable if x is included 
4. (*x): the utterance will become unacceptable if x is included 
5. *: an utterance that is ether structurally or semantically unacceptable to 
the native speakers 
6. ？: an utterance that is odd to the native speakers 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and theoretical framework 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Central goals of the dissertation 
The study of noun phrases has been the topic of intense research for many 
years, both in the semantic and syntactic literature. In particular, it is noted that 
since the proposal of the DP Hypothesis by Abney (1987), many Chinese 
linguists (for instance, Tang 1990a, 1990b, Li 1997, 1999a, 1999b, among many 
others) have tried to incorporate this proposal to account for the nominal data in 
Mandarin. Despite the fact that the DP analysis seems to be intuitively tenable as 
noun phrases with the demonstrative must be interpreted as definite in the 
language, this proposal is refuted by Cheng and Sybesma (1999), who argue that 
the instantiation of D in Mandarin and Cantonese (and in classifier languages in 
general) is the classifier rather than the demonstrative. Thus, one of the goals of 
this thesis is to examine which analysis is more tenable when applied to the noun 
phrases in a wider range of classifier languages. 
In addition, this thesis attempts to provide a plausible account for many 
peculiar properties of the Jingpo noun phrases which are not shared by other 
well-studied classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese: first, Jingpo 
allows the optionality of classifiers when they co-occur with count nouns, 
whereas in other classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese, the presence 
of the classifiers is always obligatory in enumeration. Second, the language 
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possesses two plural morphemes -ni and -hte, and the occurrence of -ni seems to 
be correlated with the countability of the noun, whereas -hte is regularly attached 
to dual personal pronouns. Third, Jingpo has two cardinal numbers meaning 
'one', i.e. mi and la^ngai^, and these cardinal numbers may co-occur when 
combined with a count noun. 
The theory of linear ordering has drawn much attention in recent 
literature of generative syntax. In particular, since Chomsky's (1995: Chapter 4) 
claim that there is no clear evidence which shows that linear order has any role at 
either Logical Form (LF) or in the core computation of human language CHL, the 
process of linearization is now considered to be a property of the phonological 
component. Specifically, Chomsky assumes that a modified version of Kayne's 
(1994) Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA) applies as a principle of the 
phonological component to the output of Morphology, a subcomponent of the 
phonological component. Following this proposal, it is clear that phrase structure 
is defined without any reference to linear order in CHL, and that linear order will 
be later assigned by (the modified version) of LCA in the phonological 
component. Contrary to Chomsky, this thesis follows Fukui and Saito (1992, 
1996) and assumes that linear order indeed has an important role in the core 
computation of human language CHL. The motivation for assuming that linear 
order is determined by the core computation of human language CHL is to see to 
what extent the two different theories of linearization which we shall introduce 
immediately below can account for the inverse order as well as the asymmetry in 
singular vs. plural demonstratives as observed in the noun phrases of Jingpo. In 
particular, following Fukui and Saito (1996), we assume that the head parameter 
is incorporated into the bare phrase structure theory by replacing the set notation 
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{a, (3} in Chomsky's (1995) Merge (as shown in (la) below) by an ordered pair 
< a, (3> ((lb)), thereby specifying which of the two syntactic objects project in 
any given languages. 
(1) a. Chomsky's (1995) Merge: K = {y, {a, p}} 
where a, P are syntactic objects and y is the label of K, y e {a, |3} 
b. Fukui and Saito's (1996) Merge: K = {y, <a, |3>} 
According to Fukui and Saito's (1996) formulation of Merge, if y takes the value 
of a, it will yield a head-initial language such as English; whereas if y = P, then a 
head-final language such as Japanese will be obtained. 
As an alternative to Fukui and Saito's proposal, this thesis will also adopt 
Kayne's (1994) Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA), except that contra 
Chomsky (1995: Chapter 4), we assume that LCA is operative in the core 
computation of human language CHL. This is in line with Kayne who assumes 
that LCA applies at every syntactic level. Following this particular assumption, 
we may now proceed to discuss the exact mechanism of LCA and its 
consequences. 
Kayne's LCA essentially states that asymmetric c-command imposes a 
linear ordering of terminal elements. More precisely, the LCA requires that if a 
non-terminal X asymmetrically c-commands a non-terminal Y in a given phrase 
marker, then all terminals dominated by X must precede, rather than follow all 
terminals dominated by Y (see Kayne (1994) for detailed discussion). In other 
words, under Kayne's LCA, asymmetric c-command relations uniquely map into 
precedence relations rather than subsequence (i.e. following) relations. It then 
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follows that the most important consequence of Kayne's LCA is that "Specifier-
head-complement is the only order available to the subcomponent of a phrase" 
(Kayne 1994: 36). This implies that all languages have the universal S(pecifier)-
H(ead)-C(omplement) order, and that surface C-H orders are most likely derived 
by leftward movement of the complement into some higher Specifier position 
that c-commands the surface position of the head/ 
Assuming that there are two alternatives (i.e. Fukui and Saito's (1996) 
formulation of Merge and Kayne's (1994) LCA) which are operative in the core 
computation of human language for linear ordering, this thesis aims to examine 
which approach can provide a more adequate account for the two intriguing 
properties of the Jingpo noun phrases: (i) the fixed word order of the noun 
phrases, i.e. [Noun + Classifier + Cardinal Number], and (ii) the asymmetry in 
distribution of singular vs. plural demonstratives, given the fact that Jingpo is 
often argued to be a strictly head-final language. Most importantly, if Fukui and 
Saito's approach can accommodate these two peculiar properties of the Jingpo 
noun phrases, we may ascertain that there is indeed a correlation between the 
orders at the sentential and nominal levels. In contrast, if Kayne's LCA can 
derive a principled account for the aforementioned properties of the Jingpo noun 
phrases, it has the important implications that the word order variations as 
observed in the noun phrases of Jingpo as well as those of other classifier 
languages may indeed be derived from a single base structure. 
Furthermore, this study also attempts to tease out the roles of classifiers 
and plural morphemes in classifier languages like Mandarin and Jingpo, and 
those of the 'true' plural marker in non-classifier languages like English. 
1 See Fukui and Takano (1998) for a critique of Kayne's (1994) LCA when applied to the 
Japanese data. 
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1.2 The theoretical framework 
In this thesis, we adopt the Minimalist Program (henceforth MP) of 
linguistic theory envisaged in Chomsky (1993, 1994) and refined in Chomsky 
(1995). As implied by its name, the MP is still a research program but not a 
theory, and thus it is still under development. Nonetheless, some promising ideas 
have already been proposed. Since the MP is developed under the Principles-and-
Parameters framework, we shall first discuss the core assumptions of the 
framework (Section 1.2.1), followed by a detailed discussion of the main 
assumptions and proposals in MP (Section 1.2.2). 
1.2.1 The Principles-and-Parameters approach 
The primary concern of the generative grammar is to determine and 
characterize the linguistic capacities of human beings. The core assumption of 
the theory is that human beings are biologically endowed with the 'language 
faculty', a particular component of the human mind/brain dedicated to language, 
and it has an initial state, which is genetically determined and uniform for species. 
The central goal of generative grammar is then to provide a theory of the initial 
state of the language faculty, i.e. the theory of 'Universal Grammar' (UG). Given 
that this theory of UG should not be language-specific, i.e. it should not be a 
theory incorporating postulates specific to English, French or Chinese alone; 
rather, it should be applicable to all human languages. This consideration of 
universal applicability has given rise to the theory of Principles and Parameters 
(henceforth P&P), which assumes that there must be some fixed and invariant 
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language-independent, construction-independent universal linguistic rules (or 
principles) common to all human languages, while at the same time, cross-
linguistic variations should be expressed as parameters, which are assumed to be 
highly restricted (see Chomsky 1981, and Chomsky and Lasnik 1993). 
In early generative grammar, three major parameters are proposed, 
namely (i) the null subject parameter, (ii) the wh-movement parameter, and (iii) 
the head (or directionality) parameter, where each of them is assumed to have 
binary values. On this view, the grammar of a specific language is the result from 
a particular combination of the different values of the three parameters. Thus, in 
acquisition, the children's task is to figure out the parameter setting of their 
native languages on the basis of limited linguistic input from the environment. 
This core assumption has the benefits of solving the so-called 'Plato's problem' 
(Chomsky 1986a), i.e. how children can acquire a particular grammar on the 
basis of limited linguistic input and within a relatively short period of time? 
Recent studies on language variations under the P&P theory have been 
converging on the reduction of the parametric properties proposed in the 
literature to formal-morphological features of the lexicon. For instance, Borer 
(1984) attempts to restrict parametric variation to inflectional properties of 
lexical items. Based on the study of binding theory, Wexler and Manzini (1987) 
extend Borer's parametric model to all lexical items, which is known as the 
'Lexical Parametrization Hypothesis', as formulated in (2): 
(2) Lexical Parametrization Hypothesis (Wexler and Manzini 1987: 55) 
Values of a parameter are associated not with particular languages, but 
with particular lexical items in a language. 
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Fukui (1988) points out that the differences among languages with 
respect to linear order cannot be reduced to properties of lexical items. 
Parameters related to linear order should be plausible parameters, such as the 
'head parameter' (Chomsky 1981) and the directionality parameter for 0-
marking and Case marking (Koopman 1984, Travis 1984). Among lexical items, 
Fukui further proposes that only functional categories are subject to parametric 
variation, i.e. the existence and the features of functional categories are subject to 
parametric variation. Chomsky (1991: 419) shares the similar view that 
parameters of UG relate, not to the computational system, but only to the 
functional elements in the lexicon. Substantive elements, such as verbs and 
nouns, are drawn from an invariant universal vocabulary. The hypothesis stated 
in (3b) below is referred to as 'Functional Parametrization Hypothesis' (Fukui 
1988: 267): 
(3) a. Parameters are restricted to those having to do with linear order. 
b. Lexical categories are essentially invariant across languages; only 
functional categories are subject to cross-linguistic variation. 
Lexical categories are supposed to have 'descriptive content' which 
constitutes the basic units of expression and thought, whereas the basic role of 
functional categories is to mark grammatical or relational features and to connect 
syntactic constituents via some purely syntactic relationship (Fukui 1986, Abney 
1987). Functional categories can include T(ense), C(omplementizer), and 
D(eteraiiner), etc. According to the Functional Parametrization Hypothesis, 
functional categories may be absent in some languages. 
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To achieve explanatory adequacy, Fukui further constrains the plausible 
parameters of UG and proposes the following modified theory of parametrization 
(Fukui 1995: 343): 
(4) A restrictive theory of parametric variation 
a. Parametric variation outside of the lexicon must be limited to 
ordering restrictions, i.e. linearity. 
b. Inside the lexicon, only [+F] elements (i.e. functional elements) 
are subject to parametric variation. 
c. Among the functional elements, only those that do not play any 
role in LF can be absent in the lexicon of a particular language. 
To distinguish functional categories from lexical categories, Fukui (1995) 
proposes that functional categories have a feature [+F] and lexical categories 
have a feature [-F]. (4c) implies that the existence of functional categories, i.e. 
[+F] elements, that are motivated by semantics have to be assured in the lexicon 
of any natural language. Fukui argues that T must be present at LF as it functions 
as an operator binding an event of a predicate. D should be present at LF as it 
functions as a kind of operator. Hence, the existence of T and D must be assured 
in the lexicon of every language. He further argues that C and Agr do not play a 
role at LF because they can be deleted at LF (Lasnik and Saito 1984, Chomsky 
1991). Therefore, functional categories such as C and Agr can be absent in the 
lexicon of a particular l anguage 之 
2 Note that Fukui's (1995) proposal is based on the pre-Agr-less theory. 
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In this thesis, we adopt Chomsky (1991) and Fukui's (1988, 1995) view 
that parametric variations among natural languages are determined by the 
properties (or features) of functional categories although as mentioned earlier, we 
shall assume that linear order of language is determined in the computational 
system of human language. In this regard, our analysis shall depart from Kayne 
(1994) in that we shall follow Chomsky (1993, 1995) and assume that every 
movement must be morphologically driven. 
1.2.2 The Minimalist Program 
1.2.2.1 The language faculty 
The most distinctive feature of the Minimalist Program (henceforth MP) 
is its commitment to the notion of 'simplicity'. A clear exemplar of this 
‘minimalist concern' can be reflected in the design of the language faculty 
assumed under MP. Despite the traditional assumption that the language faculty 
is composed of two different components: (i) a cognitive system which consists 
of a computational system for human language CHL and a lexicon, and (ii) the 
performance systems which can be further subdivided into two "external" 
systems: the articulatory-perceptual system (A-P) and conceptual-intentional 
system (C-I), MP further assumes that only two interface levels can be retained, 
i.e. Phonetic Form (PF) and Logical Form (LF), where the former corresponds to 
an abstract representation of sound, and the latter to an abstract representation of 
meaning. This contrasts with the four-level Government and Binding (GB) 
model of Chomsky (1981), which assumes that in addition to PF and LF, two 
additional levels of representations, namely, the levels of D-structure and S-
9 
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structure are present. In fact, the elimination of these two levels is not surprising, 
given that the major concern of the theory is to capture the fundamental property 
that allows grammars to pair sound and meaning, while no levels other than PF 
and LF are conceptually required for this purpose. 
Under MP, the computational system is conceived as a generative 
procedure which maps some array of lexical items from the numeration to the 
two interface levels, i.e. LF and PF. The term 'numeration' refers to a set of pairs 
(LI, i) where LI is an item of the lexicon, and i is its index which indicates the 
number of times the LI is selected. The computational system applies to the 
numeration and forms a sequence of symbolic elements. The symbolic elements 
thus formed are called a derivation (D), and it may or may not converge 
depending on whether the bare output conditions are met at PF and LF. The bare 
output conditions are legibility conditions imposed on PF and LF by A-P and C-I 
systems, respectively. If the output conditions are met at the two interface levels, 
the derivation converges; otherwise, it crashes. 
According to Chomsky (1995), elements which are interpretable and 
legitimate at PF are not interpretable and legitimate at LF, and vice versa. In 
other words, there is no connection between the two interface levels, i.e. PF and 
LF.3 In addition, I follow Chomsky (1995) and assume at some point in the 
derivation that there is an Operation Spell-Out. After Spell-Out, the derivation 
continues, leading to PF and LF. The post-Spell-Out derivation to LF is called 
the ‘covert component', whereas the post-Spell-Out derivation to PF is called the 
'phonological component'. The pre-Spell-Out component is called the 'overt 
component'. The overt component is assumed to be the part of the computation 
3 See Brody (1995) for a different view in this regard. 
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which is relevant to both the LF and PF interface levels; while the other 
components are relevant to only one interface level (i.e. the phonological 
component is relevant only to PF and the covert component to only LF). Given 
all these assumptions, the relevant portion of the inner workings of the language 
faculty can be schematized as follows: 
(5) Language faculty  
Cognitive system Performance system 
Covert ^ LP • conceptual-intentional 
componeny^ system (C-I) 
Numeration ^ Spell-Out 
Overt component 
Phonological^ PF ^ articulatory-perceptual 
component system (A-P)  
1.2.2.2 The lexicon 
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the cognitive system is assumed 
to consist of a computational system for human language CHL and a lexicon, 
where the latter specifies the lexical items from which the CHL selects to generate 
linguistic expressions. Under MP, features are supposed to be syntactic 
primitives. Thus, each lexical entry is conceived as consisting of (at least) three 
types of features: (i) phonological, (ii) semantic, and (iii) formal (or grammatical) 
features. Formal features are further distinguished into two types, namely 
intrinsic and optional formal features. The former refer to those listed in the 
11 
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lexical entries, such as the categorial features [V], [N], [A] and [P], whereas the 
latter are those which can be added arbitrarily in accordance with the particular 
occurrence of a lexical item. For instance, the Case and ([^features (including 
person, number, and gender) for lexical items like cat are considered optional 
formal features, and they will have to be specified each time cat is drawn from 
the lexicon to account for its separate occurrences in sentences like (i) A cat has 
nine lives and (ii) I love cats, where the Case and ^-features for the lexical item 
cat are different in (i) and (ii), i.e. it has nominative Case and is singular in (i), 
while it carries the accusative Case and is plural in (ii). 
1.2.2.3 Structure building Operations: Merge and Move 
As mentioned in 1.2.2.1, lexical items drawn from the lexicon are made 
available to the computational system for human language CHL by taking them 
from the numeration (i.e. an array of lexical items drawn from the lexicon) and 
combining them in accordance with the structure-building Operations Merge and 
Move (or more precisely, Attract). Let us begin by considering the Operation 
Merge, which builds up lexical (for instance, V, N and A) and functional (such as 
C, I and D) structures in a pair-wise fashion in accordance to the Binarity 
Condition. In addition, phrase structures are assumed to be built up in a bottom-
up fashion (Chomsky 1993). The Operation Merge selects two syntactic objects 
{X,Y} from the numeration and replaces them with the new combined category 
{K{X,Y}}, where K is a projection of either X or Y. If Y is a complement, then 
X projects and forms a new category by determining its label. To take a concrete 
example, imagine we have selected the D(eterminer) the and the N(oun) girl 
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from the numeration. We can then combine them to form the new category {the, 
{the, girl}, as shown in (6a): 
(6) a. the b. DP 
八 
the girl D NP/N 
the girl 
Within Chomsky's (1994, 1995) bare phrase structure theory, maximal 
and minimal projections are not identified by any specific marking but are 
interpreted as relational properties of categories determined by the particular 
structures in which they appear/ Retaining the X-bar notation for expository 
purpose, informally we can distinguish between categories that do not project 
any further and those that do not project at all. The former is label as XP (=X腿） 
and the latter as X ( 二 A n y other intermediate category, i.e. X，，is invisible 
at the LF interface and for computation. Under this conception of phrase 
structure, a category can then be simultaneously having the status of XP and X, 
as in the case of the noun girl in (6b) which does not project any further and 
which does not project at all. However, for ease of exposition, I shall adopt the 




4 See Watanabe (1995) for more detailed discussion on structure building under the bare phrase 
structure theory. Also see Collins (1996). 
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Following Chomsky (1995), we assume that formal features may be 
either interpretable or uninterpretable. The former include categorial features, 
nominal (t)-features, interrogative features and tense-features, whereas the latter 
include verbal, adjectival (|)-features and Case features. Among the interpretable 
and uninterpretable features, we also make a distinction between strong and weak 
features. Contrary to Chomsky (1995) which assumes that the strong vs. weak 
dimension is restricted to the categorial features [V] and [D] of such functional 
categories as C, I and light v, we assume that the strong vs. weak dimension is 
applicable to both interpretable and interpretable features. In addition, we assume 
that interpretable features can under multiple feature checking operations. Given 
that a strong feature is taken as one that a derivation 'cannot tolerate', it will 
trigger a rule that eliminates it. On this view, the strong vs. weak dimension 
plays a central role in language variations, determining whether categories can 
raise overtly or covertly into checking configurations. 
For a derivation to converge, it must satisfy the condition of Full 
Interpretation which requires that all uninterpretable features to be eliminated 
before they reach LF. This is achieved through the checking theory which places 
an unchecked feature a (henceforth F[a]) in a checking relation with a matching 
feature P (F[P]). Checking configurations are established whenever F[p] enters 
into a Spec-head or Head-head relation (i.e. the checking domain) with a 
corresponding F[a]. This is achieved by the Operation Merge or Move via 
adjunction or substitution. Adjunction differs from substitution in that adjunction 
of a to p yields a syntactic object of the same phrase structure level as P (see 
(8a)), whereas substitution yields a syntactic object that is one phrase level 
higher than p (see (8b)). 
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(8) a. Adjunction b. Substitution 
pP/p PP 
八 
a pP/p a P’ 
In addition, following Chomsky (1995), we assume that feature checking 
can take place only when the checkee (i.e. the element which has the feature to 
be checked) is in the checking domain of the checker (i.e. the element which has 
the checking feature). To illustrate what the term 'checking domain' means, 





UP ZP X 
YP X 
In (9), there are four positions which allow feature checking to take place: (i) the 
Specifier of X, i.e. ZP; (ii) the head position adjoined to X, i.e. YP; (iii) the 
position adjoined to the maximal projection of X, i.e. WP; and (vi) the position 
adjoined to the specifier of X, i.e. UP.^ 
5 According to Chomsky (1995)，there are two types of domains, namely 'internal domain' and 
'checking domain' and their working definitions as given as follows (assuming X is the head): 
(i) a. The domain of X is the set of nodes dominated by the maximal projection of X’ with the 
exception of X itself and the projection of X. 
b. The complement domain of X is the part of the domain of X that is (dominated by) the 
sister of X; the remainder of the domain of X is the residual domain of X. 
(ii) a. The minimal domain of X is a subset of the domain of X, namely those nodes in the 
domain of X that are not dominated by another node in the domain of X. 
b. The internal domain of X is the minimal complement domain of X (i.e. the sister of X); 
the checking domain of X is the minimal residual domain of X (i.e. the Specifier of X 
and the adjuncts of (a projection of) X. 
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1.2.2.4 Economy conditions 
In the preceding section, we have mentioned that a derivation must satisfy 
conditions on well-formedness such as the condition of Full Interpretation. In 
addition, a derivation is required to be optimal, i.e. it is not sufficient that a 
derivation converges, it must also satisfy certain economy conditions, such as 
those which impose locality of movement and exclude superfluous steps. Thus, 
when two or more convergent derivations that start from the same numeration, 
the computational system for human language CHL will choose among 
convergent derivations, evaluating their 'cost' and ultimately selecting the 
cheapest derivation. Less economical derivations are blocked even if they 
converge. Since the Operation Merge is essential for phrase structure building, its 
application is assumed to be costless. The Operation Move, by contrast, is 
constrained by several economy conditions. One of these is the c-command 
condition which requires that a moved category must c-command its trace (or 
copy), thereby excluding 'downwards' and 'sideways' movements. 
Another economy condition on Move is the Last Resort Condition which 
requires that movement Operation be morphologically driven by feature 
checking (see Chomsky's (1993: 33) proposal of 'Greed'). This has the effect of 
eliminating superfluous steps in derivations: Move is legitimate only if it is 
necessary as a 'last resort' for convergence. In other words, had Move not 
applied, the derivation would not have been able to converge. This is the case of 
strong features which will cause the derivation to crash if not checked before 
Spell-Out. 
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A related economy principle is Procrastinate, which expresses the idea 
that covert movement is less costly than its overt analogue. This generalization 
follows from the fact that covert movement is assumed to be feature movement, 
while overt movement is required to carry along the whole category for PF 
convergence but not just the relevant unchecked feature. Assuming that the 
application of phonological rules counts in evaluating the cost of a derivation, it 
follows that overt movements which need to pied-pipe along 'excess baggage' 
are most costly than covert movements. However, a violation of Procrastinate 
that is required for convergence is not an economy violation, since as noted 
earlier, in case of strong features, the latter must be checked off before Spell-Out. 
The final economy condition on Move is the Minimal Link Condition 
(MLC) which basically states that each movement must be as short as possible. 
1.3 Organization of the dissertation 
The purpose of this thesis is two-fold: on the one hand, it attempts to 
capture the unusual properties of the noun phrases of Jingpo under a unified, 
syntactic account. On the other hand, it touches upon some typological issues: 
specifically, it aims to explore the roles of classifiers and plural morphemes in 
classifier languages and also that of the so-called ‘true，plural markers in non-
classifier languages like English. 
Given these objectives, this thesis will be organized as follows: in chapter 
2, the core nominal data from Jingpo will be introduced, with specific reference 
to the intriguing properties of the noun phrases in Jingpo which are not shared by 
those in other well-studied classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese. In 
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Chapter 3, an attempt will be made to resolve the controversial issue of whether 
noun phrases in classifier languages are best-analyzed as having a DP or CIP 
structure by presenting some empirical evidence from classifier languages like 
Mandarin, Cantonese and Taiwanese, which clearly shows that the DP analysis, 
rather than the CIP analysis can better accommodate the nominal data in these 
languages. Also, based upon the nominal data given in the previous chapter, 
chapter 3 provides a syntactic account for the noun phrases in Jingpo, with 
special focus on the following two peculiar characteristics: (i) the inverse order 
of the noun phrases and (ii) the asymmetry in singular vs. plural demonstratives. 
Specifically, the investigation of the noun phrase structure of Jingpo will be 
based upon two theories of linear ordering, namely, (i) Fukui and Saito's (1996) 
version of Merge, and (ii) Kayne's (1994) LCA, and we argue that the two 
interesting properties of the noun phrases in Jingpo are best-captured under the 
Kaynean approach. 
Chapter 4 is dedicated to some typological issues: more precisely, we 
shall present evidence from Jingpo which directly challenges the semantic 
parametric approach formulated in Chierchia (1998), which predicts natural 
languages can only be distinguished into three different types, i.e. [+arg, -pred], 
[-arg, +pred] and [+arg, +pred]. In particular, we shall argue that the evidence 
from Jingpo clearly demonstrates that the language cannot be properly 
characterized by any of the three parameter settings. In addition, the roles of 
classifiers and plural morphemes in classifier languages will be explored, and we 
shall demonstrate that Jingpo indeed has the status of a classifier language, 
despite the fact that unlike other well-studied classifier languages like Mandarin 
and Cantonese, Jingpo permits the optionality of classifiers when co-occurring 
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with count nouns. As an alternative to Chierchia's proposal of the 'Nominal 
Mapping Parameter', we argue for a syntactic approach which aims to capture 
the different properties of the so-called 'true' plural marker in non-classifier 
languages like English and the plural morphemes in classifier languages like 
Mandarin and Jingpo. Specifically, we assume with Li (1999a), who argues that 
the projection of Number Phrase (NumP) can be found in the nominal structures 
of both classifier and non-classifier languages. 
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Chapter 2 
Nominal constructions of Jingpo 
2.1 Introduction* 
This chapter aims to provide the core nominal data of Jingpo which is relevant 
to the analyses given in the following chapters. This chapter will be divided into six 
sections, with the second section giving some background information about the 
language. In addition, we shall focus on the word orders at both the sentential and the 
nominal levels, and we shall also briefly discuss the function of the sentence final 
particles in the language. In section 2.3, we shall show that the classifiers in Jingpo 
can be divided into four main types, and we shall also discuss their different 
properties. Besides, the cardinal numbers in Jingpo will be discussed, with specific 
reference to one of its peculiarities, i.e. there are two cardinal numbers meaning ‘one’ 
in the language, and they may co-occur when combined with (count) nouns. In section 
2.4, the semantic properties of the demonstratives in the language will be discussed. 
In addition, we shall demonstrate that the language exhibits an asymmetrical 
distribution of singular vs. plural demonstratives. In section 2.5，the distribution of 
adjectives within the noun phrases will be briefly examined. A summary of the 
findings will be given in section 2.6. 
* I am grateful to Dai Qingxia, my informants Ding Yundong, his father and his friend from Burma for 
providing the Jingpo data. Also, special thanks to Dai Qingxia for confirming the data and for offering 
me plenty of useful advice and comments in the course of writing this chapter. None of these people 
should be held accountable, however, for any mistakes herein. The Jingpo data, where not otherwise 
specified, comes from my work with the above-mentioned people. 
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2.2 Word order and the sentence final particles 
Jingpo is a minority language spoken by the Jingpo ethnic group who lives in 
the China's southwest province Yunnan, along the Sino-Burmese bo rde r .�The 
language is the lingua franca for the speakers of the Burmese-Lolo group, including 
Atsi, Lashi and Maru.^ The speaking population in Yunnan alone is about 100,000 
and approaching 1.5 millions across the Burma border. The language has a written 
system modeled in Roman alphabets. Due to the intensive language contacts with 
other languages including the minority languages, Mandarin and Burmese, some new 
forms have emerged in Jingpo with some old forms being changed or replaced at a 
rapid pace. The language is known to be undergoing a significant evolution from a 
non-configurational language (i.e. an agglutinating language) to an increasingly 
configurational language (i.e. an analytic language) (Dai 1998). 
Similar to other Tibeto-Burman languages, Jingpo assumes a basic S(ubject)-
0(bject)-V(erb) order, as demonstrated in (la) and (lb): 
(1) a. Shi (goi) ngai^nau re� ai. 
Ji33 ko3i _55nau33 3�55 ai^ ^ 
he TOP my brother BE SFP-3Sg-STA 
‘He is my brother.， (Dai and Xu 1992: 64) 
b. Ngai nMung^ sha^ hkrup^ n^ngai. 
I stone eat accidentally SFP-lSg-STA 
'I eat stones accidentally.' (Dai and Xu 1992 : 162) 
1 Note that the term 'Jingpo' is the official Chinese Romanization of what is spelled elsewhere in the 
literature as 'Jinghpo' or 'Jinghpaw'. 
2 In fact, apart from the four separate languages mentioned in the main text, i.e. Jingpo, Atsi, Lashi and 
Maru, there are many dialects spoken in that area. For dialects of Jingpo, they include Gauri, Tsasen, 
Duleng, Hkahku, and Htingnai. Maru, which is closer to Burmese than to Jingpo, also has many 
dialects, such as. Normal Maru, Maingtha (i.e. Achang, which is seemingly a hybrid of Atsi and Shan), 
and Hpon (see Wang 1997). 
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The noun phrases in the language always show an 'inverse' order (a terminology 
adopted from Person 2000), i.e. [N(oun) + Cl(assifier) + Card(inal Number)], as 
demonstrated in the following examples^A，： 
(2) a. uMii hkumi sa^nit^ 
u3iti3i khum3i s 炉 Init3i 
egg CI seven 
'seven eggs' (Dai and Xu 1992 : 129) 
b. *saVit^ hk iW u W 
s53init3i khum3i u3iti3i 
seven CI egg 
Since Jingpo is a pro-drop language, it allows the subject and the object to be omitted 
quite freely, as shown in the following examples, 
(3) a. Shi Ngai hpe � shaiga] ni@nP? 
J P g a p phe?55 Jav3ika55 ni^ ^^ni^ ^ 
he I AOM call SFP-3Sg(Subj)lSg(Obj)-Q 
'Does he call me?' 
b. Ngai hpe � s lVga� ni@ni^? 
I AOM call SFP-3Sg(Subj)lSg(Obj)-Q 
‘Does he call me?' 
c. Shi sha^ga^ ni � nP? 
Ji33 J 沒 3ika55 ni?55ni5i 
he call SFP-3Sg(Subj)lSg(Obj)-Q 
'Does he call me?' 
3According to Person (2000), the word order as shown in (2a) is often called the 'inverse order' or 
'mirror-image order', as opposed to the 'direct order' as shown in (2b). 
4 The data from Jingpo is presented in the following fashion: in the first line, I shall present the Jingpo 
script followed by the IPA in the second line. The gloss is given in the third line, and finally, the 
English translation is in the fourth line. Also, note that for sentence final particles which agree in 
number and person with the subject only, I would simply gloss them as ‘SFP-1 Sg-DYM，，where ' lSg ' 
must refer to the person and number features of the subject but not the object. 
5 I follow Dai and Gu (2002) and treat go' as a topic marker (TOP). Note that the presence of the topic 
marker is not obligatory in the language. 
6 I follow Gu, Yip and Tang (2001) and treat hpe as an animate object marker (AOM). Note that 
unlike go' whose presence can be optional, the presence or absence of hpe � determined by the 
animacy of the object. More precisely, hpe Q marks an object which is high in animacy (for instance, 
animate objects as opposed to inanimate ones). Interested readers are referred to Gu, Yip and Tang 
(2001) for more detailed discussion of the function of hpe � . 
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d. Sha^ga^ ni � nP? 
J 沒3ika55 ni?55ni5i 
call SFP-3Sg(Subj)lSg(0bj)-Q 
‘Does he call me?' 
The example in (3a) gives a full sentence with the presence of both the subject and the 
object, hence giving the normal SOV order. In (3b) and (3c), by contrast, it is shown 
that either the subject or the object can be omitted, hence yielding the surface order 
OV and SV in (3b) and (3c), respectively. In (3d), both the subject and object are 
deleted, hence leaving only the verb plus the sentence final particle (henceforth 
'SFP'). The fact that the person and number features of the subject and the object are 
always clear to the hearers even when the former two are both omitted can be 
attributed to the presence of a rich system of SFPs in the language, which normally 
shows agreement with the subject (and sometimes even with the object) (see Dai and 
Xu 1992 for details). For instance, the SFP n i Q n f in (3) carries the person and 
number features of both the subject and the object. Thus, even when both the subject 
and object are omitted as shown in (3d), the features carried by these two elements 
remain clear to the hearer. In other words, (3a)-(3d) unanimously have the same 
meaning despite the fact that the subject and/or object do not show up. However, it 
should be noted that the SFP can never be deleted even when both the subject and 
object are present, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of (4): 
(4) *Shi Ngai hpe � sha^ga�. 
Ji33 i3ai33 phe?55 Jav3ika55 
he I AOM call 
Following Liu (1984), we suggest that one of the core functions of the SFPs in Jingpo 
is to serve as the grammatical marker, which carries the person and number features 
of the subject (and sometimes even the object), hence providing an alternative means 
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of recovering the person and number features of the subject (and sometimes also the 
object) even when they are dropped.? 
In addition, as shown in (3), another function of SFPs is to indicate the 
illocutionary force of the sentence. As noted in Dai and Xu (1992) and Dai (1998), 
SFPs in the language can encode six types of mood, including declarative, imperative, 
interrogative, consultative, conjectural and exclamative. Furthermore, despite the fact 
that the sentence final particles often occur after the verb, they are free morphemes. 
Some pieces of evidence which support this claim including (i) there is no 
morphophonemic change between the verb and the SFPs, and (ii) morphophonemic 
changes are observed only when the SFPs encode agreement, eventuality, deicticity, 
etc., where in such instances, the SFPs are conflated (Dai 2002c). 
A few general remarks are in order regarding the agreement between the 
subject and the SFPs. As mentioned earlier, one of the important functions of the 
SFPs is to mark the person and number features of the subject (and sometimes even 
the object). Given that the SFPs can co-occur with corresponding anaphoric 
expressions (for instance, the subject and object as in (3a)-(3d)), this suggests that the 
SFPs may have a structural status independent of the corresponding anaphoric 
expressions, and SFPs by themselves are anaphoric, i.e. they have the capacity to refer 
(Gu and Gu 2002). However, since both the pronouns and the SFP in (3a)-(3d) are 
anaphoric and both can encode the person and number features, it seems that the 
presence of the SFP in (3a) is redundant unless the pronouns and the SFPs are serving 
distinct grammatical functions. In fact, as noted in Dai (1998) (and also personal 
communication with Dai), those SFPs carrying the third person and singular features 
7 According to Dai and Xu (1992), the SFPs in Jingpo may have other functions. For instance, the SFPs 
may indicate the direction towards which the action/event is acted upon. However, for reasons of space 
here, I shall not cover those properties of the SFPs in details. Interested readers are referred to Dai 
(1996, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c) and Gu and Gu (2002) for detailed discussion. Also, note that the SFPs 
are also known as 'sentence final morphemes'. 
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(e.g. sai that encodes third person singular features and the predicate is dynamic and 
ai that inflects the same person and number features as sai but the predicate is stative) 
are now used as the default forms in the younger generation. This can be 
O Q 
demonstrated by the following examples:, 
(5) a. Ngai nga la^ngai^ mi lu^ n^ngai/ai. 
g a p ga^^ 1555肿i5i mji33iu3i n^ igaP /aP 
I ox one one have SFP-1 Sg-STA/SFP-3 Sg-STA 
‘I have one ox., (Dai and Xu 1992: 62) 
b. Marsha' la^hkong^ shat^ sha^ nga^ m a �a i / ? a i . 
Maishai l a \kong ' Jat'^ Ja ' ' ga'^ 
people two meal eat ASP SFP-3P1-STA/SFP-3 Sg-STA 
‘Two people are having meals.' 
c. Jongimai ma^ sum go' hkom mat^ masai/?sai. 
tjbg3ima3i ma^^sum^^ ko^^ khom^^ nmt3� ma33sai33/sai33 
student three TOP leave ASP SFP-3P1-DYN/SFP-3 Sg-DYN 
Three students left.’ 
d. nam^si^ hpun^-ni go� grai^ tso� ma©ai/ai. 
nam3isi3i phun^^-ni^^ W � k s a i ^ ^ tso^^ ma^^^ai^ Vai^ ^ 
fruit tree-Pl TOP very tall SPF-3P1-STA/SFP-3Sg-STA 
'The fruit trees are very tall.' 
e. W a � ndai-ni sun^ nau^ shangi m a �a i / a i . 
wa?3i n33tai33-np3 sunss nau^^ Jag^i 
pig this-Pl garden very enter SPF-3P1-STA/SFP-3 Sg-STA 
These pigs always get into the garden.' 
8 According to Tang, Gu and Dai (2002), it is observed that nga' has dual functions in Jingpo: (i) the 
morpheme functions as a main verb having the meaning 'exist' when it stands alone (see (i) below), 
and (ii) when it co-occurs with the main verbs, it functions as an aspectual marker (ASP) denoting 
imperfective aspect (see (ii) and (5b) in our main text). Interested readers are referred to Tang, Gu and 
Dai (2002) for detailed discussion of the syntactic properties of nga'. 
(i) Nu^ nga^ ai. 
nu^ ^ n ^ V ai" 
mother home exist SFP-3 Sg-STA 
'Mother is at home.' (Dai and Xu, 1992 : 63) 
(ii) S i n � p r o� d e � mairang h t u � nga! ai. 
sin3ip32?55 te?3i 朋 g33 仇 u?3i ga3i aP 
east side rain down ASP SFP-3Sg-STA 
'It is raining in the east.' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 21) 
9 According to Xu et al. (1983), mat� denotes that the event/action is terminated when it follows a verb. 
Thus, I tentatively assume that the morpheme functions an aspectual marker (ASP) which encodes the 
perfective aspect in (5c) of our main text. 
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As shown in the above examples, the SFPs may either take the default form (i.e. those 
inflect for a third person singular feature) or they may agree with the subject (see (5a) 
and (5d)-(5e)). In addition, Dai (personal communication) notices that the agreement 
between the SFPs and the subject is still quite firmly maintained when the latter is a 
common noun denoting a human referent, as shown in (5b)-(5c) above. A possible 
explanation for the 'disagreement' between the subject and the SFP (or more precisely, 
the simplification of the agreement morphology by using the default third person 
singular form) is that the two are in fact competing forms, since as mentioned earlier, 
both are anaphoric and can encode person and number features (Gu and Gu 2002). 
However, it remains to be explored why common nouns denoting human referents, as 
opposed to those referring to animate or inanimate entities (as in (5d)-(5e)) and 
personal pronouns (as in (5a)), should be different in terms of the likehood of showing 
the ‘disagreement, phenomenon. 
2.3 Classifiers and cardinal numbers 
2.3.1 Classifiers 
Jingpo is regarded as a classifier language although it has far less classifiers 
than other well-studied classifier languages such as Mandarin and Cantonese. 
According to the data given in Dai and Xu (1992), the language has only around fifty 
classifiers. Since the language has only a limited amount of classifiers, it is expected 
that not all nouns can be classified. The same phenomenon is also observed in other 
classifier languages such as Burmese and Vietnamese, which have a large number of 
nouns which do not co-occur with a classifier in enumeration (Allan 1977). 
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In Jingpo, the classifiers can be roughly subdivided into four different types, 
including sortal classifiers, collective classifiers, measural classifiers and container 
classifiers. Sortal classifiers refer to those whose use is dependent on the intrinsic 
nature of the noun. Examples include maWai (mainly used with nouns denoting 
human objects) and hkumi (used with nouns denoting animals, fruits or some round 
objects such as clocks), among many o the r s .No te that the use of sortal classifiers is 
optional when they combine with count nouns, as demonstrated in (6) (examples 
adapted from Dai and Xu 1992: 129). However, when the sortal classifier is used with 
a mass noun, the former can never be deleted, as shown in (7) below. Regarding the 
distinction between count and mass nouns, I follow Bunt (1985) and Landman (1989, 
1991) and assume that count nouns are those which have a built-in semantic 
partitioning, i.e. the count noun domain is a complete, atomic, join semilattice (for 
instance, cup, girl, etc. are typical count nouns); whereas mass nouns refer to those 
which do not have such natural partitioning, i.e. the extension of mass nouns 
corresponds to a join semilattice which does not have minimal parts (e.g. water, wine, 
sand etc. are typical examples of mass nouns since they do not refer to entities whose 
minimal parts can be distinguished by the naked eye)?� 
Note that most of the sortal classifiers in Jingpo are derived from nouns. For instance, mahai in (6a) 
has the meaning of 'people'. Also, interested readers are referred to Dai and Xu (1992) for an 
exhausted list of sortal classifiers in Jingpo. 
”Given our definitions of count and mass nouns, a natural question that may arise is the status of the 
so-called 'abstract' nouns like beauty, hope etc. In most cases, the abstract nouns in Jingpo can be 
numerated only when they co-occur with the generic classifier bo(D 'kind/type', as demonstrated in the 
following examples (the term 'generic classifiers' is borrowed from Matthews and Yip (1994), which 
refers to the group of classifiers denoting types or kinds): 
(i) a. lai'ka hpa©ji ' *(bo①） mi 
lai^ 'ka^ ^ pha?3itjf5 po"' mji^ ^ 
knowledge CI one 
‘a kind of knowledge' (Dai and Xu 1992: 118) 
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(6) a. sa'ra (ma^rai) ma� sum 
teacher CI three 
'three teachers' 
b. uidii (hkumi) sa^nit^ 
u3iti3i khum3i s 糾 nit^i 
egg CI seven 
'seven eggs' 
(7) n-gu *(tum) sa^nit^ 
n(ku33 tum^^ sa3init3i 
rice CI seven 
'seven grains of rice' 
Note that although the use of sortal classifiers is always optional when combined with 
count nouns, the [N + CI] sequence is never permitted in the language, regardless of 
whether it occurs in the subject or object position of the sentence, as exemplified by 
the ungrammaticality of (8a)-(8b) below: 
(8) a. sa^ra (*ma^rai) grai' sha^ut ' ai. 
sa3ija33 ma3i3ai33 ksai^^ Ja^^kut^' ai^ ^ 
teacher CI very hard-working SFP-3Sg-STA 
'The teacher is very hard-working.' 
h. D a i W ngai sa^ra (*ma^rai) h p e � n V n i � ai. 
today I teacher CI AOM see SFP-lSg-DYN 
‘I saw a teacher/teachers today.' 
Collective classifiers, by contrast, are similar to collective nouns in English, and 
examples of which include hpung 'group' and man 'pair'. The deletion of the 
collective classifiers will always give rise to a different interpretation, as 
demonstrated by the contrast between the pairs of examples below: 
b. t a W *(bo ①） mi 
po"' 
principle CI one 
'a kind of principles' (Dai and Xu 1992: 118) 
Special thanks to Richard Kayne for drawing my attention to this issue. 
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(9) a. marshal hpung la^hkong^ 
person CI two 
'two groups of people' 
b. ma'sha^ la^hkong^ 
person two 
‘two people' 
(10) a. gyepMin man la^hkong^ 
kjep3it in33 man33 la^^khor)^^ 
shoe CI two 
'two pairs of shoes' 
b. gyep din la^kong^ 
shoe two 
'two shoes' 
The third type, the measural classifiers denote quantities or amount of the entities 
denoted by the nouns. Some typical examples include the measure of weight, quantity 
or size, as shown in the following examples: 
(11) a n-gu *(singi) ma^li 
rice CI four 
'four litres of rice' 
b. juiV *(kyin) sa^niti 
tjum^' kjin33 sa3init3i 
salt CI seven 
'seven catties of salt' 
As shown in (11), when the measural classifiers combine with mass nouns, they can 
never be deleted; otherwise it will lead to ungrammaticality. 
The final type _ the container classifiers can function as nouns in their own 
right, as shown in the following examples 
The dual categorial status of the container classifier is not unique since in other classifier languages 
like Mandarin and Cantonese, we can also distinguish between two different uses of the container 
classifiers, i.e. one as a noun and the other as a (container) classifier, as demonstrated in the following 
examples: � 
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Alternatively, these container classifiers can function as a unit of measure for nouns 
denoting food and drinks which are, in most cases, uncountable. This use of the 
container classifiers can be demonstrated by the following examples:'^ 
(13) a. nHs'm // *(gom) sa^nit^ 
n3itsin33 gom33 sa^^nit^ ^ 
water CI seven 
'seven glasses of water' 
(i) a. yi ge bei (Mandarin) 
one CI glass 
'a glass' 
b. yi bei jiu (Mandarin) 
one CI jiu 
'a glass of wine' 
(ii) a. yat go bu (Cantonese) 
one CI glass 
'a glass' 
b. yat bu zau (Cantonese) 
one CI wine 
'a glass of wine' 
13 The notation 7/' here indicates a salient pause. When the intended reading is 'seven glasses of water', 
a pause is observed between the noun and the classifier, as shown in (13) in our main text. 
Alternatively, if the intended reading is 'seven water glasses', a salient pause is observed immediately 
before the cardinal number, as shown in the following example: 
(i) [nhsin gom] // sa^nit^ 
n31tsm33 gom^^  sa^^nit^ ^ 
water glass seven 
'seven water glasses' (Not 'seven glasses of water') 
Note that in (i) above, the cardinal number is preceded by a N-N compound. To avoid confusion, the 
dual categorial status of gom will be differentiated as follows (see fn. 11): when gom functions as a 
noun, I gloss it according to its meaning when used as a noun (see (i) above); while when it functions 
as a classifier, I gloss it as CI, as shown in (13a) in our main text. In addition, the N-N compound will 
be indicated with a square bracket'[ ]' (see (i)). I shall continue this notation for the rest of this thesis. 
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b. chya^ru^ // *(ding^hkru) maMi 
tja553u5i tig3ikh3u33 ma^MP 
wine CI four 
‘four bottles of wine' 
c. hpa � // *(wan) ma^sum 
pha?3i wan33 ma^^sum^^ 
congee CI three 
'three bowls of congee' 
As shown in the above examples, similar to the case of measural classifiers, the use of 
the container classifiers is always obligatory when combined with mass nouns. 
To briefly summarize, I have shown that there are four different types of 
classifiers in Jingpo, including sortal classifiers, collective classifiers, measural 
classifiers and container classifiers. In addition, I have demonstrated that the 
optionality of classifiers is determined by whether or not the noun is count: if it is a 
count noun, then the use of the classifiers is optional; whereas in case of mass nouns, 
the use of the classifiers is always obligatory. 
2.3.2 Cardinal numbers 
According to Dai and Xu (1992), there are two cardinal numbers meaning 
‘one’ in Jingpo, including mi and IcfngaP. The two cardinal numbers can co-occur 
only when preceded by a count noun but not a mass noun, as demonstrated by the 
contrast between (14) and (15). In addition, it should be noted that the presence of mi 
'one' is always optional as shown in (14) below: 
(14) a. s a W la^ngai^ (mi) 
"31 -55 1 "55 .51 ..33 
sa poi la gar mji 
table one one 
‘a table’ 
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b. gom33 Ia2ngai3 (mi) 
gom33 mjp3 
glass one one 
'a glass’ 
(15) a. *n-gu la^ngai^ mi 
n33-ku33 Ia55i3ai5i mjps 
rice one one 
b. *n'tsin la^ngai^ mi 
n3itsin33 lS55gai5i mjp3 
water one one 
While I have shown in (15) that the two cardinal numbers meaning 'one' cannot co-
occur when combined with a mass noun, (15) can become well-formed when the noun 
is followed by the classifier and the cardinal number mi 'one', as exemplified in the 
following examples. Note that in (16), the presence of the classifiers is always 
obligatory, since mi 'one' cannot directly combine with n o u n s . �4 
(16) a. n-gu *(singi) mi 
n33-ku33 Sig3i m j p 
rice CI one 
'one litre of rice' 
b. nHsin *(gom) mi 
n3itsin33 gom33 mji^ ^ 
water CI one 
'one glass of water' 
To complicate the matter, while (14) and (16) seem to indicate that there are two 
canonical orders for count and mass nouns, i.e. [count noun + la^ngaP + (m/)] and 
[mass noun + CI + mi\, some count nouns can combine with either la^ngai^ or the 
classifier but not both, as illustrated in the following examples:^^ 
14 Anticipating our discussion, I shall provide evidence which shows that la^ngai^ is best-analyzed as 
having the status of a classifier, instead of a cardinal number, as suggested in Dai and Xu (1992). 
However, in order to be consistent with Dai and Xu (1992), I shall continue to gloss la^ngai^ as 'one'. 
Note that (a) and (b) from (17) and (18) are used by native speakers of Jingpo in different regions: 
(17a) and (18a) are used by the native speakers in China, whereas (17b) and (18b) are used by the 
native speakers in Burma. 
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(17) a. u W la^ngai^ (mi) 
egg one one 
'one egg， 
b. uidi� *(hkumi) mi 
iPitP� khum^i mjp3 
egg CI one 
'one egg, 
c. *uidii hkumi la^ngai^ (mi) 
u3itpi khum^i 1各55_51 mji33 
egg CI one one 
(18) a. jongima^ la^ngai^ (mi) 
tJog3ima3i Ia55gai5i m j P 
student CI one 
'one student' 
b. jongimai *(ma^rai) mi 
tJoq3ima3i ma3i3ai33 mjP] 
student CI one 
'one student' 
c. *jongimai ma^rai la^ngai^ (mi) 
tJog3ima3i ma3i3ai33 la^Sgai^i m j F 
student CI one one 
'one student' 
As shown in the (a) and (b) examples in (17)-(18), la^ngaP ‘one’ shares the same 
distribution as the classifiers. This shows that la^ngaP ‘one, may indeed has the status 
of a classifier, contrary to Dai and Xu (1992) which assume that la^ngaP ‘one, has the 
status of a cardinal number. Further evidence for this claim comes from (17c) and 
(18c), which show that la^ngai^ ‘one，can never co-occur with a classifier. The 
incompatibility of la^ngaP ‘one, with the classifier can be accounted for if we assume 
that Jingpo is similar to other classifier languages (e.g. Mandarin, Cantonese, etc.) in 
having only one classifier position. On this view, (17c) and (18c) must be ruled out 
due to the presence of two classifiers, i.e. la^ngai^ and hkum丨 in (17c) and la^ngaP 
and ma^rai in (18c). 
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In addition, although (14) seems to indicate that mi ‘one, can be deleted quite 
freely when it co-occurs with la^ngai\ its presence has in fact a significant impact on 
the interpretation of the noun phrase, as shown in the following examples: 
(19) a. [nam^pan sing'kyang^] la^ngai^ mi 
nam3ip职33 sig^ikj到55 m j P 
flower twig one one 
(Lit.) ‘a flower twig' (not 'a flower') 
b. nam^pan sing kyang^ mi 
nam3ip 职 33 sig^^jaq^^ m j P 
flower CI one 
‘a flower' 
(20) a. [ma^sha^ hpung] la^ngaP mi 
ma3ija3i ph 叫 33 i^^^gai^i mji^^ 
person group one one 
(Lit.) ‘a people group' (not ‘a group of people') 
b. ma^sha^ hpung mi 
ma3ija3i phuq^^ niji^^ 
person CI one 
'a group of people' 
(21) a. [nHsin gom] la^ngai^ mi 
n^Hsin^' kom33 丨⑨肿丨；� mjPB 
water glass one one 
(Lit.) ‘a water glass' (not ‘a glass of water') 
b. n'tsin gom mi 
n^^tsin^' kom33 mjP3 
water CI one 
'a glass of water' 
As demonstrated by the contrast between the (a) and (b) examples above, when 
la2ngaP and m/ ‘one, co-occur, they are always preceded by a compound with the 
structure [modifier + head], while when mi 'one' occurs alone，it gives the structure 
[N + CI + m/].i6 In addition, since it is observed that the compounds preceding 
16 The fact that the compound formed with the co-occurrence of la^ngai^ and mi ‘one，has the structure 
�modifier + head] is not surprising, since I have noticed that there are plenty of N-N compounds m the 
language which has the same structure. Some typical examples are given below: 
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la^ngaP and mi ‘one, are always count nouns, as evidenced by the fact that the former 
can directly combine with any cardinal numbers without the presence of a classifier 
(see (22a)-(22c) below), this further confirms that IcfngaP has the status of a classifier 
if we ass画e that (a) and (b) from (19)-(21) indeed have the same structure, i.e. [N + 
CI + Card] (where N is manifested by a compound in the (a) examples and a simplex 
noun in the (b) examples). 
(22) a. [nam^pan sing^kyang^] 11 maMi 
讓3丨_3 3 Sil331_55 ma31l 丨 33 
flower twig four 
(Lit.) ‘four flower twigs, (not ‘four flowers') 
b. [ma^sha^ hpung] // maMi 
person group four , 
(Lit.) 'four people groups' (not 'four groups of people') 
c. [nHsin gom] // maMi 
n3itsin33 kom33 ma^ 'li^ ^ 
water glass four 
(Lit.) 'four water glasses' (not 'four glasses of water’) 
Another piece of evidence which substantiates our postulate comes from the fact that 
only mi ‘one’，but not la^ngai\ can co-occur with other classifiers, as demonstrated in 
the following examples: 
(23) a. N-gu singimi sha^ go' l o � sha" na rel 
rice CI one only TOP NEG enough eat will be 
'Only one litre of rice will not be enough to eat.' 




b. hkai^mu^ ma'sha' 




b. *N-gu singi Ia2ngai3 sha' g o � n ^ l o � sha na re 
rice CI one only TOP NEG enough eat will be 
(24) a. U^dii hkum^ mi sha^ ni � ai. 
egg CI one eat SFP-lSg-DYN 
'I ate one egg.' 
b. *Uidii hkum' la^ngai^ sha� n i �a i . 
u3iti3i khum'' ia55gai5i Ja55 ni?55ai33 
egg CI one eat SFP-1 Sg-DYN 
If we assume that Jingpo, similar to other classifier languages like Mandarin and 
Cantonese has only one classifier projection, the ill-formedness of (23b) and (24b) 
can be attributed to the presence of two classifiers, i.e. the classifier and la^ngai^ 
since I have argued earlier that the latter has the status of a classifier. On this view, 
the well-formedness of (23a) and (24a) further suggests that mi ‘one, does not have 
the same categorial status as la^ngaP. Given that mi ‘one’ shares the same distribution 
as other cardinal numbers, i.e. it always occurs after a classifier, I posit that only mi 
‘one, has truly the status of a cardinal number, whereas la^ngaP should be regarded as 
a classifier. In addition, since we have demonstrated that la^ngaP can directly 
combine with all sorts of count nouns when co-occurring with mi 'one' (see (14) and 
(a) from (19)-(21)), we suggest that la'ngaP has a similar status with ge in Mandarin 
or go in Cantonese in that they are all the most common and neutral classifiers in the 
these languages. 
While our postulate that la^ngai^ has the status of a classifier seems to have 
solved our query as to whether Jingpo truly possesses two cardinal numbers, one 
important question still remains, i.e. why can't mi ‘one, directly combine with (count) 
nouns if it has truly the status of a cardinal number in the language? Recall that in 
(17b) and (18b), 1 have shown that mi ‘one, must be preceded by a classifier even 
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when the noun involved is a count noun, whereas for other cardinal numbers, they can 
directly combine with count nouns as discussed in the previous section. For ease of 
comparison, the two sets of data, i.e. one showing the noun phrases with mi ‘one, 
((17b) and (18b), repeated below as (25a)-(25b)) and those having other cardinal 
numbers, are given in (25) and (26), respectively: 
(25) a. u W *(hkumi) mi 
khum^i mjp3 
egg CI one 
'one egg' 
b. j o n g W *(mairai) mi 
student CI one 
'one student' 
(26) a. uidii (hkumi) ma^li ^^  
u3itpi khum^i ma li 
egg CI four 
'four eggs' 1 
b. j o n g W (mairai) ma li 
tJog3ima3i ma3i3ap3 ma^MP 
student CI four 
'four students' 
In addition, it is noted that while other cardinal numbers can stand alone without the 
presence of the classifier and the noun, mi ‘one, must co-occur with (at least) the 
classifier, as demonstrated by the contrast between (27) and (28) below: 
(27) a. (HkuiV) ma^sum sha" ni©ai 
\ "31 33 p 55 -33 
khum3i ma) sum Ja n\ ai 
CI three eat SFP=lSg-DYN 
‘late three., (Dai and Xu, 1992: 133) 
b (Mairai) ma^sum go^  hkom mat! masai. 
ma3i3aP3 ma'^sum'' ko^i khom^B mat^ ^ ma33saP3 
CI three TOP leave ASP SFP-3P1-DYN 
'Three (people) left.' 
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(28) a. *(Hkum!) mi sha' ni@ai 
k h _ 3 i 似 55 ni?55ai33 
CI one eat SFP-lSg-DYN 
‘1 ate one.' . 
b. *(Ma^rai) mi go� hkom mat^ sai. 
ma3i3ap3 mji^^ ko^i khom^s mat^i saP^ 
CI one TOP leave ASP SFP-3Sg-DYN 
'One (people) left.’ 
The fact that mi ‘one, can never stand alone while other cardinal numbers can in 
Jingpo clearly demonstrates that the former is a bound morpheme. In addition, since 
mi ‘one, can only attach to elements of a specific type, i.e. the classifiers, I argue that 
mi ‘one, has the status of an affix rather than a clitic, and it must attach to a classifier 
which functions as its host / 7 On this view, we can then attribute the differences 
between mi ‘one, and the other cardinal numbers (i.e. Card>l) to their distinct 
morphological properties: mi ‘one, functions as a suffix in Jingpo, and thus it can 
never stand alone but must be attached to its host, i.e. the classifier, whereas in case of 
Card>l, they have the status of a free morpheme in the language, and thus predicting 
that they can stand alone, i.e. without the presence of the preceding classifier. 
2.4 Demonstratives 
In the previous section, I have examined the distributional properties of the 
classifiers and cardinal numbers in Jingpo. In this section, another major element in 
the noun phrases, namely, demonstratives (henceforth ‘Dems,) will be investigated. 
17 O u r p o s t u l a t e that 洲•‘one, has the status of an affix rather than a clitic in Jingpo conforms to Lieber 
(1?81) which argues that the presence of the so-called "morphological subcategonzation frame isthe 
o n l y property which sets affixes apart from other elements such as clitics, where the atter c a ^ a c h to 
S L s of various types. In other words, clitics have less specific requirement on elements they can 
a " o as c o m p a r e d with affixes. Given that mi ‘one, can only attach to one type of elements, 1 e. he 
T ^ Z T m have the status of an affix but not a clitic. In addition, we may further assume that 如 
？ne has ihe morphological s u b c a t e g o r i z a t i o n frame which states that it can only attach to classifiers, 
where the latter function as its hosts. 
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Specifically, I shall begin by discussing the semantic properties of demonstratives in 
section 2.4.1. Their categorial status together with their distributional patterns will be 
discussed in section 2.4.2. In section 2.4.3, I shall examine in details how the 
presence/absence of the cardinal number mi 'one' together with the different 
distributions of the demonstrative may affect the meaning of the noun phrase. 
2.4.1 The semantic meanings of the demonstratives 
In contrast to most languages which have only two demonstratives locating the 
referents at two different points on a distance scale, i.e. a proximal demonstrative such 
as this in English and its corresponding distal demonstrative such as that, Jingpo has 
three additional demonstratives, which indicate whether the referent is at a higher, 
level or lower elevation relative to both the speaker and hearer. In other words, there 
are altogether five demonstratives in the language, with two of them indicating the 
relative distance of the referent with respect to the speaker and the hearer (i.e. related 
to the deictic dimension of distance), while the remaining three are relevant to another 
deictic dimension, namely elevation. A summary of the semantic properties of these 
five demonstratives in the language is given in Table 1 below: 
Table 1. Demonstratives in Jingpo  
Demonstratives (Singular)  
Proximal (Near Speaker) Ndaj _ 
Distal (Near Hearer)  
Up (Away from Speaker and Hearer) Hto^ra^  
Level (Away from Speaker and Hearer) Le^r^  
Down (Away from Speaker and Hearer)  
It should be noted that all the demonstratives in Table 1 is singular, which means that 
the referent cannot be more than one. For brevity, I shall simply call this type of 
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demonstratives ‘singular demonstratives', as opposed to ‘plural demonstratives', 
which 1 shall introduce shortly below. 
In Jingpo, there are two plural morphemes including -ni and -hte, and they can 
be attached to all five types of demonstratives to express plurality. A table 
s画marizing the different types of plural demonstratives in the language is given in 
Table 2: 
Table 2. Demonstratives^^^j^Ji^eliHI^Lin^ieli^^^^^i^li^^®^ r—- r  
T p ^ m T ^ Pern + -the 
Notice that the demonstratives given above not only carry the deictic features, which 
indicate the location of the referent relative to the deictic center but they also bear 
some ‘qualitative features' that characterize the referents (see for instance, Lyons 
1977: 648, Fillmore 1982, Rauh 1983, Hanks 1989, 1990, Diessel 1999). The 
qualitative features provide classificatory information about the referent, which 
indicate, for instance, whether the referent is a human, an animate or an inanimate 
being. According to Dai and Xu (1992: 31) (also personal communication with Dai), 
demonstratives inflected with the two plural morphemes can denote different types of 
referents when used alone: more precisely, the appearance o fDem + -hte alone can 
only refer to inanimate entities (as shown in (29a) below), whereas when Dem + -ni is 
used alone, it is mainly used to denote human referents (as in (29b)): 
(29) a. Dai-hte go' nye � a � n^ re� . 
tai33-the33 ko3i qje?3i a?3i n^ ^ 
this-Pl TOP mine GEN NEG BE , 
'These(denoting inanimate referents) are not mine.' 
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b. Dai-ni go� hkrum' n^ni?^ 
tai33-ni33 ko^' n^^ kh3um n ni 
this-Pl TOP NEG meet SFP-2Sg-STA-Q 
'Didn't you meet these (people)?' 
Further evidence which supports that Dem + -hte and Dem + -ni, when used alone, 
denote different types of referents, i.e. inanimate and animate beings for Dem + -hte 
and mainly human referents for Dem + -ni, can be revealed in the following copular 
constructions. Notice that in (30b), Dem + -hte is not allowed to occur as the subject 
or topic when jong丨ma丨'student' - a human object - is the predicate. Similarly, Dem 
+ -ni cannot function as the subject or topic when the predicate is an inanimate entity, 
as illustrated in (31a): 
(30) a. Ndai-hte go! n^ta^ re^. 
n33tai33-the33 ko^^ n^sta^i 3e5i 
this-Pl TOP house BE 
'These are houses.' 
b. *Ndai-hte go! jongimai re^. 
n33tap3-the33 ko^i tjoij^ima^i se^i 
this-Pl TOP student BE 
(31) a. *Ndai-ni go� n^ta^ re^. 
n33tap3-ni33 ko^i n^sta^i se^i 
this-Pl TOP house BE 
b. Ndai-ni go! jongima^ re3. 
n33tap3-ni33 ko^i tjbg3ima3� se^i 
this-Pl TOP student BE 
'These are students.' 
In addition, as pointed out in Dai and Xu (1992: 31-32), the use of Dem + -hte 
and Dem + -ni can yield different interpretations when combined with nouns. 
Specifically, Dem + -ni simply indicates that the referent is more than one (as shown 
in (32a)), while Dem + -hte provides the additional information that both the speaker 
and hearer should know the exact number of the referents (as shown in (32b)): 
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(32) a. Wa � ndai-ni sun^ nau^ shang' ai. 
wa?3i n33tap3-np3 sun^s naipi Jaq^i a P 
pig this-Pl garden very enter SPF-3Sg-STA 
'These pigs always get into the garden.' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 31) 
b. Wa® ndai-hte sha^ lu^ ni � ai. 
wa?3i n33tai33-the33 Ja^i lipi ni?55ai33 
pig this-Pl only have SPF-lSg-DYM 
‘I have only these (certain amount of) pigs.' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 31) 
Given that the semantic functions carried by Dem + -hte and Dem + -ni are different 
in the above examples, i.e. when Dem + -hte is used, both speaker and hearer 匪 s t 
know the exact number of entities referred to by the noun, while when Dem + -ni is 
used, it only carry the information that the number of referents denoted by the noun is 
plural. Due to such semantic difference between Dem + -hte and Dem + -ni, Dai and 
Xu (1992: 31) further remark that these two types of plural demonstratives cannot be 
used interchangeably. 
Another piece of evidence which supports that these two types of 
demonstratives 循n o t be used interchangeably comes from the fact that when Dem + 
.hte or Dem + -ni co-occurs with the cardinal numbers, they result in different 
interpretations, as demonstrated in the following examples: 
(33) a Wa � ndai-ni ma^sum grai^ hpum ai. 
wa?3i n33tap3-ni33 ma^^sum^^ ksai^^ phum33 aps 
pig this-Pl three very fat SPF-3Sg-STA 
‘These three pigs are very fat., (Note: in the context, there may be 
three or more than three pigs) 
b Wa � ndai-hte ma^sum grai^ hpum ai. 
. wa?3i n33tai33-the33 ma^^sum^^ ksai^^ phum33 a P 
pig this-Pl three very fat SPF-3Sg-STA 
'These three pigs are very fat.' (Note: in the context, there must be 
more than three pigs) 
As shown in (33a)-(33b), although both sentences have the same meaning, the 
contexts in which these two sentences can be used are different: (33b) can only be 
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used when there are more than three pigs in the context, hence yielding the 
interpretation more closely to 'Among the pigs, these three pigs are very fat'. Such an 
interpretation is clearly absent for (33a), given that it can be uttered in contexts where 
there may or may not be more than three pigs. 
2.4.2 Properties and distributions of the demonstratives 
Having examined the semantic properties of demonstratives, I now turn to 
their categorial status. All demonstratives in Jingpo are pronominal in nature, as 
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exemplified by the following example (excerpted from Dai and Xu 1992: 193): 
(34) Dai go^ nye � a � n^ re l 
taP3 ko3i 出 e?3i a?3i n^s 3e5i 
that TOP my GEN NEG BE 
That is not mine.' 
With respect to the distribution of the demonstratives within the noun phrases, 
extensive documentations on the grammar of Jingpo (see Liu 1984, and Dai and Xu 
1992) have shown that there is an asymmetry in distribution between the singular and 
plural demonstratives: the singular demonstrative can occur in either prenominal or 
postnominal positions (see (35a)-(35b)), while plural demonstratives are restricted to 
postnominal positions, as shown in (36a)-(36b). For the sake of clarity, I have put the 
demonstratives in the following examples in boldface. 
(35) a. Dai maVau h p W grai^ tu tsom; ai 
tai33 33 phun55 k3ai3i tu^^ tsom^^ ai 
that pine tree very grow beautiful SPF-3Sg-STA 
18 Bv the term 'pronominal', what I mean is that the demonstratives in Jingpo can appear independently 
from the presence of the noun they modify. This property of the demonstratives is shared by those m 
other languages, such as the demonstratives this!that!these!those in English and zhe this Ina that m 
Mandarin. 
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'That pine tree grows up beautifully., (Dai and Xu, 1992: 368) 
b. Ma^rau hpun^ dai grai^ tu tsom 二 ai.^ 
m各3�au33 phun55 ksai'^ t i f tsom ai 
pine tree that very grow beautiful f F - ^ S g - S T ^ 
‘That pine tree grows up beautifully., (Dai and Xu, 1992. 368) 
(36) a. *Dai-hte maVau hpun' grai! ^ tsom' ai 
tai33-the33 ma^^sau^' phun^^ ksai^^ tu^' ai 
that-Pl pine tree very grow beautiful SPF-3Sg-STA 
b. MaVau hpun^ dai-hte grai� tu tsom m 幻 
m 这 p h u n 5 5 tai33-the33 k3ai3i t i f tsom^ ai 
pine tree that-Pl very grow beautiful SPF-3Sg-STA 
' W s e pine trees grows up beautifully.' (Dai and Xu, 1992. 368) 
In other words, two word orders emerge when the singular demonstratives combine 
with the nouns in Jingpo: [Dem-Sg + N] and [N + Dem-Sg] (see (35a)-(35b) above). 
As reported by the native speakers from Burma, the canonical word order is [Dem-Sg 
+ N] and it is most frequently used in their daily conversations, while those from 
China suggests that both orders can be used interchangeably and the frequency of 
using either one of them is relatively the same.^^ 
The same pattern follows when the demonstrative co-occurs with other 
elements in the noun phrase, e.g. the noun, classifier and cardinal immber: only 
singular demonstratives can occur in the prenominal position while plural 
demonstratives cannot, as demonstrated by the contrast in grammaticality between 
(37a) and (37b). 
(37) a. Ndai n-gu kyin 脚;sum �r a ® 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T l ^ ^ ^ a n d references therein) which identify Jingpo as having the word order [Dem + N] 
o n l The'Sci that he native speakers from Burma tend to treat [Dem-Sg + N] as the canonical o r二 I 
s u p e c t maybe attributed to the strong influence of Burmese, where the demonstratives must occurm 
oTomCarposi t ions as reported in Ding (1991). Of course, a natural question which may arise is why 
fh n a r e pealTers from China can accept both [Dem-Sg + N] and [N + Dem-Sg] as the canonical 
oiders despL the fact that the demonstratives in Mandarin, similar to Burmese, can only appear 
二 r o m t a l y . I have no formal answer to this question and I shall leave it open for future studies. 
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this rice CI three NEG want SFP-1 Sg-STA 
(Lit.)'I do not want this three catties of rice., 
b. *Ndai-hte n-gu kyin ma^sum ra© n V a ^ 
iAai33-the33 n33-ku33 kjin33 ma^^sum^^ n^ ^ n 3 � a i 
this-Pl rice CI three NEG want SFP-1 Sg-STA 
In addition, the demonstratives, either singular or plural, can be inserted in-
between the noun and the classifier, as shown in (38a) and (38b). 
(38) a. N-gu ndai kyin ma^sum n^ ra© n;”gai. 
n33 ku33 iAai33kjin33 ma^^sum^^ n^^ n^^rjai^^ 
rice this CI three NEG want SFP-1 Sg-STA 
(Lit.)'I do not want this three catties of rice， i 
b N-gu ndai-hte kyin ma^sum n ra® n ngai 
. n V nV-th^'' kjin33 ma^^sum^^ n^ ^ 
rice this-Pl CI three NEG want SFP-1 Sg-STA 
‘I do not want these three catties of rice.' 
Interestingly, the demonstratives, either singular or plural, can also occur in-between 
the classifier and the cardinal number, as demonstrated in (39a)-(39b). 
HQ^ a N-gu kyin ndai ma^sum n^ ra � ningai 
( ) n - k u - n 3 3 t a i 3 W W 3 n^ n -ga i^ 
rice CI this three NEG want SFP-1 Sg-STA 
(Lit.)'I do not want this three catties of rice.' ^ 
b N-su kyin ndai-hte ma^sum n^ r a � n ngai 
rice CI this-Pl three NEG want SFP-1 Sg-STA 
‘I do not want these three catties of rice.' 
Despite the fact that the distribution of the demonstratives seem to be relatively free, 
they can never appear after the cardinal number, as demonstrated by the 
ungrammaticality of (40a)-(40b). 
a *N-su kyin ma^sum ndai n^  ra � 
( ) n - ku - l^in- ma-sum- n^tai^ n^ n^gai^ 
rice CI three this NEG want SFP-1 Sg-STA 
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b *N-gu kyin ma! sum ndai-hte n^ ra© n nga^ 
rice CI three this-Pl NEG want SFP-lSg-STA 
In addition, the native speakers from China and Burma report that the word orders as 
shown in (37)-(38) above are the canonical orders, i.e. [Dem-Sg + N + CI + Card] and 
[N + Dem-Sg/Dem-Pl + CI + Card] are most frequently used in their daily 
conversations. The order in (39), by contrast, is seldom used in their daily 
conversations although it is still judged as grammatical. This may be related to the 
fact that the order in (39) is mostly used contexts which involve contrastive focus, i.e. 
if the subsequent clause is omitted, the order [N + CI + Dem-Sg/Dem-Pl + Card] 
識 n o t be used in the preceding clause (see (41) below), while there is no such 
restriction on the use of the two canonical orders. 
( 4 1 ) a N-gu kyin ndai ma^sum go^ n gajja ma®ai *(dai maMi 
rice Cl' this three TOP NEG good SFP-3P1-STA that four 
go grai ga^ja ma � ai•；) 
TOP very good SFP-3P1-STA 
(Lit.)‘This three catties of rice are not good, that four (catties of nee) are 
very good.' i i. 
b N-gu kyin ndai-hte ma^sum go n ga ja ma^a i 
rice CI this-Pl three TOP NEG good SFP-3P1-STA 
*(dai-hte mali go grai ga^ja ma®ai.) 
those four TOP very good SFP-3P1-STA 
(LitO'These three catties of rice are not good, those four (catties ot rice) 
are very good.' 
For clarity, I have summarized the different distributions of the singular and plural 
demonstratives in (42)-(45) below: 
(42) a. [Dem-Sg + N + CI + Card] 
b. *[Dem-Pl + N + C1 + Card] 
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(43) a. [N + Dem-Sg + CI + Card] 
b. [N + Dem-Pl + C1 + Card] 
(44) a. [N + C1 + Dem-Sg + Card] 
b. [N + CI + Dem-Pl + Card] 
(45) a. *[N + C1 + Card + Dem-Sg] 
b. * [N + CI + Card + Dem-Pl] 
In s 画， I have shown in this subsection that (i) there is an asymmetry in 
distribution between the singular and plural demonstratives: while singular 
demonstratives can occur freely in both prenominal and postnominal positions, the 
plural demonstratives are restricted to occur postnominally; (ii) the distribution of the 
demonstratives, either singular or plural, is relatively free when they appear 
postnominally: they can occur immediately after the noun or in-between the noun and 
the classifier or in-between the classifier and the cardinal number; (iii) both singluar 
and plural demonstratives can never occur after the cardinal number, i.e. the right 
peripheral of the noun phrase. 
2.4.3 Noun phrases with singular demonstratives and the cardinal number mi 
'one' 
In the preceding subsection, I have examined the distribution of the singular 
and plural demonstratives in Jingpo, with particular reference to the co-occurrence of 
these two types of demonstratives with cardinal numbers meaning more than 'one'. 
The general observation which we have obtained is that the singular demonstratives 
can occur in three different positions in the noun phrases, i.e. [Dem-Sg + N + CI + 
Card], [N + Dem-Sg + CI + Card] and [N + CI + Dem-Sg + Card]. To complete the 
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paradigm, I would like to examine the distribution of the singular demonstratives 
when used with the cardinal number mi ‘one, below. The major purpose of the 
investigation is to check if the relatively free distribution of the singular 
demonstratives is conditioned by whether or not the cardinal number is singular or 
plural. 
To begin with, it is observed that Jingpo, similar to Mandarin, allows the noun 
to directly combine with the singular demonstrative when the referent involves a 
single entity. In other words, the resultant order can either be [Dem-Sg + N] or [N + 
Dem-Sg], as demonstrated by (46a) and (46b), respectively. 
(46) a. Ndai ma^ jong^ma^ rai" ng�丨 ai.]] 
n33tai33 ma3i t jog'^ma' ' sai ai 
this child student be ASP SFP-3Sg-STA 
‘This child is a student.’ i . 
b. Mai ndai jong^ma^ rai" nga ai-^ ^ 
ma3i n33tai33 t W ^ m a ' ^ 3ai ga ai 
child this student be ASP SFP-3Sg-STA 
'This child is a student.' 
Nevertheless, there are still some instances where we may find the noun to co-occur 
with the classifier, the cardinal number mi ‘one，and the singular demonstrative even 
when only a single referent is denoted. Some typical examples are given below (for 
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clarity, I have again put the demonstrative in boldface): 
(47) a. Ndai n-gu kyin *(mi) sha； lu^ n i f a i 
this rice CI one only have SFP-1 Sg-DYN 
‘I have only this catty of rice.' 
20 Note that unlike Mandarin and Cantonese where the cardinal number equals to 'one' can be omitted, 
hence gives rise to the [Dem + CI + N] order, this order is never permitted in Jingpo. In ^^her words 
the presence of the cardinal number, even when it is equal to ‘one，is always obligatory m either [Dem 
+ N + CI + Card] or [N + Dem + CI + Card] order, as shown in (47a) and (47b), respectively m our 
main text. 
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b. N-gu ndai kyin *(mi) sha lu m( |a i 
rice this CI one only have SFP-lSg-DYN 
'I have only this catty of rice.' 
c. *N-gu kyin ndai mi sha� lu ni 愁 i-
n - ku- k i L - n - ta i - m j P Ja^ lu^ ^ ni^^aP. 
rice CI this one only have SFP-lSg-DYN 
The data in (47a)-(47b) confirm that [Dem + N + CI + Card] and [N + Dem + CI + 
Card] are indeed permissible word orders in Jingpo. However, the ungrammaticality 
of (47c) is very curious, since in the preceding subsection, I have demonstrated that 
the order [N + CI + Dem + Card] is permitted when Card equals to a plural cardinal 
number (see (39a) and (41a) above). Thus, the ill-formedness of the order [N + CI + 
Dem + mi] as shown in (47c) seems to indicate that the grammaticality of such a word 
order is predetermined by the value of the cardinal number. However, recall that in 
section 2.3.2, I have argued that the cardinal number mi ‘one, is indeed an affix, it 
then follows that the ungrammaticality of (47c) should be attributed to the presence of 
the intervening element, i.e. the singular demonstrative, which bars mi ‘one, from 
attaching to its host, viz. the classifier. Following this line of reasoning, the ill-
formedness of (47c) should not be taken as an evidence which supports that the 
permissibility of the order [N + CI + Dem + Card] is conditioned by the values of the 
cardinal mimbers (i.e. whether Card = mi ‘one, or Card>l). Rather, it is the affixal 
nature of mi 'one, that leads to the ungrammaticality. 
2.5 Adjectives 
Similar to the singular demonstratives, the distribution of the adjective is 
relatively free in Jingpo, as it may occur in either prenominal or postnominal positions, 
as illustrated in the following examples (excerpted from Dai and Xu 1992: 325): 
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(48) a. ga'ba' ai hpun' b. hpun' ga'ba' 
ai33 phun55 phun^^ ka^ pa ' 
big MOD tree tree big 
'big tree' ‘big tree' 
Note that when the adjective appears prenominally, it must be followed by ai - the 
modifying marker (see (49a)); while when it occurs in postnominal positions, the 
modifying marker ai must be deleted 
(49) a Hkye *(ai) h t e � tsom *(ai) nampan nhtan ma^um 
khje33 a P the?3i tsom^^ ai^ ^ nam^^an^^ n^^than^' ma^'sum^^ 
red MOD and beautiful MOD flower CI three 
‘three bunches ofrea and beautiful flowers' (Gu and Dai 2002: 12) 
b. N^ta^ ga'ba' (*ai) dai hkik! hkik) ai wa! 
n^V^ ka3ipa3i a P tai^^ khik^^ khik^^ wa^^ 
building big MOD that magnificent REDUP SPF-3Sg-STA EXC 
‘That big building is very magnificent!' (Dai and Xu 1992: 93) 
As shown (49a), when the adjective hkye ‘red, and tsom 'beautiful' occur 
pronominally, they can never co-occur with the modifying maker. In contrast, when 
the adjective ga^ba^ ‘big, appears postnominally, the modifying marker must be 
present. Following Gu and Dai (2002), I assume that when the adjective follows the 
noun (as in (48b) and (49b)), it should be treated as a compound with the internal 
structure [head + modifier]; whereas when the adjective plus the modifying marker 
precede the noun (as in (48a) and (49a)), the former functions as the modifier which 
adjoins to the noun phrase. In other words, the different positions of the adjective 
should give rise to two different structural representations: [Noun + Adjective] has the 
structure of a noun (i.e. N), but not a full-fledged noun phrase (i.e. NP), whereas 
21 The word hkik' 'magnificent' in (49b) has the categorial status of an adjective and it functions as the 
predicate of the subject nha' gcUa� (^ai) dai, 'that big building'. Note that in Jingpo, the replication 
of the adjective may lead to an emphatic reading (or more precisely, the increase of intensity), as 
manifested in (49b), where the reduplication ofhkik' 'magnificent' gives rise to the 'very magnificent' 
reading. 
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[Adjective + ai + Noun] instantiates a full-fledged noun phrase (i.e. NP), but not a 
noun (i.e. N ) ” 
2.6 A summary 
In this chapter, I have examined the properties and distributions of the 
elements within the noun phrases, including the classifiers, cardinal numbers, 
demonstratives and adjectives. In a nutshell, 1 have demonstrated that the noun 
phrases in Jingpo exhibit the following characteristics: 
(i) The noun phrases have the basic order [N(oun) + Cl(assifier) + Card(inal 
number)]. 
(ii) The use of the classifier is optional only when it co-occurs with the plural 
cardinal number and a count noun. In other words, the order [N + (CI) + 
Card] is permitted only when Card equals to a plural cardinal number. 
(iii) The [N + CI] sequence is never permitted in Jingpo regardless of whether 
it occurs in subject or object positions. 
(iv) Contrary to Dai and Xu (1992) which suggest that the language possesses 
two cardinal numbers meaning 'one’，i.e. mi and la^ngaP, I have argued 
that only mi ‘one, has truly the status of a cardinal number, whereas 
la^ngaP is best-analyzed as a classifier. In addition, I have shown that mi 
'one，is an affix whose host is a classifier. 
(v) The language exhibits an asymmetrical distribution of the singular and 
plural demonstratives: singular demonstratives are allowed to occur either 
22 See Gu and Dai (2002) for detailed discussion of the evidence which supports that [Noun + 
Adjective] and [Adjective + ai + Noun] are of different structures in Jingpo. 
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prenominally or postnominally; while plural demonstratives are restricted 
to postnominal positions, 
(vi) There are three permissible word orders for noun phrases with 
demonstratives, including (i) [Dem-Sg + N + CI + Card], (ii) [N + Dem-
Sg/Dem-Pl + C1 + Card] and (iii) [N + CI + Dem-Sg/Dem-Pl + Card]. The 
canonical orders are (i) and (ii). The order in (iii) is permitted only when 
Card does not equal to mi 'one'. 1 have argued that the ungrammaticality 
of [N + CI + Dem-Sg + mi 'one'] should be attributed to the affixal nature 
of mi ‘one，，since in such word order, the presence of the intervening 
singular demonstrative can bar mi 'one' from attaching to its host, i.e. the 
classifier. 
(vii) Adjectives can occur either before or after the noun. When the adjective 
appears prenominally, it must be followed by a modifying marker ai. 
[Adjective + ai + Noun] instantiates a full-fledged noun phrase (i.e. NP), 
whereas [Noun + Adjective] is a compound, which has the structure of a 
noun (i.e. N). 
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Chapter 3 
The structure of noun phrases in Jingpo 
3.1 Introduction 
Recent studies of noun phrases in classifier languages such as Mandarin 
and Cantonese have aroused many intriguing issues in the literature. Specifically, 
one of the hotly-debated issues is whether the noun phrases in this type of 
languages are best-represented as having the Determiner Phrase (DP) structure or 
the Classifier Phrase (CIP) one despite the widely recognized fact that classifier 
languages do not have 'true' counterparts of English-type articles. The aim of 
this chapter is two-fold: first, we shall argue that the CIP analysis is problematic 
in that it wrongly predicts that the [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin must have an 
indefinite nonspecific reading. Also, we shall show that the DP analysis is 
superior to the CIP analysis, given that the former can accommodate nominal 
data from a wider range of languages including those from Mandarin, Cantonese 
and Taiwanese. Second, we shall provide a syntactic account for the noun 
phrases in Jingpo, with specific reference to the following two peculiar 
characteristics exhibited in its noun phrases: (i) the inverse order of the noun 
phrases and (ii) the asymmetrical distribution of singular vs. plural 
demonstratives. In particular, our investigation of the noun phrase structure of 
Jingpo will be based upon two theories of linear ordering, i.e. Fukui and Saito's 
(1996) version of Merge and Kayne's (1994) LCA, and we shall show that the 
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two aforementioned properties of Jingpo noun phrases are best-captured under 
the Kaynean approach. 
This chapter is organized as follows: we shall commence with a brief 
discussion of the so-called ‘DP Hypothesis' proposed by Abney (1987), which 
argues that noun phrases are best-analyzed as DP projection of the functional 
category D, the determiner, whose complement is the noun phrase proper, i.e. the 
maximal projection of the lexical category N (Section 3.2). Then, two existing 
analyses for the noun phrases of Mandarin and Cantonese will be compared: the 
first one is proposed by Tang (1990a, 1990b), and the second by Cheng and 
Sybesma (1999), and we shall evaluate these two analyses (Section 3.3). Finally, 
we shall attempt to account for the inverse order and the asymmetrical 
distribution of the singular vs. plural demonstratives in the noun phrases of 
Jingpo (Section 3.4 and 3.5). Some concluding remarks will be given in section 
3.6. 
3.2 The DP Hypothesis 
The proposal that the determiner (D) rather than the noun (N) should be 
analyzed as the head of the noun phrase has been widely adopted in studies of 
noun phrases in different languages. ^ This proposal, which is originally 
formulated by Abney (1987), is generally known as ‘the DP Hypothesis'? In this 
section, we are going to discuss the merits of such an analysis. Specifically, we 
shall begin by comparing the traditional analysis of the noun phrase, i.e. the NP 
‘Note that the term 'noun phrase' here is used only as a descriptive term, and hence it does not 
imply any direct correspondence to a particular syntactic projection (i.e. NP or DP). 
2 See also Fukui and Speas (1986) for similar proposals. 
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analysis, with Abney's (1987) proposal, and we shall discuss the advantage of 
assuming the latter from a syntactic viewpoint. 
One of the main advantages of Abney's (1987) analysis is that it allows a 
unified treatment for noun phrases and clauses. Since Chomsky's (1986a) 
Barriers, it is noted that functional categories like auxiliaries and 
complementizers are no longer different from the lexical categories (i.e. nouns, 
verbs, prepositions and adjectives) in the sense that both types of categories (i.e. 
functional vs. lexical ones) are allowed to project to the phrasal levels. This can 
be attributed to the postulate of the complementizer phrase (CP) and inflection 
phrase (IP) in Barriers, which are regarded as the 'extended projections' 
(Grimshaw 1991) of the lexical head, i.e. the verb. Nonetheless, this revised 
notion of the X'-theory was never extended to the nominal domain, and the noun 
phrase was continued to be represented as an NP. As shown in (1), the 
determiners, such as the definite articles, were assumed to be generated in Spec-






Noting the inconsistency between the clausal and the nominal domain, Abney 
(1987), building on some important studies of his predecessors (for instance, 
Szabolcsi 1983 on Hungarian noun phrases), argues that the noun phrase is best-
analyzed as a DP rather than an NP, hence allowing a direct parallelism between 
the nominal and the clausal domain: the functional head, D, in the nominal 
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domain parallels to I in the clausal domain, and with the complement, the NP, 
paralleling to the VP in the clause. Following Abney's (1987) proposal, a noun 










On this view, it is clear that the major advantage of adopting the DP Hypothesis 
is that it can help resolve the theoretical inconsistency between the treatment of 
noun phrases and clauses.^ 
3.3 The noun phrase structures of Mandarin and Cantonese 
Recent studies of the noun phrases in classifier languages like Mandarin 
and Cantonese have raised a very interesting question as to whether the noun 
phrases in this type of languages are best-analyzed as having a DP or CIP 
structure. Given that Jingpo is a classifier language and the main purpose of this 
chapter is to provide a syntactic account for its noun phrases, it is imperative to 
see which proposal is more feasible to be taken as the analysis of noun phrases in 
Jingpo (and in classifier languages in general). In this section, I am going to 
3 Due to the lack of space, we shall not discuss the three sources of arguments in favor of the DP 
analysis, i.e. the morphological, semantic and syntactic arguments. Interested readers are referred 
to Bernstein (2000) for detailed discussion. 
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review the two existing analyses for noun phrases in Mandarin and Cantonese. In 
particular, we shall begin by discussing the analysis proposed by Tang (1990a, 
1990b), which follows Abney (1987) and adopts the DP structure for noun 
phrases in Mandarin (Section 3.3.l)."^ Then, we shall move on to examine an 
alternative analysis put forth in Cheng and Sybesma (1999), which argues that 
noun phrases in Mandarin and Cantonese have essentially a CIP structure rather 
than a DP structure (Section 3.3.2). In the last subsection, we shall attempt to 
evaluate these two existing analyses (Section 3.3.3). 
3.3.1 The DP analysis 
Tang (1990a) is the first one who provides an extensive study of the noun 
phrases in Mandarin by adopting Abney,s DP Hypothesis. As discussed in Tang, 
the noun phrases in Mandarin have the following characteristics: first, they have 
a fixed word order, i.e. [Demonstrative + Cardinal Number + Classifier + Noun] 
(see (3)). 
(3) na san ben shu 
that three CI book 
(Lit.) ‘that three books' 
Second, demonstratives and cardinal numbers cannot by themselves modify the 
head noun. Instead, they must co-occur with the classifier, as exemplified by the 
examples in (4). 
4 Since the study of Mandarin noun phrase has been of great interests to many linguists, many 
different structures have in fact been proposed for the noun phrases of Mandarin. However, due 
to the limit of space here, I can manage to discuss only a few representative and widely accepted 
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(4) a. na *(ben) shu 
that CI book 
‘that book' 
b. san *(ben) shu 
three CI book 
'three books' 
c. na san *(ben) shu 
‘ that three CI book 
'those three books' 
Third, the classifier can never occur alone with the noun without the cardinal 
number (see (5)).^ 
(5) *ben shu 
CI book 
Finally, it is observed that there is an 'agreement' or selectional restriction 
between the classifier and the head noun. In other words, the classifier cannot 
combine with the head noun randomly, as illustrated in (6)-(7). 
(6) a. zhe san ben shu 
this three CI book 
'these three books' 
b. *zhe san ge shu 
this three CI book 
(7) a. zhe san ge ren 
this three CI person 
'these three people' 
analyses in this section. Readers interested in alternative analyses are referred to Huang (1982), 
Gao (1993), Sung (1994), among many others. 
5 Note that this observation of Tang (1990a, 1990b) is not entirely accurate. As pointed out in 
Cheng and Sybesma (1999), among others, [CI + N] phrase is permitted in Mandarin when it 
appears in the object position, as shown by the contrast between (ia) and (ib). 
(i) a. Wo xiang mai ben shu. 
1 want buy CI book 
'I would like to buy a book.' 
b. *Ben shu hen hao kan. 
CI book very good read 
As demonstrated in the above examples, Mandarin shows a subject-object asymmetry in the use 
of [CI + N] phrases: [CI + N] phrases are only allowed in the object position but they can never 
appear in the subject position. 
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b. *zhe san ben ren 
this three CI person 
In order to accommodate the Mandarin data, Tang (1990a) follows Abney (1987) 
and argues that the noun phrases in the language have the structure as 







Spec c r 
CI NP 
八 八 
Card CI Spec N' 
N 
Note that the structure proposed by Tang for Mandarin noun phrases is different 
from that of Abney in one crucial respect: according to Tang's analysis, there is 
an intermediate projection between DP and NP, i.e. the CIP in the noun phrase 
structure of Mandarin (see (8)), while this projection is clearly absent in Abney，s 
analysis (see (2)). This particular postulate of Tang has further repercussions, as 
it predicts that non-classifier and classifier languages should have different 
structures, i.e. only in the latter type of languages can we find the additional CIP 
projection, and this projection is absent in the former type of languages. 
6 To avoid confusion, we have replaced the original label 'Num' by 'Card' in the configuration 
given in (8), since in the recent literature, Num is often argued to be the host of singular/plural 
morpheme (see Bernstein 1991, 1993, Carstens 1991, Ritter 1991, Valois 1991, among many 
others) rather than the host of cardinal number as posited in Tang (1990a, 1990b). 
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In addition, the structure given in (8) has the merits of characterizing the 
classifier-noun 'agreement' relationship as a lexical selectional property of the 
classifier as well as capable of correctly deriving the word order (i.e. [Dem + 
Card + CI + N]). Nonetheless, the postulate of the doubly-filled head under CI in 
(8) clearly violates the X'-bar theory although it is intended to capture the 
empirical fact that the classifier can never occur alone with the noun without the 
cardinal number (see (5)). This gives support to Tang's (1999a) hypothesis that 
the cardinal number and the classifier syntactically behave as a single unit. 
In view of this potential problem, Tang (1990b) argues that Card and CI 
should be separated so that both can head their own projections, and the resultant 
structure is schematized in (9) (with irrelevant projections omitted). Note that 
this proposal is in line with Pollock's (1989) split Infl analysis, and it has an 
additional advantage of nicely capturing the parallelism between CP-IP-VP at the 









In addition to the advantage of resolving the theory-internal problems of 
not allowing doubly-filled heads, the proposed structure in (9), in particular, the 
fact that noun phrases in Mandarin must have the fixed internal structure, i.e. DP-
CardP-ClP-NP, is also well-motivated on semantic grounds. Generally speaking, 
7 A similar structure is proposed in Pan (1990) for noun phrases of Mandarin. 
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in semantics, an N is taken as the name of a kind in classifier languages (termed 
as Ursus in Krifka 1995 and see also Carlson 1977), and it requires the presence 
of a classifier to individualize or unitize i t / In Krifka's (1995:400) terms, a 
classifier can be taken as a special operator, which "takes a kind and yields a 
measure function that measures the number of specimens of that kind". With the 
presence of the classifier, a cardinal number is then able to indicate the number 
of the units. Finally, D relates the X number of units to the referents in the 
discourse or the world, hence allowing the units to be linked to either identifiable 
referent (i.e. definite) or some arbitrary referent (i.e. indefinite). Understood in 
this way, it is clear that another merit of adopting the structure in (9) is that it 
allows a one-to-one syntax-semantic mapping. 
As a final note, it should be pointed out that although Mandarin obviously 
does not possess clear counterparts of English-like articles, Tang (1990a, 1990b) 
treats the demonstratives such as zhe ‘this’ and na 'that' in the language on a par 
with the English-like articles, hence the demomstratives of Mandarin are 
considered to be base-generated in the head position of DP. Note that this 
proposal of Tang is not too far-fetched, since for one thing, if we assume with the 
general view that the major function of D is to link the referents denoted by 
nouns to the discourse or the world, then the demonstratives in Mandarin clearly 
have such a function, given that the presence of the demonstrative in a noun 
phrase can always guarantee a definite interpretation. In what follows, we shall 
move on to discuss an alternative analysis, which directly challenges Tang's 
proposal that the demonstratives and English-type articles can be treated on a par. 
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3.3.2 The CIP analysis 
Cheng and Sybesma (1999) is the pioneer study which has covered the 
nominal data from classifier languages other than Mandarin. In this particular 
article, they have shown that Cantonese, a dialect of Chinese spoken in the 
Southern part of China, i.e. mainly Guangdong and Hong Kong, exhibits the 
following distributional and interpretational differences from Mandarin in terms 
of the three types of noun phrases, including bare nouns, [CI + N] and [Card + CI 
+ N] phrases:9,iVi 
8 The idea that the classifier functions as an individuator is first proposed in Greenberg (1974). 
Also see Tai and Wang (1990), Bisang (1999), among many others for similar proposals. 
9 The examples given in (10)-(17) are mostly adapted from Cheng and Sybesma (1999). 
10 Since Cheng and Sybesma, s (1999) arguments involve many semantic notions such as definite, 
indefinite, etc., we shall provide their working definitions as follows: 
(i) Indefmiteness can be subdivided into two types: specific and non-specific 
indefinites. The former refers to an arbitrary instance of the subset of entities 
denoted by the noun which has been introduced before in the discourse. In other 
words, the noun should have a partitive reading (see En9 1991 and Diesing 1992). 
A typical example includes the following: 'There were twenty books on the table. 
Suddenly, two books were missing.' For non-specific indefinites, in contrast, they 
refer to an arbitrary instance of the entities in the set whose kind is denoted by the 
noun, e.g. 'There are twenty books on the table'. 
(ii) A definite noun phrase refers to (i) an entity that is identifiable or familiar to both 
the speaker and the hearer in the discourse (see Givon 1984 and Lyons 1999). For 
instance, in sentences like 'I have bought the magazine', both the speaker and the 
hearer should be able to conceptualize the same reference denoted by the noun 
phrase 'the magazine'; (ii) an entity that is referred to with some pointing gesture by 
the speaker even thought the entity may not be mentioned before in the discourse. 
An example of which includes 'Look! The hero is coming' (the speaker is pointing 
at the person identified as 'the hero'). 
However, note that in Cheng and Sybesma (1999), they have not provided any definitions of 
definite, indefinite, etc. Nonetheless, I believe the definitions given above square well with their 
argumentations, especially with regard to the notion of 'indefinite specific,. If Cheng and 
Sybesma assumes with the traditional conception of 'indefinite specific', i.e. a noun phrase can 
be interpreted as indefinite specific only if the speaker has an object of that NP in his/her mind, 
then the [CI + N] phrases in (17a) must be able to be interpreted as indefinite specific, since the 
subject keoi 'he/she' may have a particular car that he/she wants to buy. 
11 See also Matthews and Pacioni (1997) for similar observations. 
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(i) While bare nouns in both Mandarin and Cantonese can have the 
indefinite reading when occurring in postverbal positions (see (10a)-
(10b)), only those in Mandarin can be interpreted as definite (see the 
contrast between (a) and (b) from (11)-(12)). 
Indefinite — bare nouns 
(10) a. Hufei mai shu qu le. (Mandarin) 
Hufei buy book go SFP 
'Hufei went to buy a book/books.' 
b. Wufei heoi maai shu.^^ (Cantonese) 
Wufei go buy book 
‘Wufei went to buy a book/books.‘ 
Definite — bare nouns 
(11) a. Gou yao guo malu. (Mandarin) 
dog want cross road 
‘The dog wants to cross the road.' (not ‘A dog wants to cross the 
road.') 
b. *Gau soeng gwo maalou. (Cantonese) 
dog want cross road 
(12) a. Hufei he-wan-le tang. (Mandarin) 
Hufei drink-finish-LE soup 
'Hufei finished drinking the soup.' (not 'Hufei finished drinking a 
soup.' 
b. Wufei jam-jyun #(wun) tong la." (Cantonese) 
Wufei drink-finish CI soup SFP 
'Wufei finished drinking the bowl of soup.' (not 'Wufei finished 
drinking a bowl of soup.') 
(ii) The [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin are restricted to postverbal 
positions, and they can only yield an indefinite reading (see (13a)). In 
contrast, in Cantonese, the [CI + N] phrases can occur freely in both 
preverbal and postverbal positions, and can be interpreted as either 
indefinite (13b) or definite (14b). 
12 All the Cantonese romanizations given in this thesis conform to the Linguistic Society of Hong 
Kong Cantonese Romanization Scheme. 
13 The notation '#, indicates that the classifier wun in (12b) must be retained in order to get a 
definite interpretation. 
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Indefinite - [CI + N] phrases 
(13) a. Wo xiang mai ben shu. (Mandarin) 
1 want buy CI book 
'I want to buy a book' (not 'I would like to buy the book,) 
b. Ngo soeng maai bun syu (lei taai). (Cantonese) 
I want buy CI book come read 
'I want to buy a book (to read).， 
Definite — [CI + N] phrases 
(14) a. *Zhi gou jintian tebie tinghua. (Mandarin) 
CI dog today special obedient 
b. Zek gau gamjat dakbit tengwaa. (Cantonese) 
CI dog today special obedient 
‘The dog is specially obedient today.' 
(iii) The [Card + CI + N] phrases in both Mandarin and Cantonese always 
have an indefinite reading (see (15)). 
Indefinite 一 [Card + CI + N] phrases 
(15) a. Wo he-wang-le yi wan tang. (Mandarin) 
I drink-finish-LE one CI soup 
'I finished drinking a bowl of soup.' 
b. Wo jam-jyum yat wun tong la. (Cantonese) 
I drink-fmish one CI soup SFP 
'I finished drinking a bowl of soup.' 
(iv) The [CI + N] phrases cannot simply result from the phonological 
reduction of \yi/yat 'one, + CI + N] in both Mandarin and Cantonese 
since these two types of phrases have different interpretations. More 
precisely, while \yi/yat 'one' + CI + N] can be interpreted as either 
indefinite non-specific or indefinite specific, [CI + N] phrases can 
only allow the former reading. This can be demonstrated by the fact 
that only \yi ‘one, + CI + N], but not [CI + N] phrases, can occur as 
the objects of the bounded predicate^"^ (16a) and the Z>a-construction 
According to Sybesma (1992: 176-178), bound predicates can force a strong reading upon the 
object for reasons independent of the object itself. More specifically, the term 'strong reading' 
means that the object (for instance, a bare noun) must be interpreted as either definite or 
indefinite specific when occurring in bound predicates. 
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(16b), or the subject of the secondary predicate in sentences which 
involve secondary predication where the \yi 'one' + CI + N] 
phrases in these constructions must be interpreted as specific 
indefinite. Similar findings are obtained in Cantonese, where [CI + N] 
phrases occurring in postverbal positions can only be interpreted as 
either indefinite non-specific (as in (17a) and (13b) (repeated below 
as (17b))) or definite (as in (17c), but not as indefinite specific. 
Interpretational differences between \yi + CI + N] and [CI + N] phrases'^ 
(16) a. Wo chi-wan-le *(yi) kuai binggan. (Mandarin) 
I eat-finish-LE one CI cookie 
‘I finished eating a (particular) cookie. 
b. Wo ba *(yi) wan tang he-wang-le. (Mandarin) 
I BA one CI soup drink-finish-LE 
'I finished drinking a (particular) bowl of soup.' 
c. Wo jiao-guo *(yi) ge xuesheng hen congming. (Mandarin) 
I teach-ASP one CI student very intelligent 
'I once taught a student who was very intelligent.' 
(17) a. Keoi soeng maai gaa ce. (Cantonese) 
he want buy CI car 
'He wants to buy a car.’ 
b. Ngo soeng maai bun syu (lei taai). (Cantonese) 
I want buy CI book come read 
‘I want to buy a book (to read).' 
c. Keoi maai-zo gaa ce. (Cantonese) 
he sell-ASP CI car 
'He sold the car.' (not ‘He sold a car.’） 
The fact that the subjects of the secondary predicate in sentences with secondary predication 
must have the indefinite specific interpretation is first noted by Huang (1982) and Tsai (1994). 
This is supported by the fact that bare nouns cannot appear in such sentences, and thus indicating 
that bare nouns can never be interpreted as specific indefinites. An illustrative example is given 
below: 
(i) *Wo jiao-guo xuesheng hen congming. (Mandarin) 
I teach-ASP student very intelligent 
16 Guo in (16c) and zo in (17b) are generally considered as aspect markers (ASP). Interested 
readers are referred to Smith (1997: Chapter 11) for detailed discussion of the aspectual marker 
guo. 
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For ease of exposition, we have summarized the interpretational 
differences between the three types of noun phrases in Mandarin and Cantonese 
in Table 1 below: 
Table 1. Interpretational differences between the bare nouns, [CI + N] and [Card 
+ CI + N] phrases in Mandarin and Cantonese  
Mandarin Cantonese  
Indefinite Indefinite Def in i te Indef in i te Indefinite Definite 
(specific) (non- (specific) (non-
specific) specific)  
Bare nouns - + + ： + “ 
[Cl + N] - + — - - + + 
TCard + C l+N1 | + I + I - I + I + I _ 
Based on the fact that [CI + N] phrases in Cantonese can have a definite 
reading in both preverbal and postverbal positions without the use of 
demonstratives (see (14b) and (17b), respectively), Cheng and Sybesma argue 
that the classifiers, rather than the demonstratives, share the same function with 
the definite articles in Indo-European languages for being a type-shifter in both 
Mandarin and Cantonese. In other words, despite the lack of clear counterparts of 
‘true, English-type articles in Mandarin and Cantonese, Cheng and Sybesma 
conceive the classifiers as representing the last-resort type-shifting operator, 
hence allowing the predicate NP <e, t> to be converted into an argument <e> 
without recourse to the presence of a higher projection, i.e. DP.^^ Following this 
line of argumentation, noun phrases with a definite interpretation in both 
Mandarin and Cantonese are argued to have the structure of CIP rather than DP 
as shown in (18): 
17 As argued in Cheng and Sybesma (1999), the demonstratives in Mandarin and Cantonese are 
basically locative elements, hence there is no reason to assume that they necessarily occupy the 
head DP position, as proposed in Tang (1990a, 1990b) although they have not specified the 










Note that their argumentation is in line with Chierchia (1998), who assumes that 
languages without definite articles must resort to the use of a non-overt i operator 
to type-shift the predicative NP into an argument. According to Cheng and 
Sybesma, Mandarin and Cantonese need not resort to the i operator, since both 
languages have the equivalent of the definite articles, namely, the classifiers. On 
this view, they further suggest that the definite interpretation of bare nouns in 
Mandarin is the result of N-to-Cl movement, parallel to the N-to-D raising 
• I g 
argued in languages with definite articles. 
Up until this point, one might notice that while Cheng and Sybesma，s 
analysis seems to be capable of nicely accommodating the nominal data in 
Cantonese (i.e. the fact that [CI + N] phrases in the language can have the 
definite interpretation), it does not square well with those in Mandarin. More 
specifically, recall that the [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin and Cantonese show a 
striking contrast in terms of their distributions and interpretations: while the [CI + 
N] phrases in Cantonese can have the definite interpretation in both preverbal 
18 A question that naturally arises is why the [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin can never have a 
definite interpretation while those in Cantonese can. To put it differently, one may want to ask 
why only bare nouns, but not [CI + N] phrases are allowed to have the definite reading in 
Mandarin. According to Cheng and Sybesma (1999), the N-to-Cl raising as proposed for 
Mandarin might be a necessary step for the i operator to be operative; hence the noun can never 
stay in the NP and must undergo movement. Anticipating our discussion, we shall show in below 
that Cheng and Sybesma's claim that [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin cannot be interpreted as 
definite is not entirely correct, since there are plenty of examples which show that [CI + N] 
phrases can indeed be interpreted as definite when occurring postverbally. 
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(see (14b)) and postverbal positions (17b), those in Mandarin are restricted to 
appear postverbally and they must only be interpreted as indefinite (see the 
contrast in grammaticality between (13a) and (14a)). To account for this 
difference, Cheng and Sybesma argue that the indefinite interpretation of [CI + N] 
phrases in both languages can be attributed to the presence of the higher 
projection, i.e. the CardP, which has the function of ‘undoing，the definiteness 
expressed in Cl.^^ In other words, according to them, noun phrases with an 













Note that this particular proposal of Cheng and Sybesma has further implications: 
while the [CI + N] phrases in Cantonese can be interpreted as either definite or 
indefinite, they are in fact of different structures. More precisely, for those which 
have the definite reading (i.e. the [CI + N] phrases in (14b) and (17b) above), 
they should have the structure of CIP as shown in (18); while those having the 
indefinite reading (i.e. the [CI + N] phrases in (13aH13b) and (17a)) are 
predicted to have the structure of CardP, with the head CardP position being 
19 In order to allow the terminology to be consistent, we have again changed the label 'NumPV 
'Num' into ‘CardP，/‘Card, where the former is originally used in Cheng and Sybesma (1999). 
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empty. Similarly, bare nouns having the definite and indefinite interpretations are 
predicted to have the structure of CIP and CardP, respectively: for definite bare 
nouns (as in ( l l a ) and (12a) above), the definite reading is derived via N-to-Cl 
raising, whereas for indefinite bare nouns (as in (lOa)-(lOb)), the head positions 
of both CIP and CardP are assumed to be empty. Following Longobardi's (1994) 
proposal that empty categories are subject to the lexical government requirement 
and thus must be restricted to lexically governed positions (i.e. the object 
positions), the fact that both [CI + N] phrases and bare nouns with an indefinite 
interpretation can only appear in postverbal positions can then be accounted for 
20 
straightforwardly. 
Finally, to account for the interpretational difference between \yi/yat 
‘one, + CI + N] and [CI + N] phrases in both Mandarin and Cantonese (as 
discussed under (iv) above), Cheng and Sybesma argue that the difference can be 
attributed to the presence/absence of the overt cardinal number in these two types 
of phrases. More specifically, they argue that since the overt cardinal number 
yi/yat 'one' in the \yi/yat 'one' + CI + N] phrases is a full-fledged quantifier, it is 
allowed to undergo Quantifier Raising (QR). As a result, they can escape the 
existential quantification and give rise to the indefinite, specific reading ((16a)-
(16c)). In contrast, the empty Card in [CI + N] phrases is deprived of such QR 
option, and thus it must resort to the Existential Closure 3 to supply the 
existential quantification (see Diesing 1992 and Tsai 1994). In such cases, only 
the narrow scope nonspecific reading can be obtained, hence indefinite [CI + N] 
20 As noted in Cheng and Sybesma (1999), the lexical government requirement as proposed in 
Longobardi (1994) can be re-interpreted as a LF licensing requirement within the Minimalist 
Program (see also Chierchia 1998). Specifically, the fact that indefinite noun phrases with an 
empty D are restricted to lexically governed positions, i.e. the object positions, can be attributed 
to the licensing requirement of the empty D by a lexical head, e.g. the verb, via LF incorporation. 
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phrases in both Mandarin and Cantonese can only be interpreted as non-specific, 
as shown in (13a) and (13b), respectively. 
Note that Cheng and Sybesma's claim that [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin 
can only yield the indefinite non-specific reading is not entirely accurate, since as 
noted by Gu Yang (personal communication), there are many examples which 
show that this type of phrases can indeed be interpreted as definite. Some typical 
examples are given below: 
(20) a. Hufei mai-le ben shu. (Mandarin) 
Hufei buy-LE CI book 
'Hufei bought the book.' 
b. Ta chi-le kuai binggan. (Mandarin) 
he eat-LE CI cookie 
‘He ate the cookie. 
Another problem with Cheng and Sybesma's analysis is that while they 
claim that only [y/ 'one' + CI + N], but not [CI + N] phrases, can occur as the 
objects of the ^^-construction (16b), or the subject of the secondary predicate in 
sentences which involve secondary predication (16c), where the \yi ‘one’ + CI + 
N] phrases in these constructions must be interpreted as specific indefinite, there 
are again many counterexamples according to Gu Yang (personal 
communication). Some illustrative examples are provided below: 
(21) Ta ba ge beizi xi-le you xi. (Mandarin) 
he BA CI glass wash-LE again wash 
'He washed the glass again and again.， 
(22) Ta renshi ge ren hui tan jita. (Mandarin) 
he know CI person can play guitar 
‘He knows the person who can play guitar.. 
This particular proposal can again nicely capture the subject-object asymmetry as observed in 
Longobardi. 
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As shown in the above examples, the presence of [CI + N] phrases as either the 
object of the Z)a-construction (21) or the subject of the the secondary predicate in 
sentences which involve secondary predication (22) is felicitous. Most 
importantly, contrary to Cheng and Sybesma's claim, note that the [CI + N] 
phrases in (21)-(22) can be interpreted as definite. In other words, (20)-(22) 
clearly show that [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin are not different from those in 
Cantonese, since both are capable of getting a definite interpretation. However, 
what truly distinguishes the [CI + N] phrases in the two languages is that only 
those in Cantonese, but not those in Mandarin, can appear preverbally. If we 
follow Cheng and Sybesma，s analysis that all noun phrases having a definite 
interpretation must have a CIP structure (as shown in (18) above), it seems 
unclear why only the [CI + N] phrases in Cantonese can appear preverbally while 
those in Mandarin cannot, despite the fact that the [CI + N] phrases in both 
languages can be interpreted as definite when appearing postverbally. Given all 
these problems, it seems too weak to argue that CI is the 'true' parallel of the 
definite articles in non-classifier languages like English. 
3.3.3 The DP analysis revisited 
In this subsection, we are going to spell out the arguments given in Li 
(1997, 1999c) in support of the DP analysis. In Li (1997), she has studied a wider 
range of languages, including those from Taiwanese in addition to Mandarin and 
21 
Cantonese. Some of her major arguments are given below: 
21 The examples from (23)-(25) are all adapted from Li (1997). 
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(i) Noun phrases with the structure [Dem + yi 'one' + CI + N] have 
exactly the same meaning as [Dem + CI + N] (see (23)). 
(23) Zhe (yi) ge ren (Mandarin) 
this one CI person 
'this person' 
(ii) While Cheng and Sybesma (1999) argue that indefinite [CI + N] 
phrases have a null Card, and thus they are restricted to lexically 
governed positions, i.e. the object positions, their analysis fails to 
accommodate the nominal data from Taiwanese, since in this 
language, the cardinal number jit 'one' must be present even in the 
object position (see (24b)). 
(24) a. Wo xiang chi (yi) ge dangao. (Mandarin) 
I want eat one CI cake 
‘I want to eat a cake.' 
b. Gua siN beh jia *Git) e -a piaN?^ (Taiwanese) 
I want to eat one CI Part cookie 
‘I want to eat a cookie.' 
(iii) While Cheng and Sybesma (1999) attribute the restricted distribution 
of [CI + N] phrases to the lexical government requirement, Li (1997) 
argues that this is not the case, since there are lexically governed 
positions which do not allow the presence of [CI + N] phrases (see 
(25)).23 Based on such evidence, Li suggests that it is not entirely 
22 -a in (24b) is a diminutive particle, which is often attached to noun-like expressions (i.e. nouns 
and classifiers) to indicate something being relatively small or insignificant. 
23 As noted in Li (1997), the fact regarding the double object constructions is more complicated 
than what is presented in (25), since there are native speakers who accept (25c). In addition, for 
examples like (i) below, some native speakers even prefer the yi 'one' of the direct object to be 
deleted: 
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accurate to claim that [CI + N] phrases must be able to occur in all 
lexically governed positions. 
(25) a. Wo xiang gei (yi) ge pengyou yi ben shu. (Mandarin) 
I want give one CI friend one CI book 
‘I want to give a friend a book.' 
b. Wo xiang gei (yi) ben shu gei (yi) ge pengyou. (Mandarin) 
I want give one CI book give one CI friend 
'I want to give a book to a friend.’ 
c. *Wo xiang gei (yi) ge pengyou ben shu. (Mandarin) 
I want give one CI friend CI book 
Based on the data given above, Li (1997) postulates the following generalizations 
concerning the distribution of [CI + N] phrases in (i) Mandarin, (ii) Taiwanese, 
and (iii) Cantonese: 
(i) The singular cardinal number in Mandarin can be deleted 
phonologically when it immediately follows the demonstratives such 
as zhe ‘this，and na ‘that, or the lexical V or P, i.e. the governors?* 
(i) Wo song (yi) ge pengyou ben shu. 
I give one CI friend CI book 
'I gave a friend a book.' 
According to Li (1997), the fact that yi 'one' can be deleted in the above construction is not 
surprising, if we assume with Larson (1988) and Li (1990) that the verb and the indirect object 
have undergone V'-reanalysis to become a complex V. Following this proposal, the direct objects 
in (25) or (ii) still immediately follow the V. However, what is unexpected is the fact that not all 
cases are equally easy to allow yi 'one' to be deleted, as demonstrated in the following examples: 
(ii) a. ？?Wo song yi ge pengyou tiao yu. 
I give one CI friend CI fish 
'I gave a friend a fish.' 
b. Wo xiang song yi ge pengyou *(yi) zhi gou. 
I want give one CI friend one CI dog 
'I want to give a friend a dog.' 
As pointed out in Li (1997), the unacceptablity of (iia) and (iib) when yi 'one' is deleted may be 
attributed to the fact these expressions are less familiar or less commonly used in daily contexts. 
24 Note that this proposal is well-supported by the fact that in Mandarin, the cardinal number 
'one' can be fused with the demonstratives, hence giving the forms zhei 'this one' and nei (with 
the fourth tone) 'that one'. 
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(ii) The singular cardinal number in Taiwanese can be deleted 
phonologically only when it immediately follows a demonstrative, 
while when it appears after the lexical V or P, the singular cardinal 
25 
number must be present. 
(iii) Cantonese allows the head CardP to be ‘truly’ empty. When the Card 
is empty, CI must undergo movement to Card before Spell-Out in 
order to support the Card. 
Note that the generalization given in (iii) above (i.e. the idea of Cl-to-Card 
movement in Cantonese) is supported by the fact that the classifiers in the 
language may carry number information: as noted in Cheng and Sybesma, 
Cantonese has a ‘special, classifier di, which can express plurality ((26) is 
excerpted from Cheng and Sybesma (1999: 521), which is originally drawn from 
Matthews and Yip (1994: 89)): 
(26) Di ce zo-zyu go ceot-hau. 
CI car block-ASP CI exit 
T h e cars are blocking the exit.' (not 'The car is blocking the exit.') 
Since Card is generally understood to have the function of carrying number 
information, it seems plausible to posit that the number information encoded in 
[CI + N] phrases in Cantonese is the result of Cl-to-Card raising (by either 
substitution or incorporation with the [Num] feature^^ in Card), hence allowing 
[CI + N] phrases with this specific classifier di (as in (26)) to give a plural 
reading. 
25 Tang (2002) argues that the fact that the cardinal number 'one' in Taiwanese must be present in 
the object projection can be attributed to the relatively impoverished aspect markers system in the 
language. He further argues that the aspect markers have the functions of licensing the presence 
of the null Card in object positions in Mandarin and Cantonese. 
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Furthermore, the generalizations (i)-(iii) given above suggest that 
Cantonese is not different from Mandarin and Taiwanese in not allowing the 
Card to project. Rather, Li agrees with Cheng and Sybesma that indefinite [CI + 
N] phrases in Cantonese have the CardP structure which is headed by an empty 
Card. However, what distinguishes Cantonese from Mandarin and Taiwanese is 
the fact that while the presence of this 'truly' empty Card and the existence of 
Cl-to-Card movement are allowed in the former, none of these options are 
available in the latter two languages. This is because in Mandarin and Taiwanese, 
the head position of CardP is always occupied by the default ‘one，(see 
generalizations (i) and (ii) above), which can be subject to phonological deletion 
atPF. 
Having shown that indefinite [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin, Cantonese 
and Taiwanese have essentially the same structure, i.e. CardP, I would like to 
return to our main discussion of how the different interpretations and 
distributions of [CI + N] phrases and bare nouns can be accommodated under the 
DP analysis. To begin with, I would like to first review some of the core 
arguments formulated in Li (1999c) in support of the distinction of cardinal 
phrases (i.e. expressions with the form [Card + CI + N]) into two types, i.e. one 
having a DP structure and the other having only a CardP structure, since such a 
distinction is crucial for our discussion of how [CI + N] and bare nouns can get 
either the definite or indefinite interpretation in Mandarin, Cantonese and 
Taiwanese. Li observes that whether or not the cardinal phrases can occur in 
subject positions in Mandarin is constrained by the nature of the predicates. More 
precisely, while it has been widely recognized that cardinal phrases with the 
26 The [Num] feature here simply refers to the singular and plural features. 
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cardinal number equals to 'one' or more than 'one' are generally disallowed to 
27 • 
occur in the subject position in Mandarin as shown in (27), Li and Tsai (2001) 
(see also Lee 1996) point out that such an observation is not entirely accurate, 
since there are (at least) four types of modality sentences which allow cardinal 
phrases to appear in the subject position, as demonstrated in (28)-(31) (excerpted 
from Tsai 2001: 146): 
(27) a. *San ge xuesheng lai-le. 
three CI student come-LE 
b. *Yi ge xuesheng lai-le. 
one CI student come-LE 
V-de-V/V-bu-V constructions 
(28) Wu ge ren chi-de-wan/chi-bu-wan shi wan fan. 
five CI person eat-can-finish/eat-cannot-finish ten CI rice 
‘Five people can/cannot finish ten bowls of rice.’ 
Modal constructions 
(29) San ge bu-bing keyi/neng/yinggai/bixu dai jiu fen kouliang. 
three CI foot-soldier may/can/should/must carry nine CI ration 
Three foot soldiers may/can/should/must carry nine rations.' 
Flip-flop constructions 
(30) a. Liu ge ren shui Hang zhang chuang. 
six CI person sleep-in two CI bed 
'Six people should/may sleep in two beds.' 
b. Liang zhang chuang shui liu ge ren. 
two CI bed sleep-in six CI person 
‘Two beds should/may hold six people in sleeping.' 
Gou-construction 
(31) a. Liang zhang chuang gou shui liu ge ren. 
two CI bed enough sleep-in six CI person 
'Two beds are enough for six people to sleep in.， 
b. Liang zhang chuang gou liu ge ren shui. 
two CI bed enough six CI person sleep-in 
‘Two beds are enough for six people to sleep in. 
27 See Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1981, Lee 1986, Tsai 1994, 1996, 2001, Shyu 1995, Xu 
1996, Li 1998, among many others, for the distribution of cardinal phrases and the prohibition 
against the occurrence of cardinal phrases in subject positions in Mandarin. 
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While the contrast in grammatical ity between (27) and (28)-(31) seems to 
indicate that the presence of cardinal phrases in subject positions (henceforth, 
‘cardinal subjects', adopting Tsai's (2001) terminology) is licensed by modality, 
Li argues that this cannot be so, given that the presence of modals cannot always 
guarantee that modality sentences with cardinal subjects must be well-formed, as 
evidenced by the contrast between (29) and (32a)-(32b) (examples are excerpted 
from Li 1999c: 203): 
(32) a. *San ge bu-bing keyi/neng/yinggai/bixu hen yonggan. 
three CI foot-soldier may/can/should/must very brave 
b. *San ge bu-bing keyi/neng/yinggai/bixu lai/hui jia. 
three CI foot-soldier may/can/should/must come/retum home 
Given that the main distinction between (28)-(31) and (32) is that the former all 
express that certain quantity is necessary/possible/sufficient to consume, take up 
or fill something, i.e. the main concern of these sentences is the notion of 
‘quantity, rather than the existence of certain individuals, whereas (32) obviously 
presupposes the existence of certain individuals, Li argues that a more adequate 
way to capture the contrast in well-formedness between (28)-(31) and (32) would 
be to assume that the cardinal subjects in (28)-(31) have different structural 
representations from those in (32). More specifically, following Longobardi 
(1994, 1996) which posits that D is the locus of referential ity, Li proposes that 
the cardinal subjects in (28)-(32) (which Li labels them as 'quantity-denoting 
expressions') and those in (32) (which Li labels them as 'individual-denoting 
expressions') should have the distinct structures as shown in (33a) and (33b), 
respectively :28 
28 Li (1998, 1999b) have provided a range of evidence in favor of the distinction between 
quantity-denoting and individual-denoting expressions by representing the former as having the 
CardP structure (as shown in (33a)) and the latter as having the DP structure with the head DP 
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(33) a. [CardP Card [cip CI [NPN ] ] ] 
b. [DP D [CardP Card [CIP C I [NP N ] ] ] ] 
Following Li's analysis, the general observation that Mandarin bars the cardinal 
phrases to occur in subject positions can then be attributed to the presence of an 
empty D in individual-denoting expressions (as shown in (33b)), since according 
to Longobardi (1994, 1996), an empty category must be subject to the lexical 
government requirement. In contrast, for quantity-denoting expressions, since 
there is no empty category (as shown in (33a)), they are not subject to the lexical 
government requirement, and thus they can freely occur in sentences whose main 
concern is the notion of quantity. 
Having established that cardinal phrases are structurally ambiguous, i.e. 
they can either have the DP or CardP structure depending on their referential 
properties, let us turn to our previous question of how the different distributional 
and interpretational properties of [CI + N] phrases and bare nouns in Mandarin 
and Cantonese can be accounted for under the DP analysis. In the spirits of the 
Minimalist Program, Li (1997) posits that CI and Card carry the formal features 
[Unit]29 and [Num], respectively, and these features can only be interpreted when 
'accessed' to the definiteness feature [+def] residing in the DP. The term 
'accessbility' means that the [Unit] and [Num] features must end up in the head 
position of DP. This postulate explains why when N moves to CI (as proposed by 
position being null (as shown in (33b)). They include their difference in syntactic behavior with 
respect to coreference/binding and scope interaction. However, due to the limit of space here, we 
shall not discuss these additional pieces of evidence. Interested readers are referred to Li (1998, 
1999b) for detailed discussion. 
29 According to Li (1997), the [Unit] feature does not mean individuation for mass nouns only. 
Rather, it is applicable to both count and mass nouns. For instance, for mass nouns like shui 
'water ' , it can only allow subpartition by certain containers like 'cup' , 'bucket', etc., whereas for 
count nouns like shu 'book', it can be either individuated as in san ben shu 'three books' or 
subpartitioned such as san xiang shu 'three boxes of books'. 
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Cheng and Sybesma for licensing the definite interpretation of bare nouns as in 
(1 la) above), N cannot stop at CI but must undergo successive movement to 
Card (so as to pick up the [Num] feature) and then to D in order to obtain the 
definite interpretation. Similarly, for definite [CI + N] phrases in Cantonese (as in 
(14b) and (17b) above), the CI must raise (via substitution) to Card (due to the 
constraint specified in (iii) above) and finally to the head DP position in order to 
obtain the definite interpretation. Following this analysis, it predicts that the head 
DP position is never empty, given that the latter must be filled by either N (for 
definite bare nouns) or CI (for definite [CI + N] phrases). This explains why 
definite bare nouns and [CI +N] phrases can occur freely in preverbal positions. 
Having tackled the problem of how the definite interpretation of bare nouns and 
[CI + N] phrases is derived, a natural question that may arise here concerns the 
impossibility of having [CI + N] phrases to occur preverbally in Mandarin. 
Recall that [CI + N] phrases in Mandarin can be interpreted as either indefinite 
(13a) or definite (20)-(22). Given our previous discussion that definite or 
indefinite nominal expressions (or more precisely, 'individual-denoting 
expressions', adopting Li's (1999c) terminology) should have the structural 
configuration as shown in (33b) above, the restricted distribution of [CI + N] 
phrases to postverbal positions in Mandarin can simply be attributed to the 
presence of the null D (and Card), which is subject to the lexical government 
requirement (Longobordi 1994, 1996). 
To briefly summarize, we have demonstrated in this subsection that the 
contrasts between the nominal data in Mandarin, Cantonese and Taiwanese can 
be accommodated by the DP analysis without necessarily pursuing the idea that 
classifier languages are different from non-classifier languages in lacking the DP 
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projection. This implies that there is no compelling evidence for arguing that D 
and CI should be conceived as having the same function in classifier languages, 
i.e. both being the locus of definiteness. Rather, they should have distinct 
linguistic functions: following Li's analysis, it is clear that only D has the 
function of linking the entities denoted by the noun to the discourse or the world, 
whereas CI should be regarded as having an individualizing or singularizing 
function according to the standard view (see fn. 8). Furthermore, following Tang 
and Li's analysis, the noun phrases in non-classifier and classifier languages are 
predicted to have essentially the same universal structure, i.e. [DP D [cardp Card 
([cip CI) [NP N]]]]. We shall call this particular proposal the ‘strong universal 
approach'. Assuming this strong universal approach is correct, we shall attempt 
to account for the two peculiar properties of the Jingpo noun phrases, namely, the 
inverse order of the noun phrases and the asymmetrical distribution of the 
singular vs. plural demonstratives in the following sections. 
3.4 The syntactic account based on Fukui and Saito's (1996) version of 
Merge 
As pointed out in the previous chapter, the noun phrase in Jingpo always 
exhibits the ‘inverse, order (adopting Person's (2000) terminology), i.e. [N(oun) 
+ Cl(assifier) + Card(inal Number)], as exemplified by the contrast in 
grammaticality between (34a)-(34b)). 
(34) a. n-gu turn sa^nit' 
n3 丫-ku33 turn'' sa3init3i 
rice CI seven 
'seven grains of rice' 
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b. *sainiti turn n-gu 
sa3init3i n33-ku33 
seven CI rice 
At the sentential level, the language shows the basic S(ubject)-0(bject)-V(erb) 
order, as demonstrated in (35) below: 
(35) Ngai sha^kram ka *(n^ngai). 
J各31k3则33 k旦33 
I letter write SFP-lSg-STA 
‘I wrote a letter/letters.' 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the sentence final particle (henceforth 
‘SFP’）plays an important role in Jingpo and it can never be omitted (see (35) 
above). The SFPs in the language have basically two functions: first, they have 
the function of marking number and person agreements with the subject (and 
sometimes even with the object), and second, they may indicate the mood or 
illocutionary force of the sentence. For instance, in (34), the SFP n!ngai inflects 
for a first person singular subject, and it also indicates that the predicate is stative 
STA (as opposed to dynamic DYN). Since SFPs have the function of marking 
number and person agreements with the subject (and sometimes even the object), 
we tentatively suggest here that the sentence final particle occupies the head IP 
position, with the latter assumed to be a cover term for both the Tense and 
Agr(eement) Projections under the Agr-less model proposed in Chomsky (1995: 
Chapter 4)，Evidence in support of our claim comes from Gu and Gu (2002), 
since as they have pointed out, there is a contrast in the presence/absence of 
SFPs (or "sentence final morphemes", adopting Gu and Gu's terminology) in the 
Here, we follow Chomsky's (1995: Chapter 4) proposal that while Agr-projections including 
AgrSP and AgrOP are considered to have a very significant role in the earlier minimalist theory 
(see Watanabe 1993, inter alia), the Agr-projections should be discarded on conceptual grounds. 
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embedded clause of sentences expressing a real is situation and those which 
express an irrealis situation. More precisely, it is noted that while the former can 
contain the SFPs (or more precisely, the agreement morphemes), the latter type 
of clauses cannot. This can be illustrated by the contrast between (35) and (36) 
below ((35a)-(35b) are adapted from Dai and Xu 1992: 394-395, while (36a) and 
(36b) are adapted from Dai and Xu 1992: 57 and Gu and Gu 2002: 8, 
respectively). For clarity, I have put the embedded clauses within the square 
brackets ‘[ ],, and the SFPs in the embedded clauses in boldface. 
Irrelis situation 
(35) a. [Lamawa h p o t W nang ga^ga^ de© n sa yang], 
M33ma33wa33 phot^^ni^^ nar)^^ ka^^ka^^ t e ? � � n ^ ^ sa^^ jar)^^ 
If tomorrow you other place NEG go if 
an^ ja^hta^ chyai hkat^ ga©! 
an55 tja^^tha^^ tjai^^ khat^^ ka^ ^^  
we(incl) chat play together SFP-CONS 
‘If you are not going to other places tomorrow, we two can have a 
chat together!' 
b. [La'go hta® tsi^ chya ton� tim^], wot' no© jung' 
M3W3tha?3� tsf^ tj这 33 _ 3 1 WOt^ ^ 




(Lit.) 'Even if one applies medicine on the feet, the leech will still 
bite them.' 
In other words, in this thesis, we shall adopt the ' Agr-less, model and use IP for a cover term for 
both Tense and Agr projections. 
31 In Gu and Gu (2002), a distinction is made between sentence final particles which express only 
illocutionary force (e.g. dong - a conjecture marker; ni^ - a question marker; hka - an exclamatory 
marker, etc.) of the sentence and those which can also mark the agreement morphology with the 
subject (e.g. nngai - a first person singular stative marker; ai — a third person singular stative 
marker, etc.). Only those morphemes which can mark agreement morphology are called the 
"agreement morphemes". 
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Real is situation 
(36) a. [Num le \a ' ra' go' shi hkrai sha丨 tsom' 
num33 le553a�i g a � � j f ) khsai^^ jV ' tsom^' 
woman that(lower) REDUP TOP she alone only pretty 
ai] zon'non^ sam^ u � ai. 
ai33 tson3 W 5 sani55 u^ '^ ai^ ^ 
SFP-3 Sg-STA think perhaps SFP-3 Sg(Subj)-3Sg(Obj)-STA 
'The woman down there might think that only she is pretty.' 
b. Shi [nam^pam hkye sai] nW sai. 
J 严 nam'ip 职 33 ^^jss mu'^ sa 严 
he flower red SFP-3 Sg-DYN see SFP-3 Sg-DYN 
‘He saw that the flower was getting red.' 
Following Gu and Gu, we assume that the SFPs (in particular, the agreement 
morphemes) share a similar function with tense, given that tense is a crucial 
notion which permits a situation or state of affairs to be located or situated on the 
temporal space, thereby allowing different situations to be realized (see Smith 
1997). It then follows that sentences or clauses having an agreement morpheme 
must be tensed clauses (i.e. they must have the structure of an IP), assuming the 
latter refer to those which allow predications to be located in space, despite the 
fact that tense is not overtly marked in Jingpo. Based on this assumption, the 
sentence like (35) should have structure as schematized in (38) if we follow 
Fukui and Saito's approach and assume that y must always equal to (3 as shown 
in (37) below, given that Jingpo is a strictly head-final language: 
(37) Fukui and Saito's (1996) Merge: K = {y, <a, p>} 









VP V 八 
tDPj V 
ngai sha^kram ka n ngai 
r j aP Ja^^ksam^^ ka^^ n^^gaP 
I letter write SFP-1 Sg-STA 
‘I write a letter/letters' 
In (38), we assume with Chomsky (1995) that in the Agr-less model, the nominal 
features of subject and object in an ‘active，transitive sentence are checked off at 
the Spec position of IP and the Spec position of the higher projection of the two-
layered VP shell (i.e. vP), respectively. This assumption is in line with the VP-
intemal subject hypothesis (see for instance, Fukui and Speas 1986, Kuroda 1988, 
Sportiche 1988, Koopman and Sportiche 1991, Huang 1993, among many 
others), which takes the subjects as base-generated in the Specifier position of 
VP. In addition, as shown in (38), Fukui and Saito's version of Merge as 
formulated in (37) can correctly derive the surface SOV order of Jingpo, with the 
sentence final particle being base-generated under Infl. Given that the noun 
phrases in Jingpo always display the inverse order, it seems that the most 
straightforward way to account for the word order would be to adopt the 
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n-gu turn sa^nit^ 
n33-ku33 tum^^ sa3init3i 
rice CI seven 
'seven grains of rice' 
As shown in (39), the application of Fukui and Saito's approach can correctly 
derive the surface order, i.e. the order [N + CI + Card] of the Jingpo noun phrases 
by using only the Operation Merge. Next, let us see if the relatively free 
distribution of the adjectives in Jingpo can also be accounted for under Fukui and 
Saito's approach. Recall that in the previous chapter, I have shown that the 
adjectives in Jingpo can occur in either prenominal or postnominal positions, 
with the only difference being that in the former case, the adjective must be 
followed by the modifying marker ai: 
(40) a. Hkye *(ai) hteCD tsom *(ai) nampan nhtan maisum 
khje33 a P the?3i tsom^^ ai^ ^ nam^'pan^^ n^ t^han^^ ma^^sum^^ 
red MOD and beautiful MOD flower CI three 
'three bunches of rea and beautiful flowers' (Gu and Dai, 2002: 12) 
b. N^ta^ g a W (*ai) dai hkik^ hkik� ai wa! 
n ^ V ka3ipa3i ai^ ^ tai^ ^ khik^^ khik^' ai^ ^ wa^^ 
building big MOD that magnificent REDUP SPF-3Sg-STA EXC 
'That big building is very magnificent!' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 93) 
32 Note that in (39), we have erased all the intermediate levels (i.e. the X-bar levels), which is in 
line with the Operation Merge, since the latter is defined in such a way that whatever projects 
should count as the head (Chomsky 1995: 244). In other words, the operation Merge functions to 
combine a head with a non-head and no X-bar level should be projected unless in phrase markers 
which involves substitution. 
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In addition, in the previous chapter, I follow Gu and Dai (2002) in assuming that 
the two word orders, i.e. [Adjective + ai + Noun] and [Noun + Adjective] have 
different structures: the former is a full-fledged NP while the latter instantiates an 
N, i.e. a compound. Based on this assumption, I suggest that noun phrases with 
the adjective occurring in the prenominal position should have the structure 
schematized in (41a), whereas those which have the adjective occurring 
postnominally should have the structure shown in (41b):33,34 





hkye ai nampan nhtan maisum 
khje33ai33 nam3ip迎33 n3ithan33 ma ' ' sum' ' 
red MOD flower CI three 
'three bunches of red flowers' 
33 Contrary to Cinque (1995) which argues that adjectives occupy the Spec position of a lexical 
head (e.g. YP), I assume that the adjective is adjoined to NP, as shown in (41a). Note that our 
analysis has the advantage of not requiring the postulate of semantically vacuous lexical 
categories which are necessary only to host a modifier AP in their Specs. Our analysis put 
forward here is in line with the Minimalist spirits, since presumably the notion of endocentricity 
(i.e. every phrase must have a single head) should carry over to the MP. 
34 In (41a), I have treated the adjective plus the modifying marker as under AP. However, it does 
not amount to saying that the modifying marker ai is best-analyzed as a bound morpheme. In fact, 
the status of ai (i.e. whether it is a bound or free morpheme) is still unclear and this question may 






nampan hkye nhtan ma i sum 
n a m 3 i p职3 3 khje33 n^^than^^ ma^^sum^^ 
flower red CI three 
'three bunches of red flowers' 
As shown in (41a)-(41b), Fukui and Saito's approach can again nicely 
accommodate the relatively free distribution of the adjective in Jingpo via the use 
of the most 'economical' Operation, viz. Merge. While Fukui and Saito's 
approach seems to be capable of providing a nice and adequate account for the 
inverse order of the Jingpo noun phrases as well as the relatively free distribution 
of the adjectives, their analysis is not problem-free. Recall that in the previous 
chapter, I have mentioned that one of the most interesting properties of the 
Jingpo noun phrases is that the singular vs. plural demonstratives exhibit an 
asymmetrical distribution. More precisely, the distribution of the singular 
demonstratives is relatively free, as they can occur either prenominally or 
postnominally (see (42a)-(42b)), whereas plural demonstratives are restricted to 
postnominal positions, as demonstrated by the contrast between (43a) and (43b) 
(for clarity, I have put the demonstratives in boldface): 
(42) a. Dai maVau hpun^ grai^ tu tsom^ ai. 
tai33 m沒315^33 phun55 ksai^^ tu^^ tsom^' ai^ ^ 
that pine tree very grow beautiful SPF-3Sg-STA 
'That pine tree grows up beautifully.' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 368) 
b. MaVau hpun^ dai grai� tu tsom^ ai. 
m各313^33 phim55 tai33 ksai^^ tu^^ tsom^' ai^ ^ 
pine tree that very grow beautiful SPF-3Sg-STA 
'That pine tree grows up beautifully.' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 368) 
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1 2 1 1 • (43) a. *Dai-hte ma rau hpun grai tu tsom ai. 
that-Pl pine tree very grow beautiful SPF-3Sg-STA 
b. MaVau hpun^ dai-hte grai' tu tsom^ ai. 
phun' ' ksai ' ' tu ' ' tsom'^ ai ' ' 
pine tree that-Pl very grow beautiful SPF-3Sg-STA 
'Those pine trees grows up beautifully.' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 368) 
In addition, it is noted that when the demonstratives co-occur with other elements 
in the noun phrase, e.g. the noun, classifier and cardinal number, the same pattern 
follows, i.e. only singular demonstratives can occur in the prenominal position 
while plural demonstratives cannot, as demonstrated by the contrast in well-
formedness between (44a) and (44b). 
(44) a. ndai n-gu kyin ma^sum 
n^^tai^^ n33-ku33 kjm^^ ma^'sum^^ 
this rice CI three 
(Lit.)'this three catties of rice' 
b. * ndai-hte n-gu kyin ma^sum 
this-Pl rice CI three 
In addition, the demonstratives, either singular or plural, can be inserted in-
between the noun and the classifier, as shown in (45a)-(45b). 
(45) a. n^sin ndai kyin ma^sum 
n33-ku33 n33tai33 kjin33 madsum33 
rice this CI three 
(Lit.)'this three catties of rice’ 
b. n-gu ndai-hte kyin ma� sum 
n33-ku33 n33tai33-the33 kjin33 ma�sum33 
rice this-Pl CI three 
(Lit.)'these three catties of rice' 
Moreover, we note that the demonstrative, either singular or plural, can appear 
in-between the classifier and the cardinal number, as shown in (46a)-(46b). 
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(46) a. n-gu kyin ndai ma'sum 
33 1 33 1 •• 33 33x -33 。31 33 
n -ku kjm n tai ma sum 
rice CI this three 
(Lit.)'this three catties of rice' 
b. n-gu kyin ndai-hte ma^sum 
n33-ku33 kjin33 n33tai33-the33 mPsuni33 
rice CI this-Pl three 
(Lit.)'these three catties of rice' 
Nonetheless, the demonstratives, either singular or plural, can never appear after 
the cardinal number, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of (47a)-(47b). 
(47) a. *n-gu kyin ma^sum ndai 
33 1 33 1 •• 33 ^31 33 33^ .33 
n -ku kjin ma sum n tai 
rice CI three this 
b. *n-gu kyin ma^sum ndai-hte 
n33-ku33 kjin33 ma^^sum^^ n^^tai^^-the^^ 
rice CI three this-Pl 
Note that the data shown in the above will pose three great challenges to Fukui 
and Saito's approach: firstly, if we follow Longobardi (1994, 1996) and Li's 
(1998) proposals that D is the locus of referentiality or definiteness, it is 
predicted that the demonstratives should be subsumed under the head position of 
DP, given that noun phrases with demonstratives are always interpreted as 
definite in the language. Since 1 have assumed earlier that Jingpo is a strictly 
head-final language, Fukui and Saito's approach would predict that noun phrases 
with demonstratives in the language should have the structure schematized below: 
(48) [[[[NP N ] CIP CI] CardP Card] DP D ] 
Given the configuration in (48), we would predict that the only possible word 
order for noun phrases in Jingpo should be [N(oun) + Cl(assifier) + Card(inal 
Number) + Dem(onstrative)]. However, this prediction is not borne out, since the 
demonstratives, either singular or plural, can never appear in the right periphery 
of the noun phrases (see (47a)-(47b)). Another challenge to Fukui and Saito's 
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approach comes from the relatively free distribution of the demonstratives in 
Jingpo, since as illustrated in (44)-(46), at least two different orders are allowed 
for noun phrases with either singular or plural demonstratives, as shown in the 
following (the orders in (49a)-(49b) below correspond to the examples given in 
(45a)-(45b), respectively; whereas those in (50a)-(50b) correspond to (46a)-(46b), 
respectively): 
(49) a. [N + Dem-Sg + C1 + Card] 
b. [N + Dem-Pl + CI + Card] 
(50) a. [N + CI + Dem-Sg + Card] 
b. [N + CI + Dem-Pl + Card] 
Given the fact that the distribution of the demonstratives is relatively free in the 
language, one may attempt to rescue Fukui and Saito's approach by positing 
(contra Li 1998) that the demonstratives occupy a projection below DP (called it 
'Demonstrative Phrase' (DemP)), and that the projection is supposed to be 
adjoind to Spec-DP position, as schematized in (51):^^ 
35 Note that the proposal that demonstratives may be generated in the specifier position of a 
functional projection below DP is far from new (see for instance, Bernstein 1993, 1997, Bruge 
1996, Giusti 1997, among many others). In particular, Giusti (1997) argues that the 
demonstratives and the 'real' articles should not be considered as constituting a homogeneous 
group, since these two types of elements are distinct in many crucial respects: for instance, 
demonstratives can co-occur with the definite articles in many languages (e.g. Rumanian and 
Modern Greek), which suggests that these two types of element should not occupy the same 
position. In addition, it is noted that for some languages without articles, the demonstratives can 
occur freely in either prenominal or postnominal positions, as reported in Kiswahili (see Carstens 
1991). Given all these facts, Giusti further proposes that the demonstratives should be generated 
in a functional projection lower than DP and the different distributions of the demonstratives can 
be accounted for by assuming that the projection which hosts the demonstrative must raise to 







As shown in the above diagram, the adjunction analysis can at most account for 
the order [Dem + N + CI + Card], but it fails to account for other permissible 
word orders, i.e. [N + Dem + C1 + Card] and [N + CI + Dem + Card]. 
A third source of challenge to Fukui and Saito's approach comes from the 
asymmetry in distribution of singular vs. plural demonstratives in the language. 
As demonstrated in (44)-(46), only singular demonstratives are allowed to appear 
prenominally, as shown by the contrast between (52a) and (52b) below (the 
orders in (52a)-(52b) below correspond to the examples in (44a)-(44b), 
respectively): 
(52) a. [Dem-Sg + N + C1 + Card] 
b. *[Dem-Pl + N + C1 + Card] 
Assuming the adjunction analysis can indeed account for the prenominal 
distribution of the demonstratives, it does not explain why only the singular 
demonstratives, but not the plural ones, can be generated under DemP. Given 
these three sources of problems, we conclude that Fukui and Saito's approach 
can neither provide a principled account for the relatively free distribution of the 
demonstratives, nor can it explain the asymmetry in distribution between the 
singular and plural demonstratives in Jingpo, despite the fact that it can derive 
the inverse order of the noun phrases via a more economical means, viz. Merge. 
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If our conclusion is correct, then a natural question that may arise is whether the 
two intriguing properties of the Jingpo noun phrases, i.e. the inverse order and 
the asymmetry in singular vs. plural demonstratives, can be accounted for under 
an alternative thoery of linear ordering. This will be the topic for our next section. 
3.5 The syntactic account based on Kayne's (1994) LCA 
3.5.1 The inverse order of Jingpo noun phrases 
Kayne's (1994) Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA) basically states 
that asymmetric c-command imposes a linear ordering of terminal elements. The 
most important consequence of Kayne's LCA is that "Specifier-head-
complement is the only order available to the subcomponent of a phrase" (Kayne 
1994: 36). This implies that all languages have the universal S(pecifier)-H(ead)-
C(omplement) order, and that other surface orders are most likely to be derived 
by some leftward, but not rightward movements. Having briefly introduced the 
basic tenets of Kayne's LCA, let us turn to the main focus of this section, i.e. 
how can the inverse order and the asymmetrical distribution of singular vs. plural 
demonstratives be accounted for under Kayne's approach? 
To begin with, let us first consider how the inverse order of the noun 
phrases in Jingpo can be accounted for under Kayne's approach. Recall that in 
the previous chapter, we have mentioned that Jingpo has the status of a classifier 
language. It has been long recognized by typologists and linguists that the crucial 
distinction between classifier and non-classifier languages is that entity-denoting 
nouns in the former type are always transnumeral, which means that they must 
employ the classifiers in order to be countable or enumerable. In this regard, 
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nouns in this type of languages behave like mass nouns in non-classifier 
languages. Based on this fact, we may assume with Chierchia (1995, 1998) that 
nouns in classifier languages are taken as mass nouns in the lexicon, where mass 
nouns are defined as having the extension of both individual atoms and their 
pluralities. Alternatively, we may follow Deprez (2002) and assume that the 
nouns in classifier languages manifest what Corbett (2000) calls 'general 
number,, i.e. the meaning of bare nouns can refer to one or more entities. This 
leads Deprez to propose that the number distinction is underspecified for nouns 
in classifier languages. Note that this view can be corroborated by the nominal 
data in Jingpo, since similar to other classifier languages like Mandarin and 
Cantonese, bare nouns in Jingpo can be interpreted as either singular or plural, as 
demonstrated in the following examples ((53b)-(53c) are adapted from Dai and 
Xu 1992:63): 
(53) a. Ngai nga lu^ n^ngai. 
gai33 职33 lu3i i A a i 3 3 
I ox have SFP-lSg-STA 
(Lit.) 'I have an ox/oxen.' 
b. Sum^pud) hta � 丨 aika rong ai. 
s_55pii?55 tha?3i la3iW3 ai^ ^ 
Box inside book have SFP-3Sg-STA 
(Lit.) 'There is/are a book/books in the box.' 
c. HkaCDhkongi e! nga^ rong ai. 
kha?3ikhoi33i e3i ga55 a P 
river in fish have SFP-3Sg-STA 
(Lit.) ‘There are fishes in the river.' (?‘There is a fish in the river.') 
Recall that the SFPs in Jingpo mainly inflect for the person and number 
agreements with only the subject. In the above examples, the bare nouns 
occurring in the object position can be interpreted as either singular or plural 
depending on the contexts. For instance, in (53a)-(53b), either singular or plural 
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reading is felicitous for the bare nouns nga 'ox' and la丨ka 'book', whereas in 
(53c), the bare noun nga ‘fish’ is best-analyzed as having the plural reading, 
since it is quite unlikely to find only one fish in a river. Given these examples, 
it is clear that bare nouns in Jingpo indeed behave like mass nouns in that they 
are not marked in terms of singularity or plurality. 
However, note that while we assume with Chierchia that nouns in 
classifier languages are stored as mass nouns in the lexicon, it does not amount to 
saying that count/mass distinction cannot exist in the nouns of Jingpo, since we 
have demonstrated in the previous chapter (see section 2.3.1) that the distinction 
indeed plays an important role in determining whether the classifiers can be 
omitted. Therefore, we shall presume that even though count/mass distinction is 
manifested in the nouns of Jingpo, they nonetheless require the presence of a 
suitable counting criterion, i.e. classifiers, and such a requirement may be 
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attributed to the lexical idiosyncraies of the nouns in classifier languages. 
Based on the assumption that nouns in classifier languages are all mass, 
let us now proceed to discuss how the inverse order of noun phrases in Jingpo 
may be derived under Kayne's LCA. Since LCA predicts that all languages must 
be derived from the base order, i.e. S-H-C, we propose that the inverse order can 
be derived as follows: following Koopman's (2000) proposal of the ‘‘strong 
36 According to Dai (personal communication), if there is indeed only one fish in the river, the 
singular cardinal number must be added, as shown in (i) below: 
(i) Hka(l)hkongi e � nga^ la^ngai^ mi rong ai. 
kha?3ikhog3i e3i qa^^ la^^qai^^ m j P 3oq" a P 
river in fish CI one have SFP-3Sg-STA 
'There is one fish in the river.' 
37 Alternatively, we may assume with Doetjes (1996, 1997: Chapter 7) that the obligatory 
presence of the classifier is imposed by the cardinal number. More precisely, according to 
Doetjes, cardinal number requires the presence of a syntactic marker of countability: for non-
classifier languages like English, this function is taken up by the number morphology, whereas in 
classifier languages like Mandarin, the corresponding function is taken up by the classifier due to 
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agreement" hypothesis which argues that the Spec-head configuration is the only 
configuration which allows the checking of agreement features, we further 
extend her analysis to the Jingpo noun phrases by assuming that in order for the 
nouns to be unitized, a CI must be available in the numeration which has the 
strong [Unit] feature. Therefore, after merging with CI, the NP must raise to 
Spec-ClP to check off the strong [Unit] feature, given that according to Chomsky 
(1995), all strong features must be eliminated before Spell-Out.^^ In addition, 
following Li (1997) who assumes that the cardinal number has a formal [Num] 
feature, we propose that the [Num] feature in Card is strong in Jingpo, and thus it 
must be checked off by the corresponding feature residing in N before Spell-Out. 
Following this proposal, we would predict that the NP can undergo successive 
movement from Spec-ClP to Spec-Card after CIP is merged with Card. However, 
such a derivation will give rise to the order *[N + Card + CI], which is 
incompatible with the Jingpo data. Therefore, we suspect that the raising of NP to 
Spec=ClP can lead to the percolation of the [Num] feature residing in N to CIP, 
and thus the CIP may be pied-piped along with the NP when the latter raises to 
the lack of number morphology in this type of languages. We shall discuss in details Doetjes's 
proposal in the next chapter. 
38 Given our claim that a classifier must be present in the numeration in order to unitize the noun, 
a natural question which may arise here concerns the optionality of classifiers. Recall that in the 
previous chapter, we have shown that the presence of classifiers is optional when combined with 
count nouns in Jingpo (see (i) below for some illustrative examples). Since the classifier may 
show up optionally, we maintain that the (count) noun is still required to merge with CIP, 
although the head of the latter may be subject to phonological deletion at PF. 
(i) a. sa^ra (ma^rai) malsum 
teacher CI three 
'three teachers' 
b. uldi l (hkuml) sa^nit^ 
u31ti31 khum^l sa^^nit^l 
egg CI seven 
'seven eggs' 
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Spec-CardP to check off the strong [Num] feature in Card.^^ To illustrate how the 
derivation proceeds, the pied-piping derivation of noun phrases like (39) is 
diagrammed in (54a), and the resultant structure is given in (54b): 












NP Cr Card tap 
八 
N CI tNP 
n-gu turn sainiti 
n ' ^ - W turn'' sa3init3i 
rice CI seven 
'seven grains of rice' 
Note that in (54a) and (54b), we assume that the derivation involves phrasal 
movement of NP, i.e. pied-piping following head movement, rather than head 
movement of N alone, where the latter is often assumed and adopted by many 
studies of nominal structures in different languages (see for instance, Longobardi 
39 While we have suggested that the pied-piping movement of CIP may be attributed to the 
percolation of the [Num] feature in N to CI, we do not preclude the possibility that the [Num] 
feature can retain in N even after raising to Spec-ClP position. In such case, we would predict 
that the NP can undergo successive movement to Spec-ClP and then to Spec-CardP positions 
without the pied-piping movement of CIP. As we shall demonstrated shortly below (and also in 
the following subsection), this option is indeed plausible, and it is also crucial in allowing us to 
explain why there is an option between the displacement of NP alone and the pied-piping 
movement of CIP. 
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1994, Ritter 1991, Siloni 1991, among others). This assumption of phrasal 
movement of NP is supported by the nominal data in Jingpo, since as noted 
earlier, the adjectives are always adjacent to the noun in the language (see (40) 
above). As we have assumed that AP adjoins to NP when the former occurs 
prenominally (see (41a)), it then follows that it must be the whole NP, rather than 
N alone, has undergone movement, as the latter would yield the order *[N + CI + 
Card + Adj], which is not compatible with the nominal data in Jingpo.4° 
While the proposed analysis seems to be capable of nicely 
accommodating the word order of the Jingpo noun phrases, it fails to capture the 
different syntactic behavior between the plural and singular cardinal numbers. 
Recall that in the previous chapter, we have demonstrated that the plural cardinal 
numbers differ from mi ‘one’ in one crucial respect: while the former can stand 
alone without the classifier, the latter must co-occur with the classifier (see (55)-
(56) below for some illustrative examples). 
(55) a. (Hkum^) ma^sum sha^ ni � ai. 
khum3i ma3�um33 Ja^^ ni^ ^^ai^ ^ 
CI three eat SFP-lSg-DYN 
‘I ate three.' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 133) 
b. (Mai mi) ma^sum go^ hkom mat^ masai. 
ma^^sum^^ ko^i khom^^ mat^' ma^^sai^^ 
CI three TOP leave ASP SFP-3P1-DYN 
Three (people) left , 
(56) a. *(Hkum^) mi sha^ ni � ai. 
khum3i mji33 Ja55 ni^ ^^ai^ ^ 
CI one eat SFP-lSg-DYN 
'I ate one.. 
In fact, the proposal that NP movement, i.e. pied-piping following head movement, but not 
head movement of N alone should be a plausible means of deriving the different word orders of 
noun phrases is far from new (see Shlonsky 2000). However, in this thesis, I do not preclude the 
possibility that N may undergo head movement and raise to some higher positions in other 
natural languages. As we have demonstrated in section 3.3.3, head movement of N-to-D must be 
allowed in Mandarin if we follow Li's (1997) proposal. 
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b. *(Ma'rai) mi go� hkom mat^  sai. 
ma3'3ap3 mji^^ ko^i khom33 mat3i sai33 
CI one TOP leave ASP SFP-3 Sg-DYN 
‘One (people) left.' 
Given such contrast, we have argued that mi ‘one’ is best-analyzed as an affix, 
with the morphological subcategorization frame which states that it can only 
attach to classifiers which function as its hosts (Lieber 1981). Assuming this 
proposal is correct, we would expect that for noun phrases with mi 'one', the 
derivation of the inverse order should proceed in a way slightly different from 
what we have presented in (54a)-(54b). More precisely, while we maintain that 
the NP must raise via Specifier-to-Specifier movement to Spec-ClP (in order to 
check off the strong [Unit] feature) and then to Spec-CardP (to check off the 
strong [Num] feature), we argue that after CIP is merged with Card (where Card 
equals to mi ‘one，)，the CI is forced to raise and left-adjoin to Card due to the 
affixal nature of mi ‘one，. Following this analysis, the order of noun phrases with 
mi 'one' can be given the resultant structure schematized in (57):"^ ^ 
4 �A s an alternative to our analysis in (57), we may assume with Rizzi and Roberts (1989) and 
Roberts (1991), who argue that the morphological subcategorization can be given a syntactic 
interpretation in that the affixal element is assumed to occupy a projection below X, i.e. an affix 
is assumed to be an X_1 element so that a syntactic slot can be created in order to allow the host 
or the subcategorized element of the affix to raise into it via substitution. Following their 




N Card CIP 
A 
Cl Card-l i'NP CI， 
I I 八 
nam'pan sing'kyang^-mi tC/ f ' N P 
31 33 • 31i . 55 
nam pan siq kjag mji*" 





I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
N Card CIP 
八 
CI Card t,NP CI, 
八 
t a V'np 
nam 1 pan sing^kyang^-mi 
31 33 . 31, . 55 ..TO 
nam pan sig kjag mji^^ 
flower CI one 
'one flower' 
Note that the present analysis has further repercussions: the analysis of [CI + mi 
‘one，] as a constituent predicts that the classifiers in Jingpo should be different 
from those in Mandarin or Cantonese in that the former should not be able to 
denote a singular referent unless they are 'licensed' by the singular cardinal 
number mi ‘one,. In other words, unlike the classifiers in Mandarin and 
Cantonese which can by themselves function as singularizers (and thus allowing 
the [CI + N] sequence to readily denote a singular referent), those in Jingpo must 
co-occur with the cardinal number mi ‘one’ in order to 'license' the singular 
reading. This prediction is borne out, since in the previous chapter, I have 
demonstrated that one of the striking differences between Jingpo and other 
classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese is that the former bars the 
occurrence of [N + CI] sequence in either subject or object position, as 
demonstrated in (58) below: 
(58) a. Sa�ra (*mairai) grai^ sha^kut^ ai. 
sa3ija33 ma3i3ap3 kgai�� Ja^^kut^ ^ ai^ ^ 
teacher CI very hard-working SFP-3Sg-STA 
‘The teacher is very hard-working.‘ 
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b. Dai^ni^ ngai sa^ra (*ma^rai) h p e � mu� n i � ai. 
tai3ini55 gai33 sa3ija33 m a s i j a P phe?55 mu^' ni?55 a P 
today I teacher CI AOM see SFP-lSg-DYN 
‘I saw a teacher/teachers today.' 
While the above examples clearly substantiate our claim that [N + CI] sequence 
is never permitted in Jingpo, one may notice that this claim is only partially true, 
since when the classifier is substituted by the classifier IcfngaP, the presence of 
mi 'one' seems to be optional: 
(59) a. Jongimai la^ngai^ (mi) go! hkom mat� sai. 
tJog3ima3i Ia55gai5i (mjp3) ko^i khom33 mat^ ' s a P 
student CI one TOP leave ASP SFP-3Sg-DYN 
'One student left., 
b. Ngai jongimai la^ngai^ (mi) hpe® W n�ngai. 
gai33 tJog3ima3i la^Sgapi ( m j p ) phe^^^ l u � � n^^gai^^ 
I student CI one AOM have SFP-lSg-STA 
'I have one student.' 
As shown in the above examples, the presence of mi ‘one’ can be optional 
regardless of the positions in which the [N + la^ngaP] sequence occurs. To 
account for this fact, I suggest that when mi ‘one’ is omitted, la^ngaP can 
undergo Cl-to-Card movement (via substitution) so that the head position of 
CardP is always filled by an overt element. Note that this proposal has an 
immediate advantage of providing a natural account for the free occurrence of 
the [N + la^ngaP] sequence in subject positions (see (59a)), since if we assume 
that the head CardP position is empty when mi ‘one’ is deleted, then we would 
foresee that the sequence can only show up in the object position, given the 
lexical government constraint (Longbordi 1994, 1996). Following the present 
analysis, we can deduce that Jingpo is different from other classifier languages in 
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that the singular reading can be licensed only when Card is filled by an overt 
element. 
In brief, I have demonstrated in this subsection that the order of the 
Jingpo cardinal phrases headed by the plural cardinal numbers and mi ‘one’， 
respectively should be derived via different means if we adopt Kayne's LCA: for 
cardinal phrases headed by the plural cardinal numbers, the inverse order is 
derived via phrasal movement of NP to Spec-ClP position, followed by the 
raising of the whole CIP to Spec-Card position, where the two movements are 
assumed to be triggered by the strong [Unit] feature in CI and the strong [Num] 
feature in Card, respectively. In contrast, for cardinal phrases headed by the 
singular cardinal number mi 'one', the CI must raise and left-adjoin to Card due 
to the affixal nature of mi ‘one，，while the NP is assumed to undergo successive 
Specifier-to-Specifier movement from Spec-ClP to Spec-CardP in order to check 
off the strong [Unit] and [Num] features. In addition, I have shown that the 
treatment of mi ‘one’ as an affix to the classifiers has an immediate advantage of 
capturing the fact that classifiers in Jingpo are different from those in other 
classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese in that the former are deprived 
of the singularizing function unless they are licensed by mi ‘one，. Assuming the 
proposed analyses are on the right track, we shall attempt to account for another 
interesting property of the Jingpo noun phrases, namely, the asymmetrical 
distribution of singular vs. plural demonstratives in the next subsection. 
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3.5.2 The asymmetry in singular vs. plural demonstratives 
As mentioned earlier, one of the most intriguing properties of the Jingpo 
noun phrases is the asymmetry in distribution between the singular and plural 
demonstratives (see (42)-(43) above, repeated below as (60)-(61)). 
(60) a. Dai maVau hpun^ grai� tu tsom^ ai. 
t a i ' ' phun' ' k^m'' tu ' ' tsom'^ ai ' ' 
that pine tree very grow beautiful SPF-3Sg-STA 
‘That pine tree grows up beautifully' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 368) 
b. Ma^rau hpun^ dai grai^ tu tsom' ai. 
phun' ' tai^^ k^m^^ tu ' ' tsom'' a i ' ' 
pine tree that very grow beautiful SPF-3 Sg-STA 
‘That pine tree grows up beautifully’ (Dai and Xu, 1992: 368) 
(61) a. *Dai-hte maVau hpun^ grai' tu tsonV ai. 
taP-the^^ phun^^ kgapi tu^^ tsom^^ a ^ 
that-Pl pine tree very grow beautiful SPF-3 Sg-STA 
" 1 0 1 1 b. Ma rau hpun dai-hte grai tu tsom ai. 
ma^^Sau^^ phun^^ tai^^-the^^ k^ai^^ tu^^ tsom^^ a ^ 
pine tree that-Pl very grow beautiful SPF-3 Sg-STA 
‘Those pine trees grows up beautifully.' (Dai and Xu, 1992: 368) 
In addition, we have observed that the distribution of the demonstratives is 
relatively free when co-occurring with other elements in the noun phrases, 
including the noun, classifier and cardinal number. More precisely, we have 
noted that while only singular demonstratives can occur in the prenominal 
position (see (44a)-(44b) above, repeated below as (62a)-(62b)). 
(62) a. ndai n-gu kyin ma� sum 
n33tai33 n33-ku33 kjin33 maAsum33 
this rice CI three 
(Lit.)'this three catties of rice' 
b. * ndai-hte n-gu kyin ma� sum 
n33tai33-the33 n^^-W^ kjm^^ ma^^sum^^ 
this-Pl rice CI three 
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In addition, the demonstratives, either singular or plural, can be inserted in-
between the noun and the classifier (see (45a)-(45b), repeated below as (63a)-
(63b)). 
(63) a. n-gu ndai kyin malsum 
n33-ku33 n^^taP kjm^^ ma^^sum^^ 
rice this CI three 
(Lit.)'this three catties of rice' 
b. n-gu ndai-hte kyin malsum 
n33-ku33 i i 3 W � t h e 3 3 kjm^^ m 各31 讓 33 
rice this-Pl CI three 
(Lit.)'these three catties of rice' 
Also, the demonstratives, either singular or plural can occur in-between the 
classifier and the cardinal number (see (46a)-(46b), repeated below as (64a)-
(64b)). 
(64) a. n-gu kyin ndai ma� sum 
n33-ku33 kjin33 n^^taP ma^^sum^^ 
rice CI this three 
(Lit.)'this three catties of rice' 
b. n-gu kyin ndai-hte malsum 
n33-ku33 kjin33 Ii33tai33-the33 ma^^sum^^ 
rice CI this-Pl three 
(Lit.)'these three catties of rice' 
Nonetheless, the demonstratives can never appear after the cardinal number (see 
(47a)-(47b), repeated below as (65a)-(65b)). 
(65) a. *n-gu kyin ma� sum ndai 
n33-ku33 kjin33 mS3isum33 n33tai33 
rice CI three this 
b. *n-gu kyin ma� sum ndai-hte 
n33-ku33 kjin33 ma^^sum^^ n^^tai^^-the^^ 
rice CI three this-Pl 
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In addition, we have confirmed that out of the three plausible word orders shown 
in (62)-(64) above, the canonical orders are [Dem + N + CI + Card] and [N + 
Dem + CI + Card], and the remaining order, i.e. [N + CI + Dem + Card], is 
mostly used in contrastive contexts, as illustrated by the following examples: 
(66) a. n-gu kyin ndai ma^sum g o � n ga^ja m a �a i , 
n33-ku33 kjin33 n33tai33 ma^^sum^^ n^^ ka^^tja^^ ma^^'ai^^ 
rice CI this three TOP NEG good SFP-3P1-STA 
dai maMi go grai ga'ja ma � ai. 
that four TOP very good SFP-3P1-STA 
(Lit.)'This three catties of rice are not good, that four (catties of rice) 
are very good.’ 
b. n-gu kyin ndai-hte ma' sum go! n � g a ' j a m a �a i， 
n33-ku33kjin33n33tai33-the33 ma3isum33ko3in3i ka^'tja^^ ma^^^ai^^ 
rice CI this-Pl three TOP NEG good SFP-3P1-STA 
dai-hte mali go grai ga^ja ma � ai. 
tai33-the33 ma^MPW^ ksai^^ ka^Hja^^ ma?3iaP 
those four TOP very good SFP-3P1-STA 
(Lit.)‘These three catties of rice are not good, those four (catties of 
rice) are very good.' 
Assuming the universal structural approach which states that noun phrases in 
classifier languages should have the structure schematized in (9) and Li's (1998) 
proposal that D is the locus of definiteness and it can house any elements which 
have the [+def] feature (e.g. demonstratives), we assume that for noun phrases 
with plural cardinal numbers, the derivation should yield the resultant structure 
schematized in (67) if Kayne's LCA (in particular, the analysis given in (54a)-





NP c r Card tap 
I 八 
N CI tNP 
Given the configuration above, we can then provide a straightforward account for 
one of the canonical orders, i.e. [Dem + N + CI + Card]. For the other canonical 
order, i.e. [N + Dem + CI + Card] (where Card>l), I suggest that it can be 
derived via successive phrasal movement of NP to Spec-DP position, as 





fNP CI, Card tap 
A 
CI t”NP 
Finally, for the non-canonical order, i.e. [N + CI + Dem + Card], since this order 
is frequently used in contrastive contexts (see (66a)-(66b) above), one may posit 
that displacement of the CIP is triggered by the strong formal feature residing in 
the head position of Focus Phrase (FocP), where the latter may appear higher 
than DP. In other words, the order may be derived by phrasal movement of NP to 
Spec-ClP position, followed by the movement of the whole CIP to the Specifier 
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position of FocP. Following this analysis, the derivation should give the resultant 
structure schematized below: 
(69) FocP 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
CIP Foe’ 
NP Cr Foe DP 
tNP Cl D CardP 
tap Card’ 
Card Vcip 
Although the analysis shown in (69) can correctly derive the word order, it is not 
problem-free, since the analysis would imply that the strong formal freature in 
Foe must be checked off by CIP. However, as we have noted earlier, the order [N 
+ Cl + Dem + Card] is only permitted when the cardinal numbers do not equal to 
mi ‘one,. This can be illustrated by the contrast in grammaticality between (70c) 
and (64a) (repeated below as (71)). In other words, when Card equals to mi 'one,, 
such word order is barred, as demonstrated in following examples (for clarity, I 
have again put the demonstrative in boldface). 
(70) a. ndai n-gu kyin mi 
n^^taP^ kjm^^ m j P 
this rice Cl one 
‘this catty of rice' 
b. n-gu ndai kyin mi 
l A a i 3 3 kjin33 m j p 
rice this Cl one 
'this catty of rice' 
c. *n-gu kyin ndai mi 
rice Cl this one 
'this catty of rice’ 
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(71) n-gu kyin ndai ma'sum 
rice CI this three 
(Lit.)'this three catties of rice' 
The above data clearly show that the displacement of CIP cannot be attributed to 
the presence of a FocP; otherwise we would predict that (70c) can be ruled in. 
Since I have mentioned earlier that mi ‘one，is an affix, and it can trigger 
leftward raising of CI to Card (see (57) above), I suggest that a more unified 
account would be to assume that the displacement of the NP is always triggered 
by D rather than Foe. Following this analysis, noun phrases with singular 
cardinal number mi 'one, such as (70b) should yield the resultant structure 
schematized in (72a), whereas for those having the order [N + CI + Dem + Card] 
(where Card>l), the resultant structure can be visualized in (72b): 








Cl Card f'NpCV 
A 
ta f”NP 
n-gu ndai kyin-mi 
/ - k u 3 V 3 t a i 3 3 k j i n 3 3 m j i 3 3 
rice this Cl one 




八 X X 
NP c r D CardP 
八 
VNP CI tap Card' 
Card few 
Note that while the proposed analyses can account for the contrast in 
grammaticality between the two orders, i.e. (i) [N + CI + Dem-Sg/Dem-Pl + Card] 
and (ii) *[N + CI + Dem-Sg + mi], they fail to explain why the order in (i) should 
be ruled in. Furthermore, even if we assume that the derivations as shown in 
(67)-(68) and (72a)-(72b) are correct, we have not yet explained why the NP (see 
(68) and (72a)) or CIP (see (72b)) should move at all. In other words, although 
these analyses can correctly derive the different word orders, the postulate of the 
NP or CIP movement seems not to be well-motivated. Most importantly, the 
analysis given in (67) would wrongly predict that [Dem-Pl + N + CI + Card] 
should also be ruled in, since plural demonstratives are not different from the 
singular ones in having the [+referential] or [+definite] feature. Given all these 
problems, I propose that a more unified account would be to assume that D 
carries a strong [+P1] feature which needs to be checked off before Spell-Out 
when it is occupied by a plural d e m o n s t r a t i v e . 4 2 , 4 3 i n addition, assuming that the 
42 Special thanks to He Yuanjian for suggesting this analysis to me. 
43 Note that the postulate of the strong [+P1] feature in D when it is occupied by a plural 
demonstrative is supported by linguistic data from languages other than Jingpo. In particular, as 
pointed out by Shlonsky (2000), there are many languages which allow relatively free 
distributions of nominal modifiers such as quantifiers and demonstratives, and it is observed that 
the prenominal modifiers are usually short forms as compared with the postnominal ones. This 
pattern is manifested, for instance, in the Hebrew quantifiers, as demonstrated in (i) (adapted 
from Shlonsky, 2000: 36), and in the form of proximal demonstratives in Moroccan Arabic, as 
shown in (iia)-(iib) (adapted from Shlonsky, 2000: 39). 
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strong [+P1] feature can only be checked off by the corresponding feature in N 
under identity, we can then provide a straightforward account for the order [N + 
Dem-Pl + CI + Card]. In contrast, for the non-canonical order, i.e. [N + CI + 
Dem-Pl + Card], 1 suggest that the [+P1] in N can be percolated to CI when the 
NP has raised into Spec-ClP position, and thus instead of having the NP 
movement, the whole CIP can be pied-piped along with the NP and raised into 
Spec-DP position to checked off the strong [+P1] feature in D (see fn. 38). The 
resultant configurations of these two orders, i.e. [N + Dem-Pl + CI + Card] and 
[N + CI + Dem-Pl + Card] are diagrammed in (73a) and (73b), respectively: 
(i) a. harbe/me'at rabanim fanatim (Hebrew) 
many/few rabbis fanatic 
'many/few fanatic rabbis' 
b. rabanim fanatim rabim/me'atim (Hebrew) 
rabbis fanatic many/few 
'many/few fanatic rabbis' 
(ii) a. Had 1 wYld had 1 bYnt Had lY wlad (Moroccan) 
This the boy this the girl This the boys 
(Lit.) 'this the boy' (Lit.) 'this the girl' (Lit.) 'this the boys' 
b. 1 wYld hada 1 bYnt hadi lY wlad hadu (Moroccan) 
The boy this-Masc the girl this-Fem the boys this-Masc-Pl 
(Lit.) 'this the boy, (Lit.) 'this the girl' (Lit.) 'these the boys' 
Based on the data given above, Shlonsky proposes the following generalization: postnominal 
modifiers, including quantifiers and demonstratives, must 'agree' in number with the noun; 
whereas when these elements occur prenominally, no such restriction is observed. Note that this 
generalization fully supports our postulate of the presence of a strong [+P1] feature in D (or even 
in the head of the Quantifier Phrase (QP) in case of Hebrew quantifiers), given that the strong 
feature is required to be checked off before Spell-Out (see Chomsky 1995) via either head 
movement or phrasal movement of another element or the 'checker' (e.g. the NP). It then follows 
that the element which bears the strong feature must never appear before the checker (if we 
further assume with Kayne's (1994) LCA that only leftward movement is allowed). In other 
words, following this analysis, the restricted, postnominal distribution of the 'agreeing' elements 
should not be considered as a mere coincidence; rather, it constitutes an important piece of 
evidence in support of the presence of the strong [+P1] feature in the 'agreeing' element, viz. The 
postnominal modifiers. 
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A D CardP 
NP CI, [+P1] 
[+P1] A tap Card' 
VNF CI 
Card t'c/p 
While the analyses given above can help account for the asymmetrical 
distribution of the singular vs. plural demonstratives as observed in the Jingpo 
noun phrases, one important question remains to be tackled, i.e. the fact that 
singular demonstratives can also trigger overt movement of either NP or CIP. 
Following the present analysis, we would predict that D can trigger overt 
movement of either NP or CIP only when it is occupied by a plural demonstrative, 
since we have argued that it is the strong [+P1] feature in D which triggers the 
movement. Here, we would like to further propose that the optional movement of 
NP or CIP to Spec-DP is due to categorial or [+Sg] feature of D, which can be 
construed as either strong or weak when it is occupied by a singular 
demonstrative. More precisely, when D is construed as strong, it can trigger overt 
movement of either NP or CIP (again assuming that the movement of the latter is 
permitted only because the corresponding feature which is utilized to check off 
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the strong feature in D can be percolated to CIP when NP is raised into Spec-ClP 
position) and thus, yielding the orders [N + Dem-Sg + CI + Card] and [N + CI + 
Dem-Sg + Card] (where Card>l in the latter word order). When D is construed 
as weak, overt movement is barred due to Procrastinate (and the weak feature of 
D is presumed to be checked off until LF), hence giving the order [Dem-Sg + N 
+ CI + Card] (where Card>l or Card = mi ‘one,).44 A natural question which may 
arise here is how we can accommodate the ill-formedness of [N + CI + Dem-Sg 
+ mi ‘one’]. Since we have argued earlier that mi ‘one，has the status of an affix, 
and it can trigger leftward movement of CI once it is merged with Card, it then 
follows that even D is construed as strong, it can only triggers overt NP 
movement, without the pied-piping movement of CIP]; In other words, we may 
assume that the strong affixal nature of mi 'one' cannot be overruled by the 
strong feature in D，hence explaining the ungrammaticality of the order [N + CI + 
Dem-Sg + mi 'one']. 
To briefly summarize, we have provided a principled account for the 
relatively free distribution of the demonstratives in Jingpo adopting Kayne's 
LCA. In particular, given that the language shows an asymmetry in the singular 
vs. plural demonstratives, i.e. the singular demonstratives can freely occur in 
either prenominal or postnominal positions, while the plural demonstratives are 
restricted to appear postnominally, we have suggested that a more unified 
account would be to assume that D carries a strong [+P1] feature when it is 
occupied by a plural demonstrative, and the feature can only be checked off by N 
44 Following the present analysis, the absence of postnominal demonstratives in languages such 
as Mandarin, Cantonese, English, etc. would presumably be attributed to the absence of the 
strong [+Pl]/[+Sg] or categorial feature in D in these languages. 
45 Note that this proposal is in line with the Minimalist Program, which favors movements of 
fewer elements if possible. 
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under identity. Following this analysis, the two word orders, i.e. [N + Dem-Pl + 
CI + Card] and [N + CI + Dem-Pl + Card] are argued to be derived by phrasal 
movement of NP and CIP to Spec-DP position, respectively, where the pied-
piping movement of CIP is made possible only because when NP moves into the 
Spec-ClP position, the [+P1] feature of N can be percolated to CIP. Since it is 
noted that singular demonstratives in Jingpo may also allow the optional 
movement of either NP or CIP into the Spec-DP position, we have suggested that 
it may be attributed to the categorial or [+Sg] feature in D, which can be 
construed as either strong or weak when occupied by a singular demonstrative: 
when D is construed as having the strong feature, overt phrasal movement of 
either NP or CIP will be triggered, hence yielding the order [N + Dem-Sg + CI + 
Card] or [N + CI + Dem-Sg + Card]. When D is construed as weak, such 
movement can only take place at LF (due to Procrastinate). An immediate 
advantage of the proposed analysis is that it can correctly accommodate the 
restricted, postnominal distribution of the plural demonstratives together with the 
relatively free distribution of the singular demonstratives as manifested in the 
Jingpo noun phrases. Nonetheless, there are many questions that remain 
untouched under the present analysis: for instance, why can the [+P1] feature in D 
be construed as strong in Jingpo while that in the other languages (e.g. English, 
Mandarin, etc.) cannot? Why is it the case that only [+P1] feature, but not [+Sg] 
feature in D, can always bear the strong feature in Jingpo? We shall leave these 
questions open to future research. 
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3.6 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, we have attempted to provide a syntactic account for two 
peculiar properties of the noun phrases in Jingpo, including (i) the order of the 
noun phrases (i.e. [N + CI + Card]), and (ii) the asymmetry in singular vs. plural 
demonstratives in the language. In particular, this chapter has argued for the 
following: first, concerning the order of the noun phrases, we have argued that 
despite the the fact that Fukui and Saito's (1996) version of Merge can derive the 
inverse order via a more economical means, Kayne,s (1994) LCA is more 
advanced, since it can provide a more adequate account for the relatively free 
distribution of the demonstratives in the language. More precisely, we have 
proposed that the asymmetrical distribution of the singular vs. plural 
demonstratives should be attributed to the difference in 'strength' of the feature 
residing in D. In particular, the plural demonstratives are argued to possess the 
strong [+P1] feature, hence it would trigger overt movement of either NP or CIP, 
assuming that (i) the strong feature must be checked off by the corresponding 
feature in N before Spell-Out, and (ii) the [+P1] feature can get percolated to CI 
when NP moves into Spec-ClP position. In addition, the fact that the singular 
demonstratives are allowed to occur in either prenominal or postnominal 
positions is accounted for by positing that D can be construed as either strong or 
weak when it is occupied by a singular demonstrative. When D is construed as 
strong, it can trigger overt movement of either NP or CIP, whereas when D is 
construed as weak, only covert movement can take place due to Procrastinate. 
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Chapter 4 
Classifiers versus plural morphology 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters, we have investigated the structure of noun 
phrases in Jingpo and we have assumed that the language has the status of a 
classifier language despite the fact that Jingpo is different from other well-
studied classifier languages such as Mandarin and Cantonese in many crucial 
respects. Specifically, while it has long been recognized that the major 
distinction between classifier and non-classifier languages is that the former 
usually possess a generalized classifier system and the lack of plural morphology, 
it seems problematic to simply assume that Jingpo belongs to this type of 
languages, given that the language allows the optionality of classifiers when 
combined with count nouns, and it clearly has plural morphemes whose 
distributions are similar to those in non-classifier languages like English. Since 
Jingpo has these two peculiar properties which are obviously lacking in other 
classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese, a close inspection of the data 
of Jingpo is warranted, with the main objective of identifying the roles of 
classifiers and plural morphemes in Jingpo and in classifier languages in general. 
This chapter is organized as follows: in the following section, we shall 
present evidence from Jingpo which directly challenges the semantic parametric 
approach formulated in Chierchia's (1998), which predicts natural languages can 
only be distinguished into three different types, i.e. [+arg, -pred], [-arg, +precl] 
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and [+arg, +pred]. More precisely, we shall argue that the nominal data from 
Jingpo clearly demonstrate that the language cannot be characterized properly by 
one of the three parameter settings (Section 4.2). Then, the roles of classifiers 
and plural morphemes in classifier languages will be explored, and we shall 
demonstrate that Jingpo indeed has the status of a classifier language (Section 
4.3). As an alternative to the semantic parametric approach formulated in 
Chierchia, we shall argue for a syntactic account which aims to capture the 
different properties of the so-called 'true' plural marker in non-classifier 
languages like English and the plural morphemes in classifier languages like 
Mandarin and Jingpo. Specifically, we shall assume with Li (1999a) that the 
projection of Number Phrase (henceforth NumP) should be present in the 
nominal structures of both classifier and non-classifier languages (Section 4.4). 
Some concluding remarks will be given in section 4.5. 
4.2 Evidence against the semantic parametric approach 
In this section, we shall review the essential ingredients of Chierchia's 
typology. Specifically, we shall highlight some specific predictions made by 
Chierchia's (1998) proposal of the 'Nominal Mapping Parameter,, i.e. the 
predictions that natural languages can only be distinguished into three types and 
that no languages can have both a classifier system and plural morphemes 
(Section 4.2.1). Then, we shall present evidence from Jingpo which shows that 
the language clearly disconfirms both predictions. Most importantly, we shall 
demonstrate that Chierchia's Nominal Mapping Parameter fails to characterize 
Jingpo into one of the three types. 
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4.2.1 The Nominal Mapping Parameter 
In his series of works on the typology of noun phrases, Chierchia (1995, 
1998) offers a constrained account on how the lexical category N and its phrasal 
projection (i.e. NP) are mapped onto their denotations across languages. More 
specifically, in Chierchia (1998), he has made the following two claims: first, 
languages differ in how nouns and their phrasal projections are mapped into their 
interpretations. For predicative NPs, they are mapped into their denotations as 
properties and they bear the feature [+pred]; while argumental NPs are mapped 
into their denotations as kinds, and have the feature [+arg]. Chierchia attributes 
this cross-linguistic variation to what he calls the ‘Nominal Mapping Parameter,. 
Second, Chierchia argues that the setting of this semantic parameter should have 
important consequences for the syntactic distribution and the morphological 
profile of the noun phrases in any natural languages. 
Chierchia's conception of kinds is that they are spatio-temporally 
discontinuous individuals which can be modeled as “functions from worlds (or 
situations) into pluralities, the sum of all instances of the kind”（1998: 349). On 
this view, kinds resemble the entities denoted by mass nouns in that "the property 
of being an instance of a kind does not differentiate between singular and plural 
instances" (1998: 351). This conception, as demonstrated in his article, is directly 
responsible for the semantic, syntactic and morphological patterning associated 
with each of the three settings of the Nominal Mapping Parameter. 
Chierchia argues that there are basically three types of languages: [+arg,-
pred], [-arg, +pred] and [+arg, +pred] languages. In the [+arg, -pred] languages, 
nouns and their maximal projections must refer to kinds. Since kinds are entities 
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of argument type <e>, languages of this type permit bare NPs to occur freely as 
arguments. Further, since kinds are mass-like in not differentiating between 
singular and plural instances, [+arg, -pred] languages should also lack the 
morphological distinction between singular and plural nouns as manifested in 
many classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese. For similar reasons, this 
type of languages should not allow nouns to combine directly with the cardinal 
number but require the presence of a classifier which functions as an individuator 
or unit-counter, hence providing the suitable environment for counting. 
In [+pred] languages, by contrast, nouns either can or must refer to 
properties, depending on the languages' value for [±arg]. Due to the fact that 
there is correspondence between properties and kinds (for instance, the property 
of a cat must correspond to a particular kind, namely the cat-kind), there must be 
means by which to convert kinds into properties. The strategy used in [+pred,-
arg] languages is to demand that an NP must combine with D in order to serve as 
an argument. In other words, bare NP arguments are generally prohibited in the 
[-arg, +pred] languages. Nonetheless, [+pred] languages which are also [+arg] 
should permit bare NP arguments under some circumstances: more specifically, 
when the bare NP is [+arg], then it must be a mass noun; otherwise it bears the 
value [+pred] and must undergo type-shifting to yield the kind interpretation (i.e. 
plural)) 
According to Chierchia, Mandarin and Japanese should be identified as 
[+arg, -pred] languages. French and Italian, by contrast, are analyzed as [-arg, 
+pred] languages, and English as a [+arg, +pred] language. In the article, 
Chierchia has devoted much of his discussion to a contrastive analysis of English 
1 See Chierchia (1998: 356-357) for details. 
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and Italian in which the patterning of bare plural and generic NPs is argued to be 
derived from these languages' different settings of the Nominal Mapping 
Parameter. 
However, what is of interest to the current investigation is the general 
claim made by Chierchia: in particular, his postulate that there exist only three 
settings of the Nominal Mapping Parameter, and that every natural language 
should be characterized as belonging to one of the settings. In other words, what 
he has proposed is that as far as noun denotations are concerned, the possibilities 
that we have just discussed above (i.e. the three language types: [+arg, -pred],[-
arg, +pred] and [+arg, +pred]) are the only possibilities. Note that Chierchia has 
made an explicit claim about this in his article, as he argues that the Nominal 
Mapping Parameter should have direct syntactic and morphological 
consequences. For instance, in discussing the [+arg, -pred] languages, Chierchia 
points out that although the general characteristics of the use of a classifier 
system and the absence of plural morphology in this type of languages are not 
logically related, his analysis nonetheless helps rule out the possibility that there 
exists any language which has both (i.e. the manipulation of a classifier system 
and the presence of plural morphology). In other words, his proposal of the 
Nominal Mapping Parameter should predict that there is no language which 
allows the co-existence of a classifier system and the plural morphology. 
In the following subsection, we shall demonstrate that the nominal data of 
Jingpo clearly run counter to this particular prediction of Chierchia's Nominal 
Mapping Parameter, as the language possesses not only a generalized classifier 
system but also two plural morphemes, i.e. -ni and -hte. 
2 See Chierchia (1998: 354) for specific details on this claim. 
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4.2.2 Puzzles: the nominal data from Jingpo 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Jingpo assumes a basic SOV word order. 
Bare NPs can occur freely in argument positions in the language. This can be 
illustrated by (l)-(2), which show that bare NPs can occur as subjects (see (1)) or 
direct objects (see (2)) in the language. 
� Ding^si^ d i V sai. 
Bell ring SFP-3Sg-DYN 
‘A bell rang., (Dai and Xu, 1992: 60) 
(2) a. Ngai pafgom a^grop^ kau� se@ai 
I glass break fall SFP-lSg(Subj)-3Sg(Obj)-DYN 
‘I broke a glass.' i fDai and Xu, 1992: 78) 
b. Shi nga sa hkoi' mat; ang sai 
Ji33 sa33 khoi3i mat3i sai3 
S/he ox go borrow ASP should SFP-3Sg-DYN 
'S/he should go and borrow an ax/oxen., (Dai and Xu, 1992: 153) 
The free occurrence of bare NPs suggests that Jingpo might well be a [+arg, 
-pred] language according to Chierchia's (1998) typology, i.e. a language in 
which nouns must refer to kinds. Note that this suggestion is further supported by 
(3), given that bare NPs are shown to be able to occur in generic sentences, in 
which case they “give rise to a universal reading" (Chierchia 1998: 363). In this 
respect, bare NPs in Jingpo pattern like bare plurals in English (as demonstrated 
by the English translations in (3)), which Chierchia analyzes as kind denoting. 
(3) Shi gumVa^ r a � maiyu ai. 
Ji33 ma3iju33 ai^ ^ 
S/he horse like SFP-3Sg-STA 
'S/he likes horses.' 
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An additional piece of evidence which supports that Jingpo should be 
characterized as a [+arg, -pred] language comes from the fact that the language 
manipulates the classifier system in its noun phrases, as demonstrated in the 
following examples:^ 
(4) a. saira ma^rai ma^sum 
teacher CI three 
'three teachers' 
b. nHsin II gom maisum 
n3itsin33 // gom33 m a i s u m ^ ^ 
water CI three 
'three glasses of water' 
Based on the evidence that Jingpo has a classifier system and that bare NPs in the 
language can occur freely as arguments, we can then safely identify Jingpo as a 
[+arg, -pred] language. 
The hypothesis that Jingpo is a [+arg, -pred] language leads immediately 
to the prediction that it should lack plural morphemes. However, such a 
prediction is not bome out, as the language indeed has plural morphemes, i.e. 
and -hte^ The plural morpheme -ni can occur after common nouns but not 
3 As mentioned in Chapter 2’ ‘//, is used to indicate the salient pause. For instance, when the 
intended reading is 'three water glasses', a salient pause should be observed immediately before 
the cardinal number, as shown in the following example: 
(i) [nhsin gom] // maisum 
n3ltsin33 gom33 mUsunv" 
water glass three 
(Lit.) 'three water glasses' (Not 'three glasses of water') 
4 NI can be referred to as a ‘quasi-suffix, in the sense of the traditional grammarians, since it has 
dual status in Jingpo. When it occurs in phrases with the modifying marker or nominalizer cu, i 
as a free morpheme with the meaning 'people' (see (i)-(iii) below wh.ch are al 
excerpted from Dai and Xu 1992: 13), whereas when it occurs after a common (count) noun, it 
has the status of a plural suffix, as demonstrated in (5) in our main text. 
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proper names, as shown by the contrast between (5a)-(5c) and (5e). In addition, it 
is noted that among the common nouns, only those which are count nouns allow 
the suffixation of -ni., whereas those which are mass nouns do not permit the 
suffixation, as demonstrated by the contrast between (5a)-(5c) and (5d).' In other 
words, whether or not -ni can be suffixed onto the common nouns is determined 
by the countability of the latter. In addition, it is observed that -ni can attach to 
all kinds of count nouns, i.e. including those which refer to human (5a), animate 
(5b) and inanimate beings (5c): 
(5) a. j o n g W - n i 
student-Pl 
'students' 
b. gumVa^ -ni 







(i) shalkutl ai ni 
ia3lkut3i ap3 np3 
hard-working MOD people 
'the people who are diligent' 
(ii) be^gyin ai ni 
pe3lkjin33 ap3 nP] 
Beijing MOD people 
'the people in Beijing' 
(iii) gat2 sa ai ni 
kat55 sa33 ai33 
street go MOD people 
'the people who go to the street' 
In this thesis, we make a distinction between these two uses of ni, and assume that one is a suffix, 
and it functions as a plural morpheme, whereas the one that occurs in phrases 二：二】 r � e 
morpheme, and it conveys the meaning ‘people，. Interested readers are referred to Dai and Xu 
(1992: 10-14) for other usages of ni. 
5 Recall that in Chapter 2 (see 2.3.1), we follow Bunt (1985) and Landman (1989, 1991) and 
a s ^ m e t h ^ ount nouns are those which have a built-in semantic partitioning i.e. the count noun 
" n s a complete, atomic, join semilattice; whereas mass nouns refer to those which do not 
Z ^ Z c h natural partitioning, i.e. the extension of mass nouns corresponds to a j o m semilattice 








The suffixation pattern of -ni in Jingpo is reminiscent of the plural inflection in 
non-classifier languages like English, since in the latter type of languages, only 
count nouns can bear the plural marker (e.g. boys vs. ''waters). In this regard, it 
seems plausible to argue that -ni indeed has the status of a plural marker. 
Another piece of evidence which shows that -ni has the status parallel to 
the 'true' plural marker in non-classifier languages like English comes from the 
fact that the presence o f -m can trigger number agreement on the sentence final 
particles, as demonstrated by the following examples ((6a) and (7a) below are 
excerpted from Dai and Xu, 1992: 162):^ 
(6) a. Hpyen-ni jAteiV shaVun^ mo: nga^ maC^ai 
phjen33-ni33 t ja^ ' then^^ mo^^ 
enemy-Pl damage intend/plan ASP SPF-3P1-STA 
'The enemies are intending/planning to cause some damages.' 
b Hpyen ja^hten^ shaVurV mo^ ng? ai 
p l - e n - t j a - t h e n - J S ] W m o ^ g a ^ a i ^ 
enemy damage intend/plan ASP SPF-3Sg-STA 
'An enemy is intending/planning to cause some damages.' 
(7) a. L a W - n i a W l a W i W ngai: maC^ai 
thief-Pl thing steal intend/plan ASP SFP-3P1-STA 
'The thieves are intending/planning to steal.' 
6 As noted in Chapter 2 (see section 2.2), the sentence final particles are now undergoing 
simplification, and those inflect for third person singular features (e.g. sai and «/) are now used as 
the default form among the younger generations Thus, it is n o t surprising to find e^^a^P^ w；^ 
common nouns suffixed with -ni to co-occur with sentence final particles like sai or ai. However, 
the important point here is that common nouns with -ni can indeed trigger ‘plural agreement 
with the sentence final particles, while common nouns without -ni cannot. 
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b. L a W a W l a W mo ngai ai 
la^^kut^^ l a ' ^ W ' m o ^ ' a i ' ' 
thief thing steal intend/plan ASP SFP-3Sg-STA 
'A thief is intending/planning to steal.' 
As shown by the contrast between the examples in (a) and (b) above, the 
presence oi -ni can always trigger plural agreement on the sentence final particles. 
This suggests that common count nouns suffixed with -ni must have a plural 
interpretation, and thus further confirming our postulate that -ni should share a 
similar status with the ‘true, plural marker in non-classifier languages like 
English.' Given the fact that Jingpo exhibits free occurrence of bare NPs, a 
classifier system, and the plural morphemes, i.e. a clustering of properties that 
are predicted not to able to co-exist in a typical [+arg, -pred] language under 
Chierchia's typology, one may want to argue, as a means to salvage Chierchia's 
proposal, that Jingpo is not a classifier language after all, since it allows the 
optionality of classifiers when they combine with count nouns. On this view, one 
may further posit that Jingpo has a parameter setting different from what we have 
previously ass画ed, i.e. [+arg, -pred]. Rather, Jingpo might be a [+arg, +pred] 
language. Under such an analysis, Jingpo should resemble English in allowing 
bare NPs to be either property denoting or kind denoting. Alternatively, one may 
postulate that Jingpo resembles Russian, which also has the parameter setting 
7 Note that while we have areued that common count nouns suffixed with -ni must have the 
plural interpretation, it does not amount to saying that bare nouns without - m must have a 
i S u l a r reading. As mentioned in Chapter 3，bare nouns without -ni ,s vague m terms o number. 
二lofe 二ecisely:bare nouns without -ni can have the kind reading when occurring in contrastive 
contexts like the following: 
� Jons 'ma' hkom mat' sai. sa'm chyu nga' ai•.幻 
t l o i fma-” khom33 磁口！ s a i - sa^ 'sa" t j y " qa ar 
student leave ASP SFP-3Sg-DY>j teacher only ASP SFP-3Sg-SlA 
•Students have left, only teachers are (here)/ (not .One student has left, only one teacher is 
(here),) 
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[+arg, +pred]. Since Russian and Jingpo both lack articles, they would then be 
able to employ the full-range of type-shifting operations. The result would be 
that bare NP arguments in both languages should be able to "occur freely and 
have a generic, indefinite meaning" (Chierchia 1998: 360-361). 
Such an analysis seems appealing in that it would assimilate Jingpo to the 
Russian version of a very familiar pattern. However, such an analysis would 
leave one important property of the bare NPs in Jingpo unexplained. More 
precisely, note that in Jingpo, bare NPs in generic sentences can never bear plural 
inflections, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of the following example: 
(8) *Shi gumVa^-ni r a � maiyu ai. 
炉3 kum3i3a3i-ni33 ra?�！ ^ a 3 i j u 3 3 ai^^ 
S/he horse-Pl like SFP-3Sg-STA 
If bare NPs in Jingpo are exactly analogous to bare plurals in English or Russian, 
then their inability to show up with -ni in generic sentences would be left 
unaccounted for. Given the fact that Jingpo has a clustering of properties that fail 
to be accounted for under any of the three parameter settings, we suggest that 
Jingpo poses a serious problem for the Nominal Mapping Parameter. 
While we have argued that Chierchia's proposal of the Nominal Mapping 
Parameter fails to characterize Jingpo into one of the three parameter settings, a 
natural question which may arise here concerns the typological status of Jingpo. 
Recall that in chapter 2 (see section 2.3.1), we have demonstrated that unlike 
other classifier languages such as Mandarin and Cantonese where the use of 
classifiers is always obligatory, the classifiers in Jingpo can be omitted optionally 
when co-occurring with count nouns. Such a striking difference between Jingpo 
and other classifier languages like Mandarin and Cantonese may lead one to 
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query whether Jingpo has truly the status of a classifier language. Or, does 
Jingpo represent a ‘third, type of language, typologically distinct from either 
classifier or non-classifier languages? In the following section, we shall attempt 
to answer these questions by exploring the roles of classifiers and plural 
morphemes in classifier languages. 
4.3 Classifiers and plural morphemes 
In this section, we are going to tease out the roles of classifiers and plural 
morphemes in classifier languages. We shall commence with a discussion of 
Cheng and Sybesma's (1999) proposal which argues that classifiers in classifier 
languages should be distinguished into two different types, i.e. count classifiers 
and mass classifiers or massifiers, where the former share, in essence, the same 
function as the ‘true, plural marker in non-classifier languages based on the 
insights of Doetjes (1996, 1997: Chapter 7) (Section 4.3.1). Assuming Cheng and 
Sybesma and Doetjes’ s proposals are on the right track, we shall show that the 
properties of the noun phrases in Jingpo, i.e. the optionality of classifiers and the 
absence of plural morphemes in noun phrases with cardinal numbers can be 
captured under a principled account (Section 4.3.2). Finally, the roles of plural 
morphemes in classifier languages will be examined (Section 4.3.3). 
4.3.1 The count classifiers versus massifiers proposal 
In this subsection, we are going to delineate Cheng and Sybesma's 
proposal together with its implication. In a nutshell, two fundamental arguments 
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are formulated in Cheng and Sybesma: first, classifiers in classifier languages 
should be distinguished into two different types which they call ‘count 
classifiers' and ‘mass classifiers, or ‘massifiers,, and second, count classifiers 
have the exact same function as the ‘true, plural marker in non-classifier 
languages like English, i.e. both should be conceived as the syntactic or 
grammatical marker of 'countability' (see Doetjes 1996, 1997: Chapter 7 for 
details). 
To begin with, let us review some of the core data from Mandarin which 
supports the first argument. As noted in Cheng and Sybesma, classifiers in 
classifier languages like Mandarin do not form a homogenous group. Rather, two 
types of classifiers should be distinguished: (i) ‘mass classifiers, or ‘massifiers, 
which refer to those that create a unit of measure, i.e. they have a ‘real, 
individuating or singularizing function; and (ii) ‘count classifiers' that simply 
name the unit in which the entity denoted by the noun naturally occurs. The 
evidence in support of the distinction comes from (at least) two grammatical 
processes which are shown to be sensitive to the types of classifiers being used: 
first, it is observed that while the modifying marker de can intervene the 
[massifier + N] sequence (see (9) below), the presence of the modifying marker 
in the [count classifier + N] sequence will always lead to ungrammaticality (see 
(10)) (examples are all cited from Cheng and Sybesma 1999: 515-516):^ 
(9) a. san bang (de) rou 
three CI DE meat 
'three pounds of meat' 
8 The idea that classifiers in Mandarin can be divided into two different types is far from new as 
the same argument has been proposed by Tai and Wang (1990)，Croft (1994), a m o n g many others. 
Interested readers are referred to Peyraube (1998) for historical support for distinguishing 
between the two types of classifiers. 
9 See also Chao (1968) and Sybesma (1992) for similar discussion. 
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b. liang xiang (de) shu 
two CI DE book 
'two boxes of books' 
(10) a. ba tou (*de) niu 
eight CI DE cow 
‘eight cows' 
b. jiu gen (*de) weiba 
nine CI DE tail 
'nine tails' 
c. shi zhang (*de) zhuozi 
ten CI DE table 
‘ten tables' 
Second, it is noted that certain adjectives can modify only massifiers (see 
(11) below) but not count classifiers (12), as illustrated by the following 
examples (excerpted from Cheng and Sybesma 1999: 516):川 
(11) a. yi da zhang zhi 
one big CI paper 
'one large sheet of paper, 
b. na yi xiao xiang shu 
that one small CI book 
'that one small box of books' 
(12) a. *yi da zhi gou 
one big CI dog 
b. *yi da wei laoshi 
one big CI teacher 
Based on the fact that Mandarin makes a distinction between the two 
types of classifiers, Cheng and Sybesma argue that count/mass distinction should 
indeed have a role in the grammar of the language. Specifically, they posit that 
the cognitive reality of count/mass distinction is always represented in the 
semantics of the nouns in all natural languages, while what distinguishes 
classifier languages such as Mandarin from non-classifier languages like English 
is that in the former, the grammatical (or syntactic) reflex of the count/mass 
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distinction is manifested at the level of classifiers; whereas in the latter type of 
languages, the distinction is made at the level of the nouns by means of the plural 
morphology. 
In addition to the postulate that two types of classifiers should be 
distinguished in classifier languages, Cheng and Sybesma have mentioned a very 
interesting proposal originally formulated in Doetjes (1996, 1997: Chapter 7) 
concerning the role of count classifiers in classifier languages. According to 
Doetjes, count classifiers in classifier languages share essentially the same 
function as the ‘true, plural marker in non-classifier languages. More precisely, 
she argues that the fact that count nouns in both classifier and non-classifier 
languages can never directly combine with cardinal numbers should be attributed 
to the presence of a universal principle, which requires that the semantic 
partitioning of what the count nouns denote to be made syntactically visible, i.e. 
cardinal numbers always require the presence of a syntactic (or grammatical) 
marker of countability. On this view, she hypothesizes that for languages with 
plural morphology (for instance, non-classifier languages like English), the 'true' 
plural marker is always construed as the grammatical marker, whereas for 
languages which lack plural morphology, other means must be available to fulfill 
the universal requirement imposed by the cardinal numbers. Given that classifier 
languages like Mandarin have long been recognized not to have plural 
morphology, Doetjes further posits that in this type of languages, count 
classifiers must instead be taken as the grammatical marker of countability, 
hence allowing the universal requirement imposed by the cardinal number to be 
filfulled in both classifier and non-classifier languages. Note that this proposal 
10 Also see Tang (1990a) for similar discussion. 
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has significant implications: it predicts that classifier languages have the 
distinctive characteristics of distinguishing between two types of classifiers and 
that only (count) classifiers, but not plural morphemes, are permitted to function 
as the grammatical marker of countability. In what follows, we shall examine the 
nominal data in Jingpo, in an effort to find out to what extent these two 
predictions are valid. 
4.3.2 The classifiers in Jingpo 
In the previous chapters, we have demonstrated that the noun phrases in 
Jingpo have two peculiar characteristics which clearly contrast with those in 
well-studied classifier languages like Mandarin: (i) Jingpo allows the optionality 
of classifiers when combined with count nouns, and (ii) the language possesses 
the plural morpheme -ni whose properties are very similar to the 'true' plural 
markers in non-classifier languages like English. Given these facts, one may 
question whether Jingpo has truly the status of a classifier language. However, 
since we have demonstrated in the preceding section that classifier languages are 
predicted to exhibit two significant properties which set them aside from non-
classifier languages, i.e. the distinction of two types of classifiers and the use of 
(count) classifiers rather than plural morphemes as the grammatical marker of 
countability, we can simply resolve our queries by scrutinizing the noun phrases 
in Jingpo and see if the two predictions are borne out. 
Regarding the first prediction, i.e. the distinction between the two types 
of classifiers, it is not difficult to see that such a prediction should be borne out, 
since the optionality of classifiers is conditional, i.e. it is permitted only when the 
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classifiers combine with count nouns but not mass nouns, as evidenced by the 
contrast between (13a) and (13b) below, where the noun is count in the former 
and mass in the latter. 
(13) a. sa^ra (mairai) ma� sum 
sa3ija33 m 明 3 a P ma3isum33 
teacher CI three 
'three teachers' 
b. n�tsin II *(gom) maisum 
n^Hsin^^ // gom^^ m a i s u m ^ ^ 
water CI three 
‘a glass of water' 
Given such a difference, we may argue that Jingpo indeed makes a distinction 
between count classifiers and massifiers. More precisely, following Cheng and 
Sybesma's definitions of count classifiers and massifiers, we may posit that those 
which are only compatible with count nouns (e.g. mairai in (13a) above) should 
be construed as belonging to the former type and their corresponding property is 
that they can be omitted optionally. In contrast, for those which can only co-
occur with mass nouns (for instance, gom 'glass' in (13b) above), they should 
instead correspond to the latter type, i.e. massifiers, given that they function to 
create the unit of measure rather than simply labelling the natural partitioning 
encoded by the noun. On this view, the distinctive property of count classifiers vs. 
massifiers in Jingpo is that only the former can be optionally deleted while the 
latter cannot. 
Assuming our proposal is on the right track, we may further predict that 
Jingpo can only make use of the (count) classifiers but not the plural morpheme 
-ni as the grammatical marker of countability. This prediction is borne out, since 
as shown below, the co-occurrence of the plural morpheme with the cardinal 
number is always barred in the language: 
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(14) a. *jongimai-ni (ma'rai) ma^sum 
student-Pl CI three 
b. *gumVa^-m ma^sum 
k u m 3 1 ! - n P ma^ �s u m ^ ^ 
horse-Pl three 
c. *hpun2-ni ma! sum 
phun55-ni33 ma^ ' sum^^ 
tree-Pl three 
As shown above, the co-occurrence of the plural morpheme -ni with the cardinal 
number is never permitted in Jingpo despite the fact that an overt (count) 
classifier can be absent. This is not surprising at all since as argued earlier, what 
distinguishes count classifiers from massifiers in Jingpo is that only the former 
can be subject to optional deletion when co-occurring with count nouns. 
Understood in this way, we not only may ascertain that Jingpo must have the 
status of a classifier language but we can also derive the optionality of (count) 
classifiers under a unified account. 
4.3.3 The plural morphemes in classifier languages 
In the previous subsections, we have briefly outlined some core 
predictions made by Cheng and Sybesma and Doetjes's proposals, and we have 
shown that the pursuit of such proposals has two immediate advantages: first, it 
helps resolve our query as to whether Jingpo is a classifier language; and second, 
it provides us with a principled account for the optionality of (count) classifiers 
in the language. While it is obvious that Cheng and Sybesma and Doetjes's 
proposals have a major contribution to our understanding of the roles of 
classifiers in classifier languages, it should be noted that one crucial problem still 
remains, i.e. the function of plural morphemes in this type of languages. More 
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precisely, recall that under Doetjes's proposal, the main motivation of arguing 
that in classifier languages, (count) classifiers, but not plural morphemes, share 
the same function as the 'true, plural marker in non-classifier languages is that 
the former type of languages lack plural morphology. It then follows that the 
plural morphemes in classifier languages must have properties which sharply 
differ from those of the 'true' plural marker in non-classifier languages such as 
English. In what follows, we shall begin by examining the distributional and 
referential properties of the plural morphemes -men in Mandarin. Then, we shall 
compare -men with the plural morphemes -ni and -hte in Jingpo. 
Following Li (1999a), we assume that there are (at least) three properties 
of the plural suffix -men which sharply differ from the plural suffix in English, 
and these striking differences have led many scholars to analyze the plural 
morpheme -men as a collective marker rather than a 'real' plural marker (see Iljic 
1994, 2001). By the term 'collective marker', we follow Corbett (2000) and 
assume that it has the function of allowing the nouns suffixed with -men to be 
construed together, i.e. as a unit. For ease of exposition, these three properties 
with some illustrative examples are given below: 
Properties of the plural suffix -men in Mandarin 
(i) Incompatibilty with simultaneous counting 
As mentioned before, unlike the plural marker in English, the plural 
suffix -men in Mandarin can never occur in counting contexts, as demonstrated 
in (15): 
(15) san ge xuesheng(*-men) 




The presence of -men always enables a bare nominal to have a definite 
interpretation. More precisely, it is noticed that [common noun + -men] can 
neither occur in you 'have/exist' construction nor can it be negated in such a 
construction, as illustrated in (16a)-(16b) (see Iljic 1994). Further supports which 
demonstrate that [common noun + -men] must have the definite reading come 
from the subtle interpretational differences between (17a) and (17b). As 
demonstrated in (17b), [common noun + -men\ must be interpreted as definite, i.e. 
quoting Iljic (2001: 26), "N-mew always involves a second mention of previously 
posited entities, whether explicitly or implicitly", while bare nominals without 
-men is vague in terms of their interpretations and number (excerpted from Li 
1999a: 78): 
(16) a. You ren(*-men) lai le. 
have person-Pl come ASP 
'Some people came.' 
b. mei you ren(*-men) 
NEG have person-Pl 
'there is no one' 
(17) a. Wo qu zhao haizi-men. 
I go find child-Pl 
'I will go find the children.' 
b. Wo qu zhao haizi. 
I go find child 
'I will go find a/the/some child/children.' 
(iii) Compatibility with nouns designating human referents and pronouns 
The major reason for the general reluctance to treat -men on a par with 
the ‘true, plural marker like in English is that unlike the latter which can be 
attached to nouns quite productively, the plural morpheme -men is restricted to 
attach to nouns designating human beings and pronouns, as shown in (18) and 
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(19), respectively (see Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1981, among many others 
for similar observations). In addition, as extensively argued in Iljic (1994, 2001), 
the suffixation of -men onto the pronouns does not amount to a pluralization of 
the singular pronouns; rather it instantiates “a grouping of entities into one whole 
according to their position relative to the origin" (Iljic 1994: 97). A typical 
example is the contrast between the pronouns wo ‘1, and wo-men ‘we，，where the 
latter does not amount to "the addition of several Fs expressing themselves 
simultaneously ... [but rather to] the group in the name of which I speaks, i.e. the 
speaker's group" (Iljic 2001: 39) ” 
11 As noted in Li (1999a), in addition to human nouns and pronouns, the plural morpheme -men 
can also be suffixed to proper names, as shown in the following examples: 
(i) a. XiaoQiang-men shenme shihou lai? 
XiaoQiang-Pl what time come 
'When are XiaoQiang and the others coming?' (Li 1999a: 78) 
b. Wo qing XiaoQiang-men san ge (ren) chifan. 
I invite XiaoQiang-Pl three CI person eat 
'I invited XiaoQiang and two others (in the group) for a meal.' (Li 1999a : 80) 
As demonstrated in the above examples, when the proper names are suffixed with -men, they can 
normally yield only the collective reading of a group of people including the one denoted by the 
proper name and the other people who are related to him/her or having the same characteristics, 
rather than the plural reading of a group of people having the same name. However, as noted in 
Li (1999a: 94, fn. 6 and 9), there is a preference to use [proper name + ta-men ' they'] instead of 
[proper name + -men\ when the intended reading is the collective one. Specifically, she suggests 
that [proper name + -men] can be viewed as the equivalence of the pluralization of proper names 
in English, such as I met two Davids today. However, as pointed out in Iljic (2001), [proper name 
+ -men\ is found to be awkward and unfamiliar to the majority of the natives speakers which he 
has interviewed in Beijing. In particular, contrary to Li (1999a), Iljic (2001) argues that [proper 
name + -men] can never give the plural reading of several people having the same name. Rather, 
the form implies "a strong qualitative link between the members of the group", and is used to 
bring about some sarcastic or comical effects (Iljic 2001: 30). In fact, a small survey of my own 
also obtains the same conclusion, with a great majority of my informants (who are all native 
speakers of Mandarin from different parts of China) reporting that they can never get the plural 
reading with the form [proper name + -men\. In addition, as suggested by Gu Yang (personal 
communication), for a Northern Mandarin speaker, [proper name + -men] as in (ia) can easily be 
understood as [proper name + ta-men 'they'] with the pronoun ta 'he' being weakened. I suspect 
that the different readings (i.e. the plural vs. collective reading as argued in Li (1999a) and Iljic 
(2001), respectively) of the form [proper name + -men\ may be attributed to dialectal variations 
of the different usage in Taiwan and China. 
Furthermore, while Li (1999a) assumes that the co-occurrence of zhexie 'these' or naxie 
'those' with the plural morpheme 一men is acceptable (see (ii) below), all of my informants who 
are native speakers of Mandarin from China consider (ii) as ungrammatical. Specifically, they 
reported that in their daily conversations, they never allow demonstratives with the suffix —xie to 
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(18) a. pengyou-men b. gou(*-men) c. shitou(*-men) 
friend-Pl dog-Pl stone-Pl 
'friends' dog/dogs' 'stone/stones' 
(19) a. wo -> women 
T -> ‘we， 
b. ni -> ni-men 
‘you(Sg)’ -> ‘you(Pl)， 
c. ta -> ta-men 
‘he/she/it’ -> ‘they’ 
Having reviewed the major differences between the plural morpheme 
-men in Mandarin and the ‘true’ plural marker -s in English, we would like to 
turn to a closer inspection of the plural morpheme -ni in Jingpo, with an aim to 
pinpoint the similarities and differences between -ni and -men. More specifically, 
we note that the plural morpheme -ni shares the first two properties with -men, i.e. 
(i) incompatibility with simultaneous counting (see (14) above, repeated below 
as (20)), and (ii) definiteness (see (21a)-(21d)) ((2la) is excerpted from Dai and 
Xu 1992: 309, (21b) is from 247, and (2Id) is from 202). In addition, note that 
the suffixation of -ni onto (common count) nouns can always result in a definite 
interpretation, whether [common noun + -ni\ occurs in the subject (see (21a)-
(21c)) or object positions (see (2Id)). 
(20) a. *jongimai-ni (ma'rai) ma^sum 
tJoQ^'ma^^-nP^ m a 3 � a p 3 ma^^sum^^ 
student-Pl CI three 
b. *gum'ra^-ni maisum 
horse-Pl three 
c. *hpun2-ni ma^sum 
phun55-ni33 ma^^sum^^ 
tree-Pl three 
co-occur with -men. Again, I suspect that the different grammaticality judgements are due to 
dialectal variations. 
(ii) Laoshi dui zhexie/naxie xuesheng-men tebie hao. 
teacher to these/those student-Pl especially good 
'The teacher is especially nice to these students.' (Li 1999a: 88) 
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(21) a. Tsi^ saVa-ni shi h p e � ts[ ts[ ma^nu© nP? 
tsi3i S53i3a33-ni33 Ji33 phe^^^ t s f t s f i mg55nu?55 ni5i 
Doctor-Pl he AOM medicine cure SFP-3P1-DYN-Q 
'Have the doctors cured him?' (not 'Have some doctors cured him?，） 
b. Woi-ni hpun^ n^tsa n W ga^ d e � g u n � h W hkrat^ 
woi33-ni33 phun55 n3its这33n3ina55 ka^^ kun^Hhon^^ khga t^ i 




(Lit.) 'The monkeys jumped down from the tree to the ground.’ (not 
'Some monkeys jumped down from the tree to the ground.') 
c. nam^si^ hpun^-ni go^ grai^ tso^ m a �a i . 
nam3is i3 i phun^^-ni^^ ko^^ ksai^^ tso^^ m a ? 3 � a P 
fruit tree-Pl TOP very tall SPF-3P1-STA 
The fruit trees are very tall.' (not 'Some fruit trees are very tall.') 
d. Nang jong^ma-ni h p e � a2tsom3 shaVin^ shaman u①！ 
nag33 phe?55 a^^tsom^^ J a ^ ^ s i n ' ' J a ^ ' p a n ' ' u?�！ 
you student-Pl AOM nicely cultivate SFP-2Sg-IMP 
'You cultivate the students nicely!' (not 'You cultivate some students 
nicely!') 
While we have shown above that -ni in Jingpo shares the first two distributional 
and referential properties with -men in Mandarin, there is one remarkable 
difference between these two plural morphemes: as noted earlier, -ni can attach 
to all common count nouns, i.e. including nouns which denote human, animate 
and inanimate referents, as demonstrated above in (5a), (5b) and (5c), 
respectively (repeated below as (22a)-(22c)): 












In addition, as mentioned earlier, -ni can never attach to pronouns, since there is 
another plural morpheme, i.e. -hte, which serves this specific function, as shown 
in the following table (excerpted from Dai and Xu, 1992: 23): 
Table 1. The plural morpheme —hte in Jingpo  
Number Literary I Colloquial I Literary Colloquial Literary Colloquial 
^ ni^an^ shan^ hkan^ 
Dual an55 jan^^ nan^^ nPjan^^ Jan^^ khan^^ 
‘we’ ‘we， ‘you’ ‘you’ ‘they, ‘they, 
an^hte Y a n ^ h t e n a n ^ h t e nan^hte shan^hteHkan^hte 
Plural an55the33 jan^^the^' nan^^the^^ nan^^the^' Jan^^the^^ khan^^the^ 
'we' ‘we’ ‘you, ‘you, ‘they, ‘they. 
Interestingly, as shown in Table 1，the suffixation of -hte applies to dual 
12 
pronouns instead of the singular pronouns as found in Mandarin (see (19)). In 
addition, it should be noted that while the plural pronoun ta-men 'they' in 
Mandarin can denote only human or animate referents but not inanimate 
referents (i.e. the neuter ta ‘it’ in Mandarin can never be suffixed with -men even 
when it refers to more than one inanimate entities (see Iljic 2001 for details)), 
this is not true in Jingpo, since as pointed out in Dai and Xu (1992: 23), both 
third person dual and plural pronouns can refer to human, animate or inanimate 
objects. 
Having established the different properties of the plural morphemes in the 
three languages, i.e. English, Mandarin and Jingpo, let us briefly summarize the 
important generalizations: 
12 Qy the term 'dual pronouns', we mean that an in Table 1 above has the literal meaning o f I 
two,, and the same applies to the rest of the dual pronouns listed above. 
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Table 2. The different properties of -men and -ni in English, Mandarin and 
Jingpo, respectively  
English Mandarin Jingpo 
Obligatory presence when Card >1 V X X 
Definite interpretation 
Compatibility with all common count nouns V X V 
Compatibility with human nouns  
Compatibility with personal pronouns X V I X 
As shown in Table 2’ a remarkable contrast between the 'true' plural marker in 
English and the plural morphemes in Mandarin and Jingpo is that the former is 
triggered by the presence of cardinal numbers, whereas the appearance of the 
latter clearly has nothing to do with cardinal numbers, but rather with the notion 
of 'definiteness'. Put differently, the fact that [common noun + -men] in 
Mandarin and [common noun + -ni] in Jingpo can always lead to a definite 
interpretation suggests that the two plural morphemes must be realized on 
elements in D, assuming Li's (1999a) proposal that D is the locus of definiteness. 
Having reviewed the different properties of the 'true' plural marker in non-
classifier languages like English and the plural morphemes in classifier 
languages like Mandarin and Jingpo, a natural question which may arise here is 
whether we can capture the different properties of these two types of morphemes 
under a unified, syntactic analysis. We shall attempt to answer this question in 
the following section. 
4.4 The syntactic approach 
In this section, we shall explore an alternative, syntactic approach based 
on the insights of Li (1999a), which argues that the nominal structures of 
classifier and non-classifier languages are quite similar in that both are assumed 
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to have the projection of Number Phrase (NumP) (Section 4.4.1). Also, we shall 
demonstrate that Li's proposed nominal structure for non-classifier languages 
like English is directly challenged by Borer (2002) (Section 4.4.2). Finally, as an 
alternative to Li's analysis, we shall demonstrate that how the incompatibility of 
the plural morphemes with cardinal phrases in classifier languages like Mandarin 
and Jingpo can be captured under a principled analysis (Section 4.4.3). 
4.4.1 The nominal structures of classifier and non-classifier languages 
Li's (1999a) major attempt is to provide a structural analysis which, on 
the one hand, can capture many distributional and referential properties of -men 
in Mandarin, and argues for a universal nominal structure for both classifier and 
non-classifier languages, on the other. To begin with, let us briefly review some 
of the vital reasons which lead Li to argue that the plural morpheme -men should 
be treated on a par with the ‘true，plural marker in English-type languages. As 
noted in Li, despite the fact that the plural morpheme -men in Mandarin has 
many properties different from the 'true' plural marker -s in English, the 
traditional collective analysis of -men is problematic in three crucial respects: 
first, the collective analysis fails to account for the ungrammaticality of the co-
occurrence of [common noun + -men\ with the demonstratives (see (23) below) 
despite the fact that -men can be suffixed to elements in D, such as the pronouns. 
Second, the choatic distributional restrictions of [pronoun + -men] to precede but 
not to follow the cardinal phrases (see (24))^^ as well as the ill-formedness of the 
13 Examples in (24) are excerpted from Li (1999a: 79). 
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co-occurrence of [common noun + -men^ and cardinal phrases (see (25))丨斗 cannot 
be captured under the collective analysis. Third, the fact that both [common noun 
+ -men] (see (26a)) and [pronoun + -men] (26b) can co-occur with the 
distributive marker dou clearly contradicts the collective analysis, given that 
under such an analysis, [common noun + -men] instantiates a collective group, 
and thus should not be concerned with or compatible with individuals, while the 
use of the distributive marker dou must involve individuals.^^ 
(23) a. zhe/na ge xuesheng(*-men) 
this/that CI student-Pl 
'this/that student and the others' 
b. nide zhe/na ge penyou-(*men) 
your this/that CI friend-Pl 
'this/that friend of yours and the others' 
(24) a. *Wo qing san ge ta-men chifan. 
I invite three CI them eat 
'I invited three thems for a meal.' 
b. Wo qing ta-men san ge (haizi) chifan. 
I invite them three CI child eat 
‘I invited them three-Cl (children) for a meal.' 
(25) a. *Wo qing haizi-men san ge (ren) chifan. 
I invite child-Pl three CI person eat 
‘I invited children three-Cl (person) for a meal.' 
14 Li (1999a: fn 8) points out that while (25a) is ill-formed, the co-occurrence of [common noun + 
-men] and the cardinal phrase is considered acceptable in the following sentence: 
(i) pengyou-men san ge hui lai. 
friend-Pl three CI will come 
'Three of the friends will come.' 
However, Li suggests that the [common noun + -men] and the cardinal phrase are best-analyzed 
as two independent constituents, and thus should not be considered as a counterexample to (25a). 
As noted by Gu Yang (personal communication), (i) is acceptable only in contrastive contexts 
like the following: 
(ii) pengyou-men san ge bu hui lai, Hang ge hui lai. 
friend-Pl three CI NEG will come two CI will come 
'Three of the friends will not come, (but) two of (the friends) will come.' 
In (ii),pengyou-men 'friends' can have been topicalized, and thus [common noun + -men] and the 
cardinal phrase cannot form a single constituent. 
15 Examples in (26) are excerpted from Li (1999a: 80-81). 
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b. *Wo qing san ge haizi-men chifan. 
I invite three CI child-Pl eat 
‘I invited three children for a meal.' 
(26) a. Xuesheng-men dou likai le. 
student-Pl DOU left SFP 
'Each of the students has left.' 
b. Ta-men liang ge dou jiehun le. 
they two CI DOU marry SFP 
'They two have been married (to two different people).' (not 
'They two have married each other.') 
Based on the fact that the traditional collective analysis fails to account for the 
above properties of the plural morpheme -men, and that the data in (26) reflect 
that -men indeed shares some properties with the ‘true, plural marker, Li argues 
that -men should be treated on a par with the 'true, plural marker in English. In 
addition, following the insights of Carstens (1991), Valois (1991), Ritter (1991, 
1995) and a number of reference cited in Ritter (1995), Li further postulates that 
the functional category Number Phrase (NumP), which is generally recognized 
as the host of singular and plural marking of a noun, should be present in the 
nominal structures of both classifier and non-classifier languages. Also, contrary 
to Tang (1990a, 1990b), Li assumes that cardinal numbers should occupy the 
Specifier position of NumP, given that the head NumP position is already filled 
by the plural morpheme. On this view, the noun phrases of English, a non-
classifier language, and those of Mandarin, a classifier language, should have the 










As shown in the above, the nominal structures of non-classifier and classifier 
languages are essentially the same, with the only difference being that in the 
latter type of languages, their nominal structure possesses an additional Classifier 
Phrase (CIP). Note that this distinction is crucial for analyzing the different 
distributional and referential properties of -s in English and -men in Mandarin. 
Specifically, as pointed out in Li, while it has long been observed that the 'true, 
plural marker -s can be suffixed to elements in N (e.g. three students vs. one 
student), the plural morpheme -men in Mandarin can only be attached to 
elements in D，since as noted earlier, -men can always be suffixed onto pronouns 
which are generally assumed to be base-generated in D (see (19) above). 
According to the configurations given in (27) and (28), a straightforward account 
can then be given for these observations. More precisely, assuming that elements 
in N must raise into Num in order to agree with the cardinal number via Spec-
head agreement in both classifier and non-classifier languages, we would predict 
that the realization of the plural inflection on elements in N (e.g. common nouns) 
is only possible in non-classifier languages like English, given that there is no 
intervening elements between NP and NumP (see (27) above) . 口 In contrast, in 
口 As noted in Li (1999a: 85), while pronouns are generally recognized as elements base-
generated in D, English allows its pronouns to have both common noun and pronoun usages, as 
demonstrated in the following examples: (ia) shows the pronoun usage of them, and (iia) the 
common noun usage of them: 
(i) a. them three 
b. *thems three 
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classifier languages like Mandarin, N-to-Num movement must be barred due to 
the Head Movement Constraint (see Travis 1984), since there is an intervening 
element, i.e. CI, in between NP and NumP (see (28) above). Thus, the only 
option available is for the plural morpheme to raise to D, hence deriving the 
generalization that the plural morpheme can only be suffixed onto elements in D 
(e.g. pronouns). On this view, we should further predict that [common noun + 
-men] is only possible when the head CIP position is empty (or else N-to-Num 
movement will be blocked due to the Head Movement Constraint). This explains 
why the co-occurrence of [common noun + -men\ and the cardinal phrase is 
always ill-formed in Mandarin (see (15) and (25) above). Finally, since [common 
noun + -men] must be interpreted as definite in the language (see (17a) above), 
Li further argues that this can be attributed to the [+def| feature residing in D. 
More precisely, Li assumes that when CI is empty, N can undergo successive 
movements (through CI and Num) to D in order to check off the [+def| feature in 
the latter, hence explaining why [common noun + -men] must be interpreted as 
definite in the language. 
Although we generally agree with Li's proposal that NumP should be 
present in the nominal structures of both classifier and non-classifier languages, 
her proposed nominal structure for non-classifier languages like English is not 
problem-free. In what follows, we shall demonstrate that Li's proposal that 
(ii) a. three thems 
b. *three them 
In order to accommodate these data, Li (1999a) posits that in contrast to Mandarin, the pronouns 
in English can either be base-generated in D or N. Given that the plural marker can only be 
realized on elements in N in English-type languages, this explains why (ib) and (iib) are 
ungrammatical, since the pronoun in the former is base-generated in D, and thus it can never get 
pluralized. In (iib), by contrast, the pronoun is base-generated in N, hence predicting that a plural 
marker must be realized on the pronoun. 
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cardinal numbers and plural markers are generated in the Specifier position and 
head position ofNumP, respectively is directly challenged by Borer (2002). 
4.4.2 The nominal structure of English-type languages 
Li's proposed nominal structure for English is directly challenged by 
Borer (2002), which argues that the notion of 'quantity' or cardinality should be 
distinguished from that of plurality at the syntactic level. Specifically, Borer 
posits that elements which express quantity, such as cardinal numbers, should 
occupy a syntactic node which is distinct and independent from that which hosts 
the plural or number morphemes. Her proposal is well-motivated on a number of 
grounds. In particular, adopting the prevailing view that there exists a functional 
projection dedicated to quantity or number interpretation, which Borer calls 
'Quantity Phrase, (QP), she argues that the identification of cardinal numbers 
and the plural morphemes as being originated in the same syntactic position 
would create serious problems, since for one thing, noun phrases with either the 
cardinal number or plural morpheme would be syntactically characterized as 
having the same structure, i.e. both involve a QP structure, as shown in (29)-(30) 
below (the nature and status of the DP projection in the nominal structures as 
18 
shown below are set aside for expository purpose): 
(29) a. ([DP ) [QP three [NP apples ]](]) 
b. ([DP ) [QP two [NP books ]](]) 
(30) a. ([DP ) [QP apple-s [NP -apple ]](]) 
b. ([dp ) [QP apples [NP ^ppies ]](]) 
Note that the structures in (30)-(32) assume with Chomsky's (1993) Copy Theory, where the 
chain formation is argued to leave a copy rather than a trace. Following this assumption, the line 
on top of the noun within the NP in (30)-(32) should be taken to signal the deletion of the copy at 
PF under identity. 
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Note that in (30), Borer assumes with Ritter (1991, 1995) that the plural marker 
occupies the head position of QP, and the former can trigger either overt or 
covert head movement of the noun. In particular, (30a) corresponds to the 
checking derivation, whereas (30b) shows the non-checking derivation. 
Following this analysis, it is obvious that (29a)-(29b) should be restructured, 
given that these two phrases have both the cardinal number and the plural marker. 
More precisely, since the head position of QP is already filled by the plural 
marker, Borer posits that cardinal numbers should instead occupy the Specifier 
position of QP, hence yielding the following resultant structures (with (31) and 
(32) giving the checking and non-checking derivations, respectively):^^ 
(31) a. ([DP ) [QP three apple-s [NP APPLE ] ] ( ] ) 
b. ([DP ) [QP two book-s [NP book ]](]) 
(32) a. ([DP ) [ Q P three apples [NP a p ^ E S ] ] ( ] ) 
b. ([DP ) [QP two books [NP b(56ks ]](]) 
Note that a crucial problem of positing that cardinal phrases and bare plurals 
have the same QP structure is that it fails to account for the distinction between 
these two types of noun phrases. Specifically, adopting the prevalent view that 
the telicity-atelicity distinction in the event domain is equivalent to the semantic 
distinctions within the nominal domain, i.e. the distinction between quantity 
nominals (i.e. cardinal phrases) and non-quantity nominals (i.e. bare nominals) 
(see for instance, Verkuyl 1972, 1993, Bach 1986, Link 1987, among many 
others), the contrast between (33) and (34) below clearly demonstrates that 
cardinal phrases like those in (31) should be considered as having a different 
19 Despite the different labels, note that the structures shown in (31)-(32) are the same as the one 
proposed by Li (1999a), since as noted in (27), Li argues that cardinal numbers should occupy the 
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function from the bare nominals in (30). More precisely, following the two 
standard assumptions that (i) the telic-atelic distinction in the event domain is 
hinged on the presence of a (bounded) internal argument, which has the function 
of measuring out the event; and (ii) in adverbials can track telic-atelic distinction 
given that the adverbials are only compatible with sentences with telic 
interpretations, the well-formedness of (33) clearly suggests that cardinal phrases 
in (31) should be construed as bounded internal arguments which give rise to a 
telic interpretation; otherwise, (33) cannot be compatible with the in adverbials. 
In the same vein, the ill-formedness of (34) should be attributed to the bare 
nominal in (30), which fails to function as an bounded internal argument, thereby 
only an atelic interpretation may arise (which can be verified by its 
incompatibility with the in adverbial). 
(33) a. Peter ate three apples in an hour, 
b. Susan read two books in two days. 
(34) *Peter ate apples in an hour. 
Given the above examples, we may come up with the descriptive generalization 
that cardinal phrases and bare nominals are different in one crucial respect: while 
the former can function as a bounded internal argument, the latter can only be 
construed as an unbounded internal argument. However, if we go back to the 
structures given in (31) and (30), it is obvious that this distinction cannot be 
syntactically characterized, since both (31) and (30) have the QP projection. In 
view of such a problem, Borer argues that it is imperative to reconsider the 
syntactic roles (or more precisely, the syntactic positions) of cardinal numbers 
Specifier position of QP (or 'Number Phrase' (NumP), using Li's terminology), while the plural 
marker is argued to be the head of the corresponding projection. 
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and the plural marker if one aims to capture the distinction between the two types 
of nominals at a syntactic level. 
Of course, since it is noticed that the structures in (30) and (31) fail to 
characterize the distinction between bare nominals and cardinal phrases at the 
syntactic level, it is very tempting for one to appeal to the realm of semantics in 
order to see if the distinction can be derived at such a level. However, as pointed 
out in Borer, shifting the explanatory burden to the semantics would likewise fail 
to make the correct distinction. This is because the join, semi-lattice type of 
approaches to plurality and mass interpretation (see Link 1983, Bach 1986, 
among many others) have a number of problems. In particular, while the 
semantic approach assumes that plurals are a function from singulars, Borer 
notes that the interpretation of the bare plurals does not necessarily consist of any 
subset of (well-defined) singulars. Evidence which supports her argument comes 
from the following paradigm (examples are cited from Borer, 2002: 3): 
(35) a. 0.2 apples/*apple 
b. 0.1 apples/* apple 
c. 1.5 apples/*apple 
d. 1.0 apples/* apple 
e. zero apples/*apple 
Note that (35a)-(35b) and (35e) clearly do not presuppose the existence of 
singulars although the presence of the plural marking is obligatory in these 
examples. This further confirms that the presence of plural marking has nothing 
to do with the existence of a well-defined subset of singulars. Based on this fact, 
Borer conjectures that the reason for the examples in (35) to be felicitous may be 
attributed to the fact that the plural marker can indeed occur without the 
presupposition of a well-defined subset of singulars. However, given that 
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cardinal phrases such as those in (31) can indeed give the general impression that 
there exists a subset of singulars, Borer further suggests that it may be due to the 
presence of the cardinal numbers themselves rather than that of the plural 
• 20 
marking. Assuming Borer's proposal is on the right track, then it is obvious that 
the plural marker should occupy a syntactic node which is distinct and 
independent from that which hosts the cardinal numbers, since according to her 
analysis, these two types of elements indeed play a different role in the grammar. 
An immediate question which naturally arises here concerns the exact 
role played by the plural marker in the grammar if it is not responsible for the 
notion of quantity, or more precisely, the existence of a subset of singulars. 
Borer's (2002: 5) answer to this is that plural markers share the same function as 
the classifiers in being a syntactic marker of the presence of a 'divisonal 
structure'. What Borer means by the term 'divisional structure，is reminiscent of 
the traditional conceptulization of the classifiers in classifier languages, since 
there is a general consensus that classifiers in this type of languages have the 
individualizing function (see Greenberg 1974, Tai and Wang 1990, Bisang 1999, 
among many others). In fact, despite the difference in terminologies, the so-
called ‘divisional function' as proposed by Borer should be considered analogous 
to the individualizing function which has been proposed by different scholars for 
the classifiers in classifier languages in the past decades. 
Having settled the terminology issue, let us move on to check if Borer's 
proposal that plural markers and classifiers have the same divisional function is 
well-grounded. One source of evidence which supports Borer's proposal comes 
2° Note that this proposal of Borer (2002) is analogous to the one proposed by Doetjes (1996, 
1997: Chapter 7), which we have discussed in the previous section. 
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from Armenian, which shows the following paradigm (excerpted from Borer, 
2002: 5): 
(36) Cardinal number, no classifier and no plural marking 
a. yergu hovanoc uni-m. 
two umbrella have-lSg 
'I have two umbrellas.' 
Cardinal number, classifier, no plural marking 
b. yergu had hovanoc uni-m. 
two CI umbrella have-lSg 
‘I have two umbrellas.' 
Cardinal number, no classifier, plural marking 
c. yergu hovanoc-ner uni-m. 
two umbrella-Pl have-lSg 
‘I have two umbrellas.' 
Cardinal number, classifier, plural marking 
d. * yergu had hovanoc-ner uni-m. 
two CI umbrella-Pl have-lSg 
Setting aside the case in (36a) in which the cardinal number can occur without 
either the classifier or the plural marker, the data in (36b)-(36d) clearly 
demonstrate that the classifier and the plural marker are always in 
complementary distribution. According to Borer, a plausible account to capture 
the complementary distribution of the classifier and the plural marker in 
languages like Armenian as well as the non-quantity properties of the plural 
marker in English would be to assume that the plural inflection, in actuality, 
reflects the presence of a Classifier Phrase (CIP) rather than that of a QP, given 
that both classifiers and plural markers share the same function of being a 
syntactic marker of the presence of a divisional structure.^' On this view, Borer 
postulates that the cardinal phrases in (31) and (32) and the bare nominals in (30) 
should be restructured as follows (with the (a) examples from (37)-(39) 
21 Note that the Classifier Phrase (CIP) as proposed by Borer (2002) here is parallel to the more 
familiar label Number Phrase (NumP), which is first proposed by Ritter (1991). 
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corresponding to the checking derivations, and the (b) examples from (37)-(39) 
to the non-checking derivations): 
(37) a. ([DP) [QP three [cip apple-s [NP apple ]]](]) 
b. ([DP ) [QP three [CIP apples [NP appfes ]]](]) 
(38) a. ([DP ) [QP two [CIP book-s [NP >edk ]]](]) 
b. ([DP ) [QP two [CIP books [NP bt5oks ]]](]) 
(39) a. ( [ D P ) [CIP apple-s [NP ^ppte ] ] ] ( ] ) 
b. ([DP ) [CIP apples [NP apptes ] ] ] ( ] ) 
Note that an immediate advantage of Borer's proposal is that it can resurrect the 
syntactic distinction between cardinal phrases and bare nominals. More precisely, 
given that the bare nominals in (39) have only the CIP structure while cardinal 
phrases in (38) have an additional QP projection, the presence or absence of telic 
interpretation can now be attributed to the presence or absence of the QP 
structure: in particular, assuming that telicity can only be licensed by the 
presence of the QP structure, then the atelic interpretation of sentences with bare 
nominals (see (34) above) can be argued to be due to the lack of the QP in their 
nominal structure. Similarly, the telic reading in sentences with cardinal phrases 
(see (33)) should be attributed to the presence of the QP structure in the latter. 
Assuming Borer's proposal is on the right track, the English noun phrases should 






Given the configuration shown in (40), a natural question which may arise here is 
whether we should modify the nominal structure of classifier languages as 
proposed by Li (see (28) above). A related question is whether the proposed 
nominal structure can accommodate the data in Jingpo. We shall deal with these 
issues in the next subsection. 
4.4.3 A unified account 
As mentioned in section 4.3.1, one of the core assumptions of Li's 
proposal is that the plural morpheme like -men in Mandarin can be treated on a 
par with the 'true' plural marker in non-classifier languages like English. Based 
on this assumption, she argues that nouns in both classifier and non-classifier 
languages are required to raise to Num in order to check off the singular/plural 
feature residing in the latter, hence allowing the noun (with the singular/plural 
feature specified by moving to Num) to agree with the cardinal number via Spec-
head agreement. In particular, she proposes that the impossibility of having 
[common noun + -men\ to co-occur with the cardinal phrase in Mandarin should 
be attributed to the presence of Cl, which blocks the N-to-Num movement (due 
to the Head Movement Constraint). It then follows that for a language which 
allows the optionality of classifiers like Jingpo, we would expect that common 
nouns suffixed with the plural morpheme should be able to co-occur with the 
cardinal number when an overt classifier is not present. In other words, if we 
assume that the proposed nominal structure for classifier languages in (28) is 
correct, it would predict that Jingpo must allow the co-occurrence of the plural 
22 The Quantifier Phrase (QP) as proposed by Borer (2002) here is parallel to the more familiar 
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morpheme -ni with the cardinal number, given that the language allows the 
optionality of classifiers, and thus predicting that the head CIP position can be 
empty. In order to make our discussion more concrete, we may visualize the 
derivations of examples like *jong^ma^-ni ma!sum 'three students' as follows: 
(41a) shows the nominal structure proposed by Li for classifier languages, and 
(41b) demonstrates the N-to-Num movement. Finally, the resultant structure is 
given in (41c). 





ma'sum -ni jong'mai 
m a 3 i s u m 3 3 - n p 3 t JoQ^ ima^ ' 
three PI student 
b. DP c. DP 
D NumP N-Num NumP 
Spec Num, Spec Num, 
=> 
N-Num CIP tN-Num CIP 
CI NP CI NP 
tA^  t " 
ma^sum jong'ma'-ni *jongimai-ni ma'sum 
m&3isum33 tJoQ^^ma^i-nP^ tJor]3ima^i-ni33 ma^^sum^^ 
three student-Pl student-Pl three 
label Cardinal Phrase (CardP), since as shown in (37) and (38), QP functions as the host of 
cardinal numbers. 
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As shown above, Li's analysis would wrongly predict that count nouns suffixed 
with -ni can co-occur with the cardinal number when an overt classifier is not 
present. As a means to salvage Li's analysis, one may posit that the 
ungrammaticality of the above example can still be attributed to the presence of 
the classifier, since the classifier can be optionally added. However, since we 
have mentioned in chapter 2 that there are indeed many count nouns which 
cannot be classified due to the limited number of (sortal) classifiers in the 
language, it seems difficult to maintain that in such instances, the incompatibility 
of [count noun + -ni\ with the cardinal number can still be attributed to the 
classifier, which blocks the N-to-Num movement. A question which naturally 
arises here is whether we can provide an alternative account to accommodate the 
nominal data in Jingpo. 
In fact, if we ponder upon one of Li's major assumptions, i.e. the nouns in 
both classifier and non-classifier languages are required to raise to Num in order 
to check off the singular/plural feature residing in the latter, hence allowing the 
noun (with the singular/plural feature specified by moving to Num) to agree with 
the cardinal number via Spec-head agreement, it seems that this particular 
assumption is not well-grounded when applied to classifier languages: as noted 
earlier, the plural morphemes like -men in Mandarin can never co-occur with the 
cardinal numbers. In other words, it seems difficult to argue that the motivation 
of the N-to-Num movement in classifier languages is to enable the cardinal 
number and the noun to agree via Spec-head configuration. In addition, while Li 
has clearly offered a very interesting and elegant syntactic account for the 
incompability of [common noun + -men\ with the cardinal phrase in Mandarin, I 
suspect that a plausible alternative to accommodate the incompatibilty of 
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[common noun + -men\ or [common noun + -ni\ and the cardinal phrase would 
be to assume with Iljic (2000) and suggest that the co-occurrence of the two 
elements would lead to the logical contradiction between counting and grouping. 
Recall that in section 4.3.3, I follow Corbett (2000) and assume that collective 
markers have the function of allowing the nouns suffixed with -men or -ni to be 
construed together, i.e. as a unit. Therefore, it is not surprising to find that 
[common noun + -men\ or [common noun + ni\ cannot co-occur with cardinal 
phrases. 
Assuming this line of reasoning is correct, I propose that the definite 
interpretation [common noun + -men\ or [common noun + -ni\ can be derived as 
follows: since common nouns are generally understood to be base-generated 
under NP rather than DP, we suggest that when NumP is projected, the presence 
of CardP plus CIP is barred. This is in accordance with Iljic,s proposal, since as 
mentioned earlier, the co-occurrence of the cardinal phrase with the plural 
morpheme can lead to the logical contradiction between counting and grouping. 
Based on this assumption, we propose that the definite interpretation of [common 
noun + -men\ and [common noun + -ni\ is derived by successive head 
movements of N: more precisely, N must first raise and left-adjoin to Num, 
which is followed by the raising of the complex [N-Num] into D. Following this 
analysis, the derivation can be visualized as follows: 
(42) DP DP 
D NumP N-Num NumP 
N-Num NP XN-Num NP 
tA, t " 
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Note that while the above analysis can nicely capture the definite interpretation 
of [common noun + -men] and [common noun + -ni\ in Mandarin and Jingpo, 
respectively, two issues remain to be tackled: first, recall that we have shown that 
the striking contrast between -men and -ni is that while the latter can attach to all 
common count nouns, the former can only be suffixed to human nouns. To 
account for this difference, we argue that -men has a lexical feature [+human] in 
addition to the [+count] feature, and thus -men can only be suffixed to human 
nouns, whereas -ni is only encoded with the latter feature, i.e. [+count], and thus 
it is compatible with all types of common count nouns, including those 
designating human, animate and inanimate beings. 
The second issue which we need to discuss here is the second usage of 
-men: recall that in the preceding sections, we have demonstrated that in addition 
to human nouns, the plural morpheme -men can also be suffixed onto pronouns. 
Similarly, in Jingpo, there is another plural morpheme -hte which is always 
attached to the dual pronouns. Given the standard view that pronouns are 
prototypical elements base-generated in D, a clear difficulty now emerges 
concerns the derivations of these [pronoun + -men\ and [pronoun + -hte\ forms. 
Specifically, since we have argued that the projection of NumP must preempt the 
existence of the cardinal phrase, we would predict that [pronoun + -men] and 
[pronoun + -hte] can never co-occur with the cardinal phrase. However, this 
prediction is clearly not borne out in either Mandarin or Jingpo, as illustrated by 
(43a) and (43b), respectively: 
(43) a. Wo qing ta-men san ge (haizi) chifan. 
I invite them three CI child eat 
‘I invited them three-Cl (children) for a meal. (Li, 1999a: 79) 
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b. Nan^-hte (jong^ma' ma'rai) ma^sum sa mu ①！ 
( t j o q ^ i m a ^ i m a ^ ' s a i ^ ^ ) ma^^sum^^ sa^^ m u ? � � 
you-Pl student CI three go SFP-2P1-IMP 
‘Go you three (students)!' 
An obvious question which arises from the above data is whether they should be 
considered as counterexamples to the present analysis. In order to answer this 
question, let us first digress briefly to scrutinize the key differences between the 
two usages of -men, i.e. [common noun + -men\ vs. [pronoun + -men\. First, as 
mentioned earlier, Iljic (1994, 2001) points out that the suffixation of -men onto 
pronouns does not amount to the pluralization of the pronouns, given that wo-
men ‘we, does not have the meaning of several wo T . Further evidence comes 
from Jingpo, since the attachment of -hte to the dual pronouns clearly does not 
amount to the pluralization of the pronouns. Based on these facts, we argue, 
contra Li (1999a), that [pronoun + -men\ or [pronoun + -hte] should be 
considered as a single lexical item, i.e. they should be viewed as equivalent to the 
pronouns in English. Following this analysis, the pronouns in Mandarin and 
Jingpo should occupy the head position of D, and thus (43a) and (43b) above 
should not be taken as counterexamples to our present analysis. 
In brief, we have assumed with Iljic (2001) and argued that the 
incompatibility of the plural morpheme and the cardinal phrase in classifier 
languages like Mandarin and Jingpo is due to the logical contradiction between 
grouping and counting. Based on this assumption, we have demonstrated that the 
definite reading of [common noun + -men\ and [common noun + ni\ can be 
derived by successive head movements to Num and then to D in order to check 
off the [+defl feature in the latter. Furthermore, we have argued that pronouns 
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with the form [pronoun + -men] or [pronoun + -hte] are analogous to the 
pronouns in English in having the status of single lexical items. 
4.5 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that Jingpo clearly runs counter to 
one of the major predictions of Chierchia's (1998) Nominal Mapping Parameter, 
since the language not only possesses a (generalized) classifier system but also 
the plural morphemes. In addition, following Cheng and Sybesma (1999) and 
Doetjes (1996, 1997: Chapter 7), we have argued that Jingpo indeed has the 
status of a classifier language, given that it shares in essence with other well-
studied classifier languages like Mandarin the two distinctive properties: (i) the 
distinction between two types of classifiers, and (ii) the use of (count) classifiers 
as the grammatical marker of countability. Furthermore, we have queried Li's 
(1999a) proposal that the nominal structures of classifier and non-classifiers are 
essentially the same, with the only difference being that the former has an 
additional Classifier Phrase (CIP) in their nominal structure. Specifically, we 
have demonstrated that Li's proposed nominal structure for non-classifier 
languages like English seems not be able to capture the crucial distinction 
between bare nominals and cardinal phrases in English. In addition, as an 
alternative to Li, which argues that the incompatibility of [common noun + -men\ 
with the cardinal phrase should be attributed to the presence of an overt classifier 
which blocks N from moving to Num, we have assumed with Iljic (2001) and 
suggested that the incompatibility of the two elements is due to the logical 
contradiction between grouping and counting. Following this line of 
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argumentation, we have demonstrated that the definite interpretation of [common 
noun + -men\ and [common noun + -ni\ can be derived by successive raising of 
N (via Num) to D, where the latter is assumed to be the locus of definiteness. 
Furthermore, we have argued that [pronoun + -men] and [pronoun + -hte] are 





In this chapter, we shall summarize some of the most significant analyses 
put forth in this dissertation, and we shall remark on their implications for studies 
of nominal structures. In addition, we shall briefly suggest some future research 
directions. 
5.2 The CIP versus DP analysis 
The investigation of the internal structure of nominal constructions in 
classifier languages has raised (at least) two important questions regarding the 
syntactic functions of demonstratives and classifiers in this type of languages: 
(1) What is the syntactic function of classifiers? 
(2) What is the syntactic function of demonstratives? 
By examining the nominal data from a range of classifier languages, including 
Mandarin, Cantonese, Taiwanese and Jingpo, we have resolved the controversy 
on whether the noun phrases in this type of languages are best-represented as 
having a Determiner Phrase (DP) or a Classifier Phrase (CIP) structure. 
Specifically, we have shown that the proposal that in classifier languages, the 
classifier should be conceived as the direct parallel of English-type articles is 
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flawed in that it fails to provide an adequate account for the subject-object 
asymmetry of the [Cl + N] sequence in Mandarin. In addition, we have 
demonstrated that the nominal data in Mandarin, Cantonese, Taiwanese and 
Jingpo can be accommodated by the DP Hypothesis (Abney 1987) if we follow 
Tang (1990a, 1990b) and Li's (1997, 1999c) proposal that D is the locus of 
definiteness, and thus it may host any elements with the [+defl feature including 
the demonstratives. Based on these assumptions, we have confirmed that the DP 
analysis is superior to the CIP analysis. The significant implication is that the 
demonstratives and classifiers should be considered as not having the same 
linguistic function, i.e. both being the locus of definiteness. Contrarily, they 
should be conceived as having distinct linguistic functions: D has the function of 
linking the entities denoted by the noun to the discourse or the world, whereas Cl 
should be regarded as having an individualizing or singularizing function 
according to the standard view (see for instance, Greenberg (1974), Tai and 
Wang (1990), Bisang (1999), among many others). Furthermore, following Tang 
and Li's analysis, we have suggested the noun phrases in non-classifier and 
classifier languages should have essentially the same universal structure, i.e. [DP 
D [CARDP Card ([CIPCI) [ N P N ] ] ] ] . 
5.3 Linear order 
The issues of linear order have aroused many interesting discussions 
especially since Kayne's (1994) proposal of the Linear Correspondence Axiom 
(LCA). In Chapter 3, we have adopted Kayne's LCA and Fukui and Saito's 
(1996) version of Merge, where the latter basically assumes that the head 
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parameter can be incorporated into the bare phrase structure theory by replacing 
the set notation (a , p} in Chomsky's (1995) Merge by an ordered pair <a, p>, 
thereby specifying which of the two syntactic objects project in any given 
languages. Specifically, we have demonstrated that despite the fact that Jingpo is 
a strictly head final language, the inverse order of its noun phrases as well as the 
asymmetrical distribution of singular vs. plural demonstratives can be best-
captured under Kaynean approach. More precisely, we have proposed that the 
asymmetrical distribution of the singular vs. plural demonstratives, i.e. the fact 
that only singular demonstratives can occur freely in both prenominal and 
postnominal positions, while plural demonstratives are restricted to postnominal 
positions, should be attributed to the difference in 'strength' of the feature 
residing in D. In particular, the plural demonstratives are argued to possess the 
strong [+P1] feature, hence it would trigger overt movement of either NP or CIP, 
assuming that (i) the strong feature must be checked off by the corresponding 
feature in N before Spell-Out, and (ii) the [+P1] feature may get percolated to CI 
when NP moves into Spec-ClP position. In addition, the fact that the singular 
demonstratives are allowed to occur in either prenominal or postnominal 
positions is accounted for by positing that D can be construed as either strong or 
weak when it is occupied by a singular demonstrative. When D is construed as 
strong, it can trigger overt movement of either NP or CIP, whereas when D is 
construed as weak, only covert movement can take place due to Procrastinate. 
The fact that the order of Jingpo noun phrases as well as the asymmetry in 
singular vs. plural demonstratives can be nicely accommodated under Kaynean 
approach, but not Fukui and Saito's one, has the following important 
implications: (i) despite the fact that Fukui and Saito's approach has the merits of 
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nicely accommodating the word order variations at the sentential level (i.e. the 
different word orders like SVO, SOV, etc.), the theory seems not capable of 
accounting for the different word orders at the nominal level insofar as the 
classifier languages are concerned; (ii) the word order variations as observed in 
noun phrases of different classifier languages may be derived from a single base 
structure, i.e. [DP D [cardP Card [CIPCI [ N P N ] ] ] ] . 
5.4 The roles of classifiers and plural morphemes in classifier language 
The question of whether count/mass distinction can be found in nouns in 
classifier languages has been one of the major topics of many studies of noun 
phrases in classifier languages. Following Cheng and Sybesma (1999), we have 
confirmed that count/mass distinction indeed plays a significant role in the 
grammar of classifier languages. In particular, following Cheng and Sybesma's 
proposal that classifiers can be distinguished into two types, namely count 
classifiers and massifiers: the former refer to those which simply label the natural 
partitioning encoded by the noun, whereas the latter refer to those that create a 
unit of measure, i.e. they have a 'real' individuating or singularizing function, we 
have demonstrated that classifiers in Jingpo can also be distinguished in two 
types. More precisely, we have argued that for those which are only compatible 
with count nouns should be construed as belonging to the former type, i.e. count 
classifiers, and their corresponding property is that they can be omitted 
optionally. In contrast, for those which can only co-occur with mass nouns, they 
should instead be construed as corresponding to the latter type, i.e. massifiers, 
given that they function to create the unit of measure rather than simply labelling 
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the natural partitioning encoded by the noun. On this view, the optionality of 
(count) classifiers in Jingpo can simply be attributed to the distinctive properties 
of the two types of classifiers, i.e. only count classifiers, but not massifiers, can 
be subject to optional omission. In addition, we have argued that the pursuit of 
such a proposal has the immediate advantages of allowing us to resolve the query 
as to whether Jingpo has truly the status of a classifier language despite its 
striking contrast from other well-studied classifier languages like Mandarin and 
Cantonese in allowing the optionality of (count) classifiers when combined with 
count nouns. 
Another interesting issue which has drawn much attention in the recent 
studies of noun phrases in classifier languages is whether this type of languages 
can have plural morphology. A related question is why plural morphemes are 
always found incompatible with cardinal phrases in this type of languages. Li 
(1999b) has provided a very plausible and interesting syntactic account regarding 
the latter question. More precisely, she proposes that the nominal structures of 
classifier and non-classifier languages are essentially the same, i.e. they both 
have the basic configuration [DP D [NumP Num [NP N]]], where Number Phrase 
(NumP) is argued as the host of singular/plural features (see Carstens (1991), 
Valois (1991), Ritter (1991, 1995) and a number of reference cited in Ritter 
(1995)). Assuming Li's proposal is on the right track, we have argued that the 
incompatibility of the plural morpheme and the cardinal phrase as found in 
Mandarin and Jingpo can be attributed to the logical contradiction between 
grouping and counting (Iljic 2001). Specifically, since it has long been 
recognized that the plural morphemes in classifier languages are best-analyzed as 
collective markers, which have the function of allowing entities to be construed 
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together, i.e. as a unit (Corbett 2000), we have argued that the incompatiblility of 
[common noun + -men\ or [common noun + -ni\ with the cardinal phrase is due 
to the logical contradiction of grouping (as manifested in [common noun + -men] 
in Mandarin or [common noun + -ni] in Jingpo) and counting (as instantiated by 
the cardinal phrase). The significance of this analysis is that we may account for 
the incompatiblity of [common noun + -ni\ and the cardinal number from an 
alternative perspective without forcing the idea that it is barred by the presence 
of an overt classifier. This proposal is also supported by the nominal data in 
Jingpo, since the language always allows optionality of classifiers when they are 
combined with count nouns. 
5.5 An area for future research 
To conclude this dissertation, we would like to sketch out some 
interesting topics for future research. 
In an attempt to account for the asymmetry of singular vs. plural demonstratives 
in Jingpo, we have hypothesized that the restricted distribution of the plural 
demonstratives to postnominal positions is due to the presence of a strong [+P1] 
feature in D, which would trigger the overt movement of either NP or CIP. 
Despite the fact that such a proposal seems to be plausible as there is cross-
linguistic evidence (for instance, Hebrew and Moroccan Arabic) which shows 
that postnominal modifiers, including quantifiers and demonstratives, are 
different from the prenominal ones in that the former must 'agree' in number 
with the noun (see Shlonsky (2000) for details), many issues remain unresolved. 
For instance, why is it the case that only the plural nominal modifiers including 
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the demonstratives, quantifiers, etc., but not the singular ones, can be construed 
as bearing the strong [+P1] feature, which need to be check off or 'agree' with the 
noun? Put differently, what might be the factors which distinguish the plural 
demonstratives from the singular ones despite the fact that both are referential (or 
more precisely, definite)? In addition, the postulation of the strong [+P1] feature 
is not problem-free, since in the generative tradition, only the general formal 
features such as [Agr], [Num], etc. may be ascribed the strong vs. weak status. 
Therefore, more future research should be done in this particular area to see if 
there is any cross-linguistic evidence in support of the treatment of [+P1] as a 
formal feature. In conclusion, in order to obtain a complete picture and a more 
adequate account for the word order variations as observed in noun phrases in 






In this chapter, we shall summarize some of the most significant analyses 
put forth in this dissertation, and we shall remark on their implications for studies 
of nominal structures. In addition, we shall briefly suggest some future research 
directions. 
5.2 The CIP versus DP analysis 
The investigation of the internal structure of nominal constructions in 
classifier languages has raised (at least) two important questions regarding the 
syntactic functions of demonstratives and classifiers in this type of languages: 
(1) What is the syntactic function of classifiers? 
(2) What is the syntactic function of demonstratives? 
By examining the nominal data from a range of classifier languages, including 
Mandarin, Cantonese, Taiwanese and Jingpo, we have resolved the controversy 
on whether the noun phrases in this type of languages are best-represented as 
having a Determiner Phrase (DP) or a Classifier Phrase (CIP) structure. 
Specifically, we have shown that the proposal that in classifier languages, the 
classifier should be conceived as the direct parallel of English-type articles is 
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flawed in that it fails to provide an adequate account for the subject-object 
asymmetry of the [CI + N] sequence in Mandarin. In addition, we have 
demonstrated that the nominal data in Mandarin, Cantonese, Taiwanese and 
Jingpo can be accommodated by the DP Hypothesis (Abney 1987) if we follow 
Tang (1990a, 1990b) and Li's (1997, 1999c) proposal that D is the locus of 
definiteness, and thus it may host any elements with the [+def] feature including 
the demonstratives. Based on these assumptions, we have confirmed that the DP 
analysis is superior to the CIP analysis. The significant implication is that the 
demonstratives and classifiers should be considered as not having the same 
linguistic function, i.e. both being the locus of definiteness. Contrarily, they 
should be conceived as having distinct linguistic functions: D has the function of 
linking the entities denoted by the noun to the discourse or the world, whereas CI 
should be regarded as having an individualizing or singularizing function 
according to the standard view (see for instance, Greenberg (1974)，Tai and 
Wang (1990), Bisang (1999), among many others). Furthermore, following Tang 
and Li's analysis, we have suggested the noun phrases in non-classifier and 
classifier languages should have essentially the same universal structure, i.e. [DP 
D [CardP Card ( [CIPCI) [ N P N ] ] ] ] . 
5.3 Linear order 
The issues of linear order have aroused many interesting discussions 
especially since Kayne's (1994) proposal of the Linear Correspondence Axiom 
(LCA). In Chapter 3, we have adopted Kayne's LCA and Fukui and Saito's 
(1996) version of Merge, where the latter basically assumes that the head 
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parameter can be incorporated into the bare phrase structure theory by replacing 
the set notation {a, P} in Chomsky's (1995) Merge by an ordered pair <a, P>, 
thereby specifying which of the two syntactic objects project in any given 
languages. Specifically, we have demonstrated that despite the fact that Jingpo is 
a strictly head final language, the inverse order of its noun phrases as well as the 
asymmetrical distribution of singular vs. plural demonstratives can be best-
captured under Kaynean approach. More precisely, we have proposed that the 
asymmetrical distribution of the singular vs. plural demonstratives, i.e. the fact 
that only singular demonstratives can occur freely in both prenominal and 
postnominal positions, while plural demonstratives are restricted to postnominal 
positions, should be attributed to the difference in 'strength' of the feature 
residing in D. In particular, the plural demonstratives are argued to possess the 
strong [+P1] feature, hence it would trigger overt movement of either NP or CIP, 
assuming that (i) the strong feature must be checked off by the corresponding 
feature in N before Spell-Out, and (ii) the [+P1] feature may get percolated to Cl 
when NP moves into Spec-ClP position. In addition, the fact that the singular 
demonstratives are allowed to occur in either prenominal or postnominal 
positions is accounted for by positing that D can be construed as either strong or 
weak when it is occupied by a singular demonstrative. When D is construed as 
strong, it can trigger overt movement of either NP or CIP, whereas when D is 
construed as weak, only covert movement can take place due to Procrastinate. 
The fact that the order of Jingpo noun phrases as well as the asymmetry in 
singular vs. plural demonstratives can be nicely accommodated under Kaynean 
approach, but not Fukui and Saito's one, has the following important 
implications: (i) despite the fact that Fukui and Saito's approach has the merits of 
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nicely accommodating the word order variations at the sentential level (i.e. the 
different word orders like SVO, SOV, etc.), the theory seems not capable of 
accounting for the different word orders at the nominal level insofar as the 
classifier languages are concerned; (ii) the word order variations as observed in 
noun phrases of different classifier languages may be derived from a single base 
structure, i.e. [DP D [cardP Card [CIP CI [ N P N ] ] ] ] . 
5.4 The roles of classifiers and plural morphemes in classifier language 
The question of whether count/mass distinction can be found in nouns in 
classifier languages has been one of the major topics of many studies of noun 
phrases in classifier languages. Following Cheng and Sybesma (1999), we have 
confirmed that count/mass distinction indeed plays a significant role in the 
grammar of classifier languages. In particular, following Cheng and Sybesma's 
proposal that classifiers can be distinguished into two types, namely count 
classifiers and massifiers: the former refer to those which simply label the natural 
partitioning encoded by the noun, whereas the latter refer to those that create a 
unit of measure, i.e. they have a 'real' individuating or singularizing function, we 
have demonstrated that classifiers in Jingpo can also be distinguished in two 
types. More precisely, we have argued that for those which are only compatible 
with count nouns should be construed as belonging to the former type, i.e. count 
classifiers, and their corresponding property is that they can be omitted 
optionally. In contrast, for those which can only co-occur with mass nouns, they 
should instead be construed as corresponding to the latter type, i.e. massifiers, 
given that they function to create the unit of measure rather than simply labelling 
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the natural partitioning encoded by the noun. On this view, the optionality of 
(count) classifiers in Jingpo can simply be attributed to the distinctive properties 
of the two types of classifiers, i.e. only count classifiers, but not massifiers, can 
be subject to optional omission. In addition, we have argued that the pursuit of 
such a proposal has the immediate advantages of allowing us to resolve the query 
as to whether Jingpo has truly the status of a classifier language despite its 
striking contrast from other well-studied classifier languages like Mandarin and 
Cantonese in allowing the optionality of (count) classifiers when combined with 
count nouns. 
Another interesting issue which has drawn much attention in the recent 
studies of noun phrases in classifier languages is whether this type of languages 
can have plural morphology. A related question is why plural morphemes are 
always found incompatible with cardinal phrases in this type of languages. Li 
(1999b) has provided a very plausible and interesting syntactic account regarding 
the latter question. More precisely, she proposes that the nominal structures of 
classifier and non-classifier languages are essentially the same, i.e. they both 
have the basic configuration [DP D [NumP Num [NP N]]], where Number Phrase 
(NumP) is argued as the host of singular/plural features (see Carstens (1991), 
Valois (1991), Ritter (1991, 1995) and a number of reference cited in Ritter 
(1995)). Assuming Li's proposal is on the right track, we have argued that the 
incompatibility of the plural morpheme and the cardinal phrase as found in 
Mandarin and Jingpo can be attributed to the logical contradiction between 
grouping and counting (Iljic 2001). Specifically, since it has long been 
recognized that the plural morphemes in classifier languages are best-analyzed as 
collective markers, which have the function of allowing entities to be construed 
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together, i.e. as a unit (Corbett 2000), we have argued that the incompatiblility of 
[common noun + -men] or [common noun + -ni] with the cardinal phrase is due 
to the logical contradiction of grouping (as manifested in [common noun + -men] 
in Mandarin or [common noun + -ni] in Jingpo) and counting (as instantiated by 
the cardinal phrase). The significance of this analysis is that we may account for 
the incompatiblity of [common noun + -ni] and the cardinal number from an 
alternative perspective without forcing the idea that it is barred by the presence 
of an overt classifier. This proposal is also supported by the nominal data in 
Jingpo, since the language always allows optionality of classifiers when they are 
combined with count nouns. 
5.5 An area for future research 
To conclude this dissertation, we would like to sketch out some 
interesting topics for future research. 
In an attempt to account for the asymmetry of singular vs. plural demonstratives 
in Jingpo, we have hypothesized that the restricted distribution of the plural 
demonstratives to postnominal positions is due to the presence of a strong [+P1] 
feature in D, which would trigger the overt movement of either NP or CIP. 
Despite the fact that such a proposal seems to be plausible as there is cross-
linguistic evidence (for instance, Hebrew and Moroccan Arabic) which shows 
that postnominal modifiers, including quantifiers and demonstratives, are 
different from the prenominal ones in that the former must 'agree' in number 
with the noun (see Shlonsky (2000) for details), many issues remain unresolved. 
For instance, why is it the case that only the plural nominal modifiers including 
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the demonstratives, quantifiers, etc., but not the singular ones, can be construed 
as bearing the strong [+P1] feature, which need to be check off or ‘agree’ with the 
noun? Put differently, what might be the factors which distinguish the plural 
demonstratives from the singular ones despite the fact that both are referential (or 
more precisely, definite)? In addition, the postulation of the strong [+P1] feature 
is not problem-free, since in the generative tradition, only the general formal 
features such as [Agr], [Num], etc. may be ascribed the strong vs. weak status. 
Therefore, more future research should be done in this particular area to see if 
there is any cross-linguistic evidence in support of the treatment of [+P1] as a 
formal feature. In conclusion, in order to obtain a complete picture and a more 
adequate account for the word order variations as observed in noun phrases in 
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